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Abstract

Due to recent technological innovations, virtual reality (VR) has become a promising tech-

nology for systematically investigating learning in more authentic scenarios while simul-

taneously providing a controllable experimental setting. When bridging the gap between

standardized lab experiments and real-life phenomena, eye tracking can be a rich source

of information. Eye tracking can be instrumental for assessing information processing and

learning in VR, and analyzing visual attention through eye tracking can provide valuable

insights for creating effective virtual learning environments.

However, investigating eye tracking in 3D environments also poses some challenges, in-

cluding integrating head movement, acquiring gaze target information, and interpreting

eye movements in relation to information processing and learning. This thesis addresses

some of these challenges by proposing methodological and analytical solutions, including

reliable measures of pupil diameter, gaze-ray casting, network analysis, gaze entropy, and

machine-learning models. These approaches are used to measure information processing

and learning through eye-tracking and explore the potential for modeling eye movements

and visual attention.

First, two standardized virtual experiments focus on processing and encoding information

with 3D objects and measuring reliable pupil diameter baselines in VR. Second, the visual

attention distribution in a virtual classroom is analyzed to understand the effects of the

classroom environment and different teaching events on the students. In the last step, gaze-

based attention networks are utilized to study the effect of social-related behavior on visual

attention and learning in VR classrooms.

This work contributes to expanding knowledge of VR research in education science and

explores the possibilities of eye-tracking analysis in VR. The findings aim to offer insights into

information processing and learning in virtual environments and contribute to developing

effective virtual learning environments.
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Zusammenfassung

Dank neuesten technologischen Innovationen sind virtuelle Realitäten (VR) zu einer vielver-

sprechenden Technologie geworden, um das Lernen in authentischeren Szenarien systema-

tisch zu untersuchen und gleichzeitig eine kontrollierbare Versuchsumgebung zu schaffen.

Um die Lücke zwischen standardisierten Laborexperimenten und realen Phänomenen zu

schließen, kann Eye Tracking eine reichhaltige Informationsquelle sein. Die Analyse der vi-

suellen Aufmerksamkeit durch Eye Tracking kann wertvolle Erkenntnisse für die Konzeption

effektiver virtueller Lernumgebungen liefern.

Die Analyse von Eye Tracking in 3D-Umgebungen birgt jedoch auch einige Herausforderun-

gen, darunter die Integration von Kopfbewegungen, die Erfassung von Gaze-Target Informa-

tionen und die Interpretation von Augenbewegungen in Bezug auf Informationsverarbeitung

und Lernen. Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit einigen dieser Herausforderungen und

schlägt methodische und analytische Lösungen vor, die eine zuverlässige Messung des

Pupillendurchmessers, Gaze-Ray Casting, Netzwerkanalyse, Gaze Entropy und maschinelle

Lernmodelle umfassen. Diese Ansätze werden zur Messung der Informationsverarbeitung

und des Lernens durch Eye-Tracking genutzt und zeigen ein Potenzial für die Modellierung

von Augenbewegungen und visueller Aufmerksamkeit.

Zuerst konzentrieren sich zwei standardisierte virtuelle Experimente auf die Verarbeitung

und Kodierung von Informationen mit 3D-Objekten und die Messung reliabler Baselines

für Pupillendurchmesser in VR. Zweitens wird die Verteilung der visuellen Aufmerksamkeit

im virtuellen Klassenzimmer analysiert, um die Auswirkungen des Klassenraums und ver-

schiedener Lehrszenarien auf die Schülerinnen und Schüler zu verstehen. Im letzten Schritt

werden Gaze-based Attention Networks eingesetzt, um den Effekt von sozialem Verhalten auf

die visuelle Aufmerksamkeit und das Lernen im virtuellen Klassenzimmer zu untersuchen.

Diese Arbeit trägt zur Erweiterung des Wissens von VR-Forschung in der Bildungsforschung

bei und erforscht die Möglichkeiten der Eye-Tracking-Analyse in VR. Die Ergebnisse sollen

Einblicke in die Informationsverarbeitung und das Lernen in virtuellen Umgebungen bieten

und zur Entwicklung effektiver virtueller Lernumgebungen beitragen.
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2. Introduction

Due to recent technological innovations, Virtual Reality (VR) celebrated a rebirth in the

consumer market with immersive, head-mounted VR devices at affordable prices [10]. The

elevated level of immersion allows individuals to detach from their actual surroundings

and fully submerge into the virtual environment [10]. Consequently, VR is becoming an

increasingly relevant technology for educational practice [11] and enables the investigation

of scientific questions in education science and psychology [12]–[15]. It unlocks the possi-

bility of investigating participants’ behavior in more authentic scenarios than provided by

conventional lab experiments, and it bridges the gap between results from standardized lab

experiments and real-life phenomena in the world that researchers are keen to understand.

More precisely, VR enhances ecological validity while concurrently providing a standardized

and controlled experimental setting [16]–[18]. This unique combination also raises the inter-

est of VR for education science [19], [20] and opens up the question of the effective utilization

of VR learning environments for research and practice [21]–[28].

Effectiveness in virtual learning environments can be viewed from different perspectives.

VR can be an effective training environment that simulates a real-life learning situation [29].

It can be an effective learning environment in which students learn specific concepts and

skills [30] that are more difficult to acquire in other learning environments [31]–[33]. However,

effectiveness can also be understood in terms of intuitive access to learning environments

in which students demonstrate authentic behavior without additional or less effort [1], [4],

[7], [34]–[37]. At the same time, an effective learning environment can also be one in which

learning behavior can be analyzed and monitored efficiently [5], [38]–[40] and which is

particularly suitable for psychological testing [2], [41]–[45].

To approach the topic of the effectiveness of virtual learning environments, a focus should

be placed on the essential functions of VR, which create a unique virtual experience. The

VR experience encompasses aspects of perception, learning, and social cognition, for which

specific technical developments form the foundation. First, VR creates the perception of a

3D space by simulating binocular disparity and motion parallax as two prominent depth
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2. Introduction

Figure 1.: Connected concepts and framework of this thesis

cues [46], [47]. Second, recent advances in animation and scene rendering allow us to

create dynamic VR environments that give the user a feeling of immersion and presence

[48]. Because these environments are made with 3D game engines, users can freely move

around and explore the scene, which gives them a feeling of space [49]–[51]. Developments

like motion capture enable the creation of a lively virtual environment with virtual characters

that evoke a sense of social presence [52], [53].

These possibilities of designing an immersive VR environment simultaneously lead to

a trade-off between experimental rigor and ecological validity [54]. A greater degree of

freedom for the participants in a VR experiment can be assumed to lead to more diverse

individual behavior. To investigate the behavioral differences of the participants, further

measurement methods must be used to collect data in the process. This process data can

describe, predict, and explain human behavior in virtual environments and allow researchers

to draw conclusions about cognitive processes [55]. In this context, eye tracking can be a rich

source of information for investigating information processing and learning. Eye tracking in

VR is a non-invasive assessment method [56] that can provide valuable information without

disrupting the virtual experience. Eye-tracking data can be used to capture and analyze

participants’ visual attention, which allows for an objective assessment of their activities

and abilities [57] and provides insight into cognitive processes associated with the learning

experience [58].

While many affordable VR Head-Mounted Display (HMD) on the consumer market come

with integrated eye trackers, valuable analysis of eye-tracking data in VR environments is
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2.1. Virtual Reality Learning Environments

challenging [59], [60]. The limited spatial accuracy, precision, and low temporal resolution

do not allow for the analysis of all types of eye movement and area of interest information.

Further, free head movement imposes a challenge when detecting fixations, while motion

and lightning in the scene require additional methods to obtain reliable measures of gaze

targets and pupil diameter. Since visual attention is also highly context- and environment-

dependent [61], [62], previous findings on interpreting patterns and distributions of visual

attention need further evaluation in new virtual settings. At the same time, these challenges

make it possible to break new ground in eye-tracking analysis and explore new methods for

modeling visual attention in virtual environments.

In the following sections, a more detailed motivation for the scientific contributions of this

thesis is provided. Section 2.1 elaborates on using VR in education science and introduces

specific learning environments like the virtual classroom. It describes the technical and

theoretical foundations of the virtual experience to understand what constitutes learning in

VR. Section 2.2 focuses on the theoretical foundation of information processing and learning,

motivating the importance of visual attention for learning and introducing the link to eye-

tracking analysis. Given that VR imposes some challenges regarding analyzing eye-tracking

data, Section 2.3 explains the basic concepts of VR eye-tracking and motivates the methods

used to model eye movements and visual attention in this thesis. A visualization of the

connected concepts and a framework thesis is depicted in Figure 1.

2.1. Virtual Reality Learning Environments

In recent decades, more and more studies have used VR in psychology and education science

[26]. VR has been extensively utilized to study teacher education and training [21], [30],

learning across all age groups from preschool to higher education [27], [63], domain-specific

learning [20], [23], [64], learning impairments [12] or pedagogy [28]. Thereby, different

virtual learning environments were employed, with the virtual classroom being a prominent

example [43], [65]–[67].

VR depends on some technical basics that affect our perception when using these devices.

These technical basics need to be considered if we want to understand the challenges of

analyzing eye tracking in VR and formulate implications for information processing and

learning. The term virtual reality typically refers to the technology where users wear an

HMD headset, in which images are projected in real-time on stereoscopic displays [68]. An

HMD occludes all visual information from the real world and enables users to submerge
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2. Introduction

into a virtual world [19], [69], which is referred to as immersive VR [32]. In contrast to mixed

or augmented reality, VR usually refers to creating an artificial environment that provides

no real-time combination of the physical and the virtual world [70]. Sometimes VR is also

defined as the virtual environment itself [69], where users can experience a reality simulation

that is perceived as "almost real" [12]. In this thesis, the term VR always refers to an immersive

virtual reality experience with an HMD.

Two main technical basics are utilized to create the perception of depth in the virtual space.

First, the stereoscopic displays in an HMD generate a perception of stereoscopic depth [68].

This is produced by a slight displaying offset that aligns with the binocular disparity of the eyes

[47] and contributes to identifying spatial relations in 3D spaces. Second, the position and

rotation of the HMD in space are tracked. Users receive feedback on their head movements

by constantly updating the displays to reflect the user’s expected motion parallax in 3D spaces

[10], [47]. The possibility of perspective and location changes create sensory-motoric and

spatial immersion [71]. It enables users to perceive the three-dimensional structure of objects

and provides them with a sense of place [47]. This is particularly important, as the perception

and manipulation of 3D objects improve their recognition and recall [72]. However, there is

still a lack of understanding of the effects of stimulus depth on visual behavior and experience

in virtual environments [73].

Additionally, immersive VR allows for free locomotion. Walking around freely in VR is only

possible if the environment is designed and created as a 3D environment. In contrast to 360°

videos [74], which only show a video, VR simulations are created by game engines [16], [75],

which allow for 3D rendering of a virtual space. This gives the user the feeling of being placed

in a true-to-perspective 3D environment in which places and objects have a spatial position

and relation to each other [75]. This makes VR a valuable tool to study and assess cognitive

processes [76] and visuospatial abilities during the perception of 3D objects [77].

The two key concepts describing a VR virtual experience are immersion and presence [12].

The concept of immersion can be understood in different ways. From a technical perspective,

immersion refers to an "inclusive, extensive, surrounding and vivid illusion of reality" [78]

(p.3). From the users’ perspective, immersion can also be defined as a psychological state

characterized by perceiving oneself to be surrounded by and interacting with the virtual

environment [78]. The latter definition also allows different levels of immersion to be distin-

guished. The more a person is immersed in the virtual world, the higher the perceived level

of immersion [48].

Presence in a virtual environment can be understood as the subjective experience and
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illusion of being there in a virtual place, referred to as spatial presence [49], [79]. Presence is

a key element affecting participants’ cognition and learning in VR [80]. Realism is another

aspect of presence that describes the experience of plausibility for events occurring in VR.

This is closely linked to social presence, which considers the plausibility of social interaction

in VR and gives the users the feeling of the social presence of another person [81]. The social

information processing theory [82] highlights the manifold ways of social behavior in virtual

learning spaces, which also includes social interaction with animated None-Player Characters

[49], [83]. Because we are social animals [84], small social cues of animated characters can

already generate social responses, even though we are aware that the characters are not real

[49]. The combination of behavioral realism and perceived agency of the virtual social agents

can influence individuals’ social comparison [9], [39], social understanding and conformity

[85], [86], as well as performance in the presence of virtual social characters [87]–[89]. Using

VR to study social-related behavior is especially appealing because researchers can retain

experimental control while investigating complex social situations [52].

Although VR allows us to immerse ourselves in other worlds [24], exploring everyday activi-

ties can contribute to understanding learning and social comparison [39]. The classroom,

for example, is the central learning environment for students, which contributes to their

emotional, cognitive, and academic development through social interaction and social rela-

tionships between its participants [90]. For this reason, the virtual classroom is a frequently

investigated virtual environment [26], [65]. It serves as an environment to study students’

attention [91]–[93], attention disorder [76], [94] and cognitive performance [67], [95]–[97].

Classroom design aspects [37], [43], [66], [98], classroom climate [99], teaching [64] and

teacher expertise [8] are further aspects that have been investigated in virtual classrooms.

The different studies show that VR provides high ecological validity to assess learning in

various situations [26], [100]. However, VR research is also inconclusive when it comes to

the effectiveness of learning in VR [32], [74], [101], [102]. Some studies treat VR as a black

box, with learning in VR only assessed after the experiment through questionnaires. To

investigate the learning behavior of the participants during the VR experience, physiological

process measures should be traced [55]. Analyzing participants’ eye movements and visual

attention might be the most straightforward approach, given that some VR devices come

with integrated eye trackers, and analyzing eye-tracking data can reveal information about

participants’ information processing and learning [62].
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2.2. Assessment of Information Processing and Learning

Since learning is a fundamental part of being human, many different perspectives, concepts,

and theories exist. In this thesis, we look at learning from the perspective of information

processing [103]. As part of the cognitive learning theories, information processing focuses

on the internal mental processes and how humans encode, store, and retrieve information

during learning. Therefore, perception, memory, and knowledge acquisition are integral to

this theory. Through the lenses of information processing, the idea of internal representa-

tions helps explain how we process information. Representations refer to internal cognitive

mechanisms that represent all our knowledge about the world inside our minds[103], [104].

Our activities and abilities emerge as the interaction of internal representations and the

world around us [105]. Although this includes the processing of all sensory information,

visual information processing plays a particularly important role.

Since vision is our primary sense, humans’ eyes are a rich source of information when

studying information processing [106]. Visual attention can provide insight into information

encoding, visual strategies, or social comparison processes. Certain paradigms guide the

research on visual attention.

First, visual attention can be defined as a selective process that describes allocating limited

attentional resources to specific information in the visual field while ignoring other informa-

tion [107]. In the concept of a spotlight, visual attention acts as a gatekeeper for visual working

memory [108], [109]. This selective mechanism is necessary due to the limited capacity of

processing visual information [110] and the competition with other sensory information

[111]. Thus, attention and learning have a codependent relationship whereby attention

acts as a selective mechanism that facilitates the learning process [112]. This connection

between visual attention and knowledge acquisition also becomes evident when looking

at the anatomy of the eye. Due to the foveal system of the eye, the highest visual acuity is

limited to a small central area of the retina [113], [114].

Second, visual attention can manifest as overt when it aligns with an individual’s eye move-

ment toward a specific location. This means that an individual’s focus of attention coincides

with their eye fixation [56]. Lab experiments showed that recall and memory are better for

longer fixated objects during scene perception, further establishing the link between visual

attention and knowledge acquisition [115]. According to the eye-mind hypothesis, there is

temporal alignment between what is fixated and what is processed in the brain. Lab experi-

ments have shown that the duration of fixations reflects perceptual intake and processing
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[116], [117].

Third, visual attention can be separated into two categories, top-down and bottom-up

visual attention [118]. While bottom-up visual attention is guided by salient visual stimuli

appearing in the surrounding [118], experiments like the Yarbus task [119] have strongly

emphasized the role of top-down attention. Different fixation patterns for different task

instructions on the same stimuli indicated that humans show voluntary eye movements

towards locations important for them [119], [120]. This leads to the assumption that humans

have partial control of their own learning and can process information meaningfully.

Last, another aspect of information processing is cognitive load [121]. The cognitive load

theory assumes that the capacity of the working memory is limited and strained differently

during learning. Among other measurements, the contraction and dilation of the pupil

serve as an indicator of cognitive load or arousal, which can affect the working memory and

therefore learning in educational environments [122]–[128]. Generally, a higher cognitive

load is associated with an increased pupil diameter [115].

Eye tracking is a non-invasive physiological measurement method that can capture human

eye movements to measure visual attention [115]. The utility of this method is that their raw

variables (e.g., gaze direction) can be extrapolated to constructs associated with information

processing and learning [75]. Eye movement features can be calculated to investigate cog-

nitive processes during reading [116], [129], (spatial) problem-solving [130]–[133] or scene

perception [129], [134], [135]. Besides the study of individual eye movement features, visual

scanning patterns and gaze transition information can be used to study individual differences

in various tasks [136]–[143] as well as the joint attention of multiple individuals [144]. Further,

gaze-based networks can be applied to study individual differences in visual perception

[145]–[147] and collaboration behavior [148]–[150].

As a consequence, information acquired by eye-tracking is broadly applied in fields like

cognitive science [75], psychology [135], [151] and human-computer interaction [152]. In

the field of education science, visual attention measured by eye tracking is used in manifold

ways to study attention and learning [62], [130], [153]–[157]. Eye tracking also indicates

social components of visual attention [84], [158] and social interactions [144], [159]. Further,

eye tracking is employed to obtain a reliable measurement of cognitive load to investigate

aspects of task difficulty, the design of learning materials, or the assessment of individual

competencies [35], [57], [112], [160]–[167].

Given the variety of eye-tracking applications for investigating information processing and

learning, it is promising to apply this method in virtual realities. However, there are some
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2. Introduction

challenges when analyzing eye-tracking data in VR.

2.3. Eye Tracking in Virtual Reality

Implementation and application of eye tracking in VR are considered to be different from

other eye-tracking methods [75]. Presumably, due to the relatively recent development of

integrated eye-tracking systems in VR headsets, there are still few standard software solutions

available to obtain processed eye-tracking data and calculated eye movement features [73].

This requires researchers to develop their own solutions for data collection and processing.

Before tapping into the challenges of processing and analyzing eye-tracking data in VR, the

technical basics of eye-tracking in VR should be described.

The HMD used in all studies of this thesis was the HTC VIVE Pro Eye [168], where each of

the binocular displays provided a resolution of 1440x1600 pixels per eye with a 110° Field of

View (FOV) and a refresh rate of 90 Hertz (Hz). All data was collected via the integrated Tobii

eye tracker. Although this setup represented state-of-the-art technology in the field of VR eye

tracking, there were also some limitations in terms of technical capabilities. According to

company specifications, this eye tracker has a trackable FOV of 110°, a self-reported accuracy

of 0.5°-1.1° within the 20° FOV [168], and a 5-point eye-tracking calibration. However, studies

about the accuracy and precision of this eye tracker reported a lower accuracy, especially

in the periphery of the visual field, and an influence of head movement on the precision

of the eye tracker [169], [170]. Further, this eye tracker provided a frame rate of 120H z,

which corresponds to one data point roughly every 8.3 millisecond. In comparison, remote

eye trackers like the EyeLink1000 [171] provide a frame rate of 2000H z. However, when

combining the eye-tracking data with information gathered in the VR environment (e.g.,

head movement), the temporal resolution is bound to the frame rate of the VR environment.

Because the frame rate of the VR environment depends on the complexity of the rendered

scene, the movement of the participants, and the performance of the computer, this can

reduce the frame rate to even below 50H z (one data point every 20 millisecond) [58].

The accuracy, precision, and temporal resolution of VR eye trackers limit the possibility of

eye-tracking analysis and do not allow the calculation of low amplitude eye movements such

as microsaccades [58] or saccade duration [172]. However, some eye movement features have

been applied in VR eye-tracking experiments [58]. For example, pupil diameter has been

measured to indicate cognitive load in different virtual learning scenarios [173]. Fixation- and

saccade-related features have been analyzed in VR to measure attention, cognitive state, and
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emotional response [174]. The free head movement of participants adds another layer of com-

plexity when analyzing eye tracking in VR. Algorithms for fixation detection need adjustments

to incorporate head movement [58], [175]. This means that the meaningful interpretation of

eye tracking in VR is always a combination of eye and head-related features. Furthermore, to

account for the non-linear relationship between these features, machine learning algorithms

and explainability approaches can provide additional support in interpreting the results

[176]–[178].

Another important aspect is that the gaze direction in the virtual environment is calculated

as a combination of the local gaze direction recorded by the integrated eye tracker and

the head position and rotation of the HMD in the virtual space. The gaze target location

can then be obtained by using gaze-ray casting [179]. While there are already proposed

software solutions implemented within Unity, there is no such solution for the Unreal Engine

[75]. The gaze-ray casting method allows one to obtain information about the Object of

Interest (OOI), which is similar to an Area of Interest (AOI), the object the gaze is targeting.

A ray that represents the participant’s gaze is cast into the virtual environment and collides

with a 3D object in the environment, the so-called gaze target. With this method, one can

analyze the gaze duration for specific OOIs and the gaze transitions between the objects.

Such information has, for example, been studied to indicate visual attention during learning

tasks to distinguish expertise levels [180]. One advantage of analyzing gaze transitions in

VR is that one doesn’t have to calculate fixations. Gaze transitions between objects and OOI

duration can be directly obtained by the gaze ray-casting methods. For example, transition

information between AOIs was used to calculate gaze distribution measures like gaze entropy

[157], [181]. The same concept can be translated into VR eye tracking by analyzing transitions

between OOIs. However, free head movement and limited precision and accuracy require

careful data processing to obtain reliable OOI information. Depending on the size of the

virtual objects, a participant can gaze at an object, but the measured gaze direction can miss

the object. This makes a readjustment necessary during data processing, and some gaze

targets must be estimated for further analysis.

To statistically analyze OOI information, the number of transitions and the OOI duration

on specific objects can be used. However, these single values cannot reflect the complexity of

gaze interactions. Networks are one way of representing the structure of gaze interactions

with the OOIs. Networks provide several advantages that can be used to display and analyze

gaze transitions between OOIs in virtual environments. Network analysis, grounded in math-

ematical graph theory [182], provides high scalability and can reflect network structures on
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different levels of granularity [136]. It allows for the comparison of different networks (i.e.,

distribution measures), the investigation of connectivity within the network (i.e., intercon-

nectedness measures), and the comparison of single nodes or groups of nodes (i.e., centrality

measures) [183]–[185]. Modeling gaze data with networks is not only appealing because they

provide good visualizations and interpretation, but research in cognitive science also suggests

that networks can mimic the structure of the cognitive system and represent its dynamic

processes [186], [187]. This makes the analysis of gaze networks especially interesting to

investigate visual attention processes related to social and learning behavior. While there

are some examples applying network analysis to gaze data [136], [145]–[148], [150], [188],

applications and evaluations for the use of VR eye tracking data are sparse.

In summary, the research on eye tracking in virtual learning environments shows great

potential to investigate information processing and learning. Well-established paradigms

from eye-tracking research provide the basis for systematically investigating eye movements

and visual attention in virtual environments. However, the specific characteristics of VR pose

methodological and analytical challenges in modeling and interpreting VR eye-tracking data.
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This dissertation aims to investigate how information processing and learning can be studied

through eye-tracking analysis in virtual reality learning environments. Using VR as a reality

simulator of a dynamic 3D environment, this thesis addresses the challenges of measuring

information processing with eye tracking and the possibilities of modeling eye movements

and visual attention. Given that VR can create a plausible and authentic experience of

the learning situations while providing a standardized experimental setting, analyzing eye-

tracking data can help to systematically address the following research questions:

[Q1] How do we encode and process information during the perception of 3-dimensional

objects in VR? How can we reliably measure eye tracking during 3D scene perception?

[Q2] How do students distribute their visual attention in 3D virtual learning situations like

a classroom? How do they focus on the lesson content and other learning-relevant

events?

[Q3] How can eye-tracking information be modeled to analyze learning and social-related

behavior toward virtual avatars in the virtual classroom?

Eye tracking, as a noninvasive measurement technique, is a promising assessment method

since eye-tracking data is straightforward to obtain during VR experiments. Previous research

in psychology, cognitive science, and human-computer interaction provides a sound body of

literature on the analysis and interpretation. However, using eye tracking in VR also poses

some challenges regarding integrating head movement, acquiring gaze target information,

and interpreting eye movements in relation to information processing and learning.

This dissertation addresses some of the challenges of utilizing eye tracking in VR and pro-

poses methodological and analytical solutions to these problems. This concerns obtaining

reliable measures of pupil diameter, the use of gaze-ray casting to obtain the object of interest

13
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information, network analysis, gaze entropy, and modeling eye movements using machine

learning. Open-source tutorials and code are provided to allow other researchers and practi-

tioners to utilize our solutions. The results of this thesis aim to expand the knowledge in the

field of VR research in education science and explore the limits of analyzing and modeling

eye tracking in VR. The results may not only provide insights for research on VR eye tracking

and its connections to cognitive processing in virtual environments but could also help to

strive towards effective virtual learning environments.

To further refine the three formulated research questions, the research articles presented

in this thesis can be divided into three main contributions, representing the three sections in

this chapter.

[C1] The first contributions in Section 3.1 present two standardized experimental testing

environments in VR that focused on the processing and encoding of information

with 3D objects and the reliable measurement of pupil diameter. The first testing

environment asked participants to solve a mental rotation task, presenting pictorial

2D and visual 3D figures to compare performance and eye movements when solving

the stimuli. The second testing environment was designed to collect pupil diameter

values during a counting task to obtain reliable baseline measures.

[C2] Moving toward more authentic learning scenarios in Section 3.2, the classroom rep-

resents a rich learning environment that can be studied systematically to uncover

learning-related processes. Different theory-driven design aspects of a virtual class-

room were analyzed to understand how students distribute their visual attention in

a virtual classroom. The results showed how manipulations in the classroom envi-

ronment and different teaching events during the lesson affected students’ visual

attention.

[C3] In the last part in Section 3.3, gaze-based attention networks, obtained from gaze

target information, were used to investigate students’ visual attention patterns. The

network approach using gaze transitions was evaluated on its utility for investigating

the connection between visual attention distribution and social-related learning in the

virtual classroom.
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3.1. Information Encoding and Cognitive Load

3.1. Information Encoding and Cognitive Load

3.1.1. The Impact of Presentation Modes on Mental Rotation Processing

This subsection is based on paper [1] from Chapter 1 The Impact of Presentation Modes on

Mental Rotation Processing: A Comparative Analysis of Eye Movements and Performance

published in Scientific Reports [1]. The full paper is presented in Appendix [1].

Motivation and Methodology

A fundamental aspect of information processing in virtual reality is the perception and

encoding of three-dimensional objects. Since VR can create the perception of a 3D space,

there are many ways to facilitate learning in cases where 2D representations cannot reflect all

relevant information. For example, in situations where 2D representations can be ambiguous

due to hidden or occluded parts. Further, recovering the structure of a 3D object from a 2D

representation could cause additional effort during information encoding that might not be

present for visual 3D objects. To create effective learning environments in VR, aspects of visual

representations are relevant, and their effect on information processing and learning should

be considered. On the one hand, there is great potential in creating visual 3D representations

of learning material, whereas conventional materials only portray 2D representations of 3D

objects. On the other hand, VR could cause additional processing or cognitive load due to its

unique characteristics.

One way to investigate humans’ perceptual encoding of 3D objects is to compare the

performance and eye movements during a mental rotation task with pictorial 2D and visual

3D representations. Investigating mental rotation is especially suitable for various reasons.

Mental rotation is a well-assessed construct from psychology that can be used to investigate

spatial thinking and spatial reasoning. It has a strong and well-tested experimental design

that can be used to assess participants’ abilities. In addition, the eye movements of partic-

ipants during solving mental rotation tasks have been analyzed in a number of previous

studies. There is hardly any other task in psychology that has been studied more systemati-

cally with respect to individual processing steps and underlying cognitive processes. This

gives researchers the opportunity to interpret the perception and information processing

during this problem-solving task by analyzing eye movement data. Comparing participants’

mental rotation performance and eye movements during mental rotation with pictorial 2D

and visual 3D stimuli can be used to identify differences in visual information encoding and

cognitive load.
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Figure 2.: An illustration of the procedure involved in obtaining the closest fixated segments
for each fixation center.

For this reason, a mental rotation experiment was conducted in a virtual reality laboratory,

where university students conducted two types of mental rotation tests each. One test

presented pictorial 2D representations of 3D mental rotation stimuli displayed on a virtual

screen in the VR laboratory. The other test presented visual 3D-rendered stimuli flowing

above the experiment table in front of them. Participants’ performance was tested in terms

of the number of correctly solved stimuli and reaction time. The eye and head movements

of participants were analyzed and compared to values of features previously identified as

informative for stimulus processing and mental rotation strategies.

Since previous studies identified mental rotation strategies based on fixation patterns on

specific parts of the figures, a primary goal was to obtain similar information. To identify

fixations on specific parts of the figures and during head movements, first, a combination

of a Velocity Identification Threshold (I-VT) and a Dispersion Identification Threshold (I-

DT) algorithm was applied. The low accuracy and precision of the VR eye tracker only

allowed for an estimation of the fixated figure segments. The fixated segments could be

estimated by calculating the distance of the fixation center to the midpoints of the figure

cubes and selecting the segments based on the shortest distance. This procedure allowed for

an estimation of the fixated segment of the figures. With this information, different head, eye,

and gaze features could be calculated. An illustration of this procedure is shown in Figure 2.

In addition to statistical tests, a Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) classification

algorithm was trained to identify the discriminative power of all head and eye-related features

between the condition and to explore non-linear relationships in the data. Further, the
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application of Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) could be used to obtain information on

global and local feature importance.

Main Findings

In terms of mental rotation performance, participants solved significantly more stimuli

correctly in the 3D condition with a significantly faster average reaction time. Notably, no sex

difference was found for performance in either the 2D or 3D condition. This is consistent

with previous findings that found no sex differences in mental rotation experiments when

the experiment time was unlimited and more realistic representations were used. Regarding

the different types of presented stimuli, participants made relatively more mistakes in the

3D condition with mirrored figures (unequal figures in which two segments of a figure are

arranged mirrored to each other). They showed relatively longer reaction time for structural

figures (unequal figures, in which one segment of one figure points in a different direction).

A significant difference in eye and head movements between the conditions was found for

features indicating differences in visual strategy, head movement, and cognitive load. With a

total of 12 eye and head movement features, the GBDT algorithm was able to classify the two

conditions with an average accuracy of 0.881 (SD = 0.011). This indicated that the feature

contained relevant information for differentiating between the two conditions.

Based on the SHAP values and the results of the statistical significance tests, the following

statements could be made about differences in the processing of pictorial 2D and visual

3D figures. According to the study of Xue et al., [189], specific eye movement patterns

indicate different processing steps during the mental rotation process. In their study, the

main differences were found between the first step of encoding and searching and the

second step of transformation and comparison. Our experiment indicated that in the 2D

condition, participants invested more time and effort in the first step of encoding and

searching. This is consistent with the findings that processing visual 3D figures is easier than

reconstructing a 3D representation from a 2D image. The results suggested that additional

depth information in the 3D condition helped participants encode the visual figures faster

and move to subsequent steps more quickly.

Further, in the 2D condition, participants had longer fixations on specific parts of the

figures and lower saccade velocity, indicating a more focused exploration. Conversely, in

the 3D condition, participants moved their heads closer to the figures, resulting in larger

saccade amplitudes and higher saccade velocities. The increased pupil diameter in the 2D

condition indicated greater perceived task difficulty for pictorial figures. Furthermore, the
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presentation mode affected participants’ strategies for solving the mental rotation tasks, with

the 2D figures encouraging more piecemeal processing and the 3D figures more holistic

processing.

However, faster encoding and more holistic processing in the 3D condition could have

come with some drawbacks, indicated by more mistakes with mirrored stimuli and longer

reaction times for structural figures. Specifically, the longer reaction time for structural

figures suggested that participants took more time examining specific parts of the figure for

this stimulus type in the 3D condition, potentially switching between holistic and piecemeal

strategies.

Participants’ better performance with visual 3D figures, faster encoding, and less cognitive

effort indicated that 3D objects and 3D representations might also provide advantages in

relation to learning materials and learning environments.

3.1.2. Pupil Diameter during Counting Tasks as Potential Baseline for
Virtual Reality Experiments

While the obtained pupil diameter in the mental rotation experiment provided reliable

measures due to the standardized experimental procedure, other VR experiments are charac-

terized by a less structured environment in which participants are dropped directly into a

lively situation. This causes problems in the processing of pupil information since, in order

to measure the relative cognitive load of subjects in specific situations, the pupil values must

be corrected to a baseline, which is more difficult to determine in these environments. In

order to create the possibility of a reliable baseline measurement, the following experiment

was carried out.

This subsection is based on paper [2] in Chapter 1 Pupil Diameter during Counting Tasks

as Potential Baseline for Virtual Reality Experiments published in Proceedings of the 2023

Symposium on Eye Tracking Research and Applications [2]. The full paper is presented in

Appendix [2].

Motivation and Methodology

As introduced before, pupil diameter was found to be a reliable indicator of mental effort.

An increase in pupil diameter was associated with an increase in mental effort [127]. This

task-induced pupillary response has been observed in various cognitive tasks, including

arithmetic [190], reading [191], and memory [128]. As such, it can indicate task difficulty

and provide valuable insights into problem-solving and learning in VR, which are relevant
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Figure 3.: Experiment design of the counting and summation task to measure pupil diameter
baselines in VR.

aspects of education science. However, pupil diameter is idiosyncratic and must, therefore,

be adjusted by a baseline to enable comparison across individuals [115]. In laboratory

settings, a baseline can be established during a resting state [192] or a stimulus offset by

staring at a black screen [115]. Although this procedure might be suitable for remote eye

tracking, establishing an appropriate baseline for eye tracking in VR presents a more intricate

challenge. When using an immersive VR with an HMD, establishing a proper baseline is

challenging because exposing participants to a completely black screen may cause discomfort

or fear [125], leading to confounded baseline measurements [122]. Additionally, variations in

lighting levels [56] and participants’ cognitive state, affected by emotional responses or mind

wandering, may also influence baseline measurements [193]. To overcome these limitations,

a VR environment with controlled visual conditions is needed to establish a reliable pupil

diameter baseline measurement.

A short VR testing environment was created and evaluated to establish a pupil diameter

baseline measurement for VR. Before and after the mental rotation task described in paper

[1], the same participants conducted a counting and summation task in a separate VR

environment without moving their heads. In the counting task, they were instructed to

count the number of appearing dots in the middle of the screen, which was considered to

be a low-demanding task. In the summation task, one to five dots appeared sequentially,

and participants were instructed to sum up the total number of dots that appeared. The

experiment design can be seen in Figure 3.
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Main Findings

Pearson’s correlation coefficients with r > 0.855 indicated significant consistency for pupil

diameter in the counting task when correlating individual counting intervals (appearance of

one dot). Similar correlations were found for the same experiment after the mental rotation

task, but only acceptable retest reliability was found between both measurement times on

the level of the individual intervals (r < 0.7). The pupil diameter significantly increased for

the summation task, which showed that the additional task complexity in the summation

task led to the expected increase in pupil diameter. Variations in pupil size during the tasks

were mainly caused by the additional lightning induced by the dots appearing on the screen.

However, when inducing the same lighting level during the counting task, the variation in

pupil diameter values showed consistent patterns with similar high and low peak values for

each counting interval.

These results highlight the potential of obtaining reliable pupil diameter measures in

a separate testing environment before an experiment. However, the analysis of baseline-

corrected pupil diameter values from VR eye trackers is only recommended as average

values over longer time intervals. Due to the low temporal resolution of the VR eye tracker,

analyzing more fine-grained pupillometry measurements (e.g., short amplitude changes) is

not recommended [194]. Given the lower retest reliability, recalibrating the eye tracker for a

longer VR experiment is suggested. This separates noise in the pupil diameter measure from

other time effects, like fatigue or drowsiness [115].

Overall, one can conclude that this test procedure is time-saving, can be carried out quickly,

and is only slightly influenced by factors such as head movements, different luminance levels,

and mental states. By averaging during the counting task, a baseline can be calculated, and a

subtractive or divisive baseline correction can be applied to control for idiosyncratic effects.

However, this method cannot control for the effect of luminance on pupil size. This must be

considered independently in addition to the idiosyncratic standardization proposed in this

study.

3.2. Visual Attention in a Virtual Classroom

To investigate information processing and learning in a more realistic virtual environment,

attention was drawn to virtual learning spaces, namely the virtual classroom. From the

classroom experiment described in this section and in Section 3.3, three different evalua-

tion studies could be conducted with the same data. The data was obtained from a virtual
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(a) Cartoon-style virtual peer
learners.

(b) Realistic-style virtual peer
learners.

(c) Total classroom perspec-
tive from the back.

Figure 4.: Illustrations of the VR classroom with animated peer-learners and an animated
teacher during a 15-minute lesson about computational thinking.

classroom experiment in which 381 sixth-grade secondary school students from Germany

took part in this 15-minute VR lesson about computational thinking. A virtual teacher held

the lesson and explained the content, referred to the learning content on the whiteboard

(screen), and asked the students questions. In addition, 24 different students were indi-

vidually animated in the classroom and participated in the lesson. Each participant in the

experiment experienced the same lesson, but different aspects were manipulated. The par-

ticipants were placed in different seating positions in the virtual classroom (second or last

row), the presentation of the virtual characters was changed (cartoon-like or closer to real),

and the participation and engagement of the virtual classmates were manipulated by varying

their hand raising. In one of four scenarios, either 20%, 35%, 65%, or 80% of the virtual

students raised their hand during teacher-student interactions. This resulted in a dataset

with a 2×2×4 = 16 between-subject design and different events or phases during the lesson

(teacher explanation, teacher-centered discourse, questions, and answers), providing an

even more fine-grained separation of the VR experiment data. Illustrations of the virtual

classroom can be seen in Figure 4 (with hand-raising virtual students in cartoon style in

Figure 4a, in realistic style in Figure 4b and a total perspective of the classroom from the back

in Figure 4c).

3.2.1. Gaze-ray Casting

This subsection is based on the paper [5] Gaze-based attention network analysis in a virtual

reality classroom published in MethodsX [5]. The full paper is presented in Appendix [5].
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Figure 5.: Illustration of the calculation of the global gaze directions from local gaze directions
using yaw and pitch rotation angles.

Motivation and Methodology

To obtain students’ OOI information for the VR classroom experiment, which was modeled

and analyzed in the two following articles, a software solution needed to be created for the

Unreal Engine. This subsection describes the developed algorithm and its implementation

in VR environments.

When analyzing the virtual classroom data, no software solution existed to obtain OOI

information despite all head and eye tracking information being collected during the experi-

ment. This meant that in an additional step, a data collection pipeline had to be developed

that was able to perform gaze-ray casting in the Unreal Engine environment. The basic idea

for gaze-ray casting already existed and was described in previous literature [179], [180],

[195]. However, no software package was provided for the HTC Vive in combination with the

Unreal Engine that automatically collected this information. To establish such a solution,

an additional eye-tracking actor was created in the virtual environment that was aligned

with the movement of the player and received the participants’ local gaze direction of the

eye tracker to transform it in real-time into the global gaze direction. This idea of creating

one additional virtual actor had the advantage that one could easily implement the gaze-ray

casting method into the already existing environment without interfering with the existing

programming and game specifications.
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The forward vector of the virtual actor, representing the participants’ location in the envi-

ronment, already pointed in the forward direction of the head, which meant that this vector

only had to be adjusted according to the gaze direction to point exactly into the direction of

the participants’ eyes. The forward vector could be rotated by using the rotation angles yaw

and pitch, which could be calculated from the local gaze directions. Since angle rotations

are independent of the coordinate system, this procedure allowed for the calculation of the

rotation angles in the local coordinate system of the eye tracker and could be used to rotate

the global head direction vector.

To transform the local gaze direction into the global gaze direction, which could then be

projected into the environment, basic Euclidean geometry was used. The calculation was

based on the formula of calculating an angle α between two vectors A and B :

α= cos−1
(

A×B

|A| · |B |
)

.

Yaw and pitch rotation angle were calculated by using the normalized local gaze vector

g = (xg , yg , zg ) and the coordinate transformed representation of the global forward vector

f = (0,0,1):

y aw =−cos−1

 zg√
x2

g + z2
g

 · 180

π · sg n(xg )

and

pi tch = cos−1

 x2
g + z2

g√
x2

g + z2
g

 · 180

π · sg n(yg )
.

The latter part of both formulas ensured the calculation of the angle in degree instead of

radiant and adjusted for transformation from the Tobii eye tracker to the Unreal Engine

coordinate system. An illustration of the vectors and angle in the local coordinate system is

presented in Figure 5

The rotated forward vector, which then represented the global gaze direction, could be

used as input for the ray-casting function, which was already implemented into the Unreal

Engine function library. From the function output, the gaze target name, the gaze target

location, and the distance to the gaze target could be obtained. A screenshot of the input and
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Figure 6.: Screenshot of the Unreal Engine blueprint displaying the ray-casting function with
inputs and outputs.

output of the ray-casting function in the Unreal Engine blueprint can be found in Figure 6.

The code, as well as a tutorial of the implementation of gaze-ray casting with the Unreal

Engine, was uploaded and made publically available on GitHub 1. With this algorithm, the

OOI information could be obtained, which could then be used in the following studies to

analyze students’ visual attention in the virtual classroom.

3.2.2. Students’ Visual Attention in a Virtual Classroom

This subsection is based on paper [3] from Chapter 1 Exploiting Object-of-Interest Information

to Understand Attention in VR Classrooms published in 2021 IEEE Virtual Reality and 3D User

Interfaces [3]. The full paper is presented in Appendix [3].

Motivation and Methodology

The analysis and modeling of visual attention using eye-tracking is task and environment-

specific and, therefore, may not be transferable to other domains. Consequently, specific

domain knowledge and configurations should be considered for the assessment of humans’

visual attention in digital environments, especially in VR. To investigate how students dis-

tribute their visual attention in a virtual classroom, it is helpful to consider different configu-

rations of the virtual environment.

Therefore, OOI information was obtained through gaze-ray casting with a focus on three

main groups of objects. The aim was to analyze how long subjects (N = 280 from the full

sample) gazed at the virtual classmates, the virtual teacher, and the screen and to understand

1https://github.com/VRLabHIB/RayCasting_and_GazeBasedNetworkAnalysis
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the distribution of visual attention in this specific virtual classroom during the lesson. The

OOIs were deliberately chosen as they are of particular interest in terms of attention to social

dynamics and learning in a VR classroom. A full-factorial Analysis of Variance was conducted

to investigate different gaze durations on all three OOIs for the different experiment condi-

tions. This not only gave insights into the design of virtual classrooms (seating arrangement

or visualization) in terms of the student’s visual attention behavior, but it also simulated

classroom behavior that might lead to implications for real-world learning scenarios (e.g.,

does the seating position affect visual attention).

Main Findings

Visual attention in terms of the total gaze duration on all three OOIs was investigated sep-

arately for the analysis. The total time spent on the virtual peer learners was larger when

participants were seated in the back of the classroom, when they appeared in the cartoon

style and in the 20% and 80% hand raising condition compared to the 65% condition. Re-

versed gaze duration was found for the total time spent on the virtual teacher and the screen.

Participants spent more time on the virtual teacher when they were seated in the front and

when the teacher and the virtual students were more realistic. Significantly more time was

spent on the teacher in the 65% hand-raising condition compared to the 80% condition.

While there was no difference in the time spent on the screen for the two visualization styles,

participants in the front had significantly longer gaze durations on the screen. They also

spend significantly more time on the screen in the 65% hand-raising condition in comparison

to the 35% and 80% conditions.

This analysis showed that the students at the front of the classroom paid less attention

to the peer learners and more attention to the learning-related content (teacher, screen).

On the one hand, this is understandable, as the students at the front of the classroom had

fewer peers in their FOV and had a clearer view of the teacher and screen. On the other hand,

the differences in the hand-raising conditions, regardless of the seating position, showed

that the students consciously focused their attention differently on the social cues from the

peer learners. An interaction effect found between the hand-raising condition and sitting

position showed that the influence of the sitting position was decisive for the distribution

of attention to the virtual classmates. With regard to the design of effective virtual learning

environments, one can conclude that if students should focus more on the content, then

a computationally less complex, cartoon-like visualization of the virtual characters can be

used. However, if a particular emphasis is placed on students’ reactions to the social actors
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(particularly in a collaborative learning environment), our results showed that the more

realistic representations attracted students’ attention.

3.2.3. Detect Classroom Discourse using Gaze Transition Entropy

This subsection is based on paper [4] from Chapter 1 Using Gaze Transition Entropy to Detect

Classroom Discourse in a Virtual Reality Classroom published in Proceedings of the 2024

Symposium on Eye Tracking Research and Applications [4]. The full paper is presented in

Appendix [4].

Motivation and Methodology

The previous study investigated the VR classroom as a whole and focused on the overall

effects of the different experimental manipulations for the full 15-minute lecture. When

having a closer look into the VR classroom experience, the lesson was simulated to repre-

sent different phases of a lesson. To provide a learning experience that mimics traditional

classroom teaching, the lesson included events of teacher explanation and events of student-

teacher interaction. Certain events of classroom discourse [40], [41] in a teacher-centered

lesson have been simulated, such as teacher questions toward the class, hand raising by the

virtual peer learners, and answers to the questions by singular virtual students. The active

participation of the virtual students and the interaction of the teacher with the students

provided some elements of classroom discourse. The aim of this study was to find out if

participants’ visual behavior could indicate different events during the lesson [196]. While

during teacher explanations, the main focus should be drawn to the front, during discursive

events, participants should switch their attention towards all social actors in the classroom

and actively explore the student-teacher interactions [15], [57].

For this, gaze measures could be utilized to indicate the distribution of visual attention

and the extent of visual exploration. Stationary and gaze transition entropy [157], [181],

[197] was analyzed to investigate the difference in participants’ visual behavior in the two

main events during the lesson (teacher explanation vs. elements of classroom discourse).

The two entropy measures were calculated for 30-second intervals with a sliding window of

10 seconds to reflect dynamic changes in gaze entropy over time. The transition matrices

consisted of all peer learners, the teacher, and the screen as separated OOIs. Given the

predefined animations in the VR classroom, the events could be distinguished according to a

timetable. Further investigation indicated that gaze entropy measures could also distinguish

the extent of visual exploration for the different hand-raising conditions. The explanatory
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value of both entropy measures was studied by two multilevel linear regression models with

the events and the hand-raising conditions as independent dummy variables. To further test

the predictive power of both entropy measures for discerning classroom events, a logistic

regression model was trained to predict the event using only the two entropy measures as

independent variables.

Main Findings

Transition entropy was significantly higher during events of classroom discourse compared to

events of teacher explanations. Moreover, transition entropy was higher in the 20% and 80%

hand-raising condition, compared to the category of average hand-raising (the combination

of the 35% and 65% condition). Stationary entropy was also significantly higher for classroom

discourse events and significantly higher in the 80% condition compared to the average

category. This indicated that participants showed more visual exploration during the events

of teacher-student interactions. Visual exploration was particularly strong for participants in

the 80% and 20% hand-raising conditions. Notably, one can assume that these conditions

provide relevant information for social comparison and learning (everyone or no one is

participating or knows the answer). The 20% hand-raising condition showed a significant

effect for transition entropy but not for stationary entropy. This suggested that although

participants engaged in more visual exploration, they only spent time on a few hand-raising

students. Interestingly, there was no interaction effect between the events and the hand-

raising conditions. This indicated that the entropy values were not only larger during the

discursive events, but participants showed generally higher values during the full lesson. It

is also possible that there were variations over time that averaged out the interaction effect,

e.g., a different level of visual exploration at the beginning than at the end of the scene.

The clear distinction between the events in terms of gaze entropy indicates that the stu-

dents’ showed the intended attention to their virtual classmates in situations where social-

related learning information could be obtained from the lesson. Since visual exploratory

behavior varied even between conditions, it indicated that even simple hand-raising sig-

nals mimicking engagement and participation are perceived in the virtual classroom. On

the one hand, these results highlight the impact of social characters in the virtual learning

environment. On the other hand, the successful application of gaze transition entropy to

differentiate visual attention behavior highlights the value of analyzing gaze transitions to

detect social-related behavior.
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3.3. Gaze-based Networks and Learning with Simulated
Classmates

One article in this section investigated the same virtual classroom experiment. In con-

trast to the previous studies, it focused on the relationship between visual attention and

learning-related outcomes like interest, self-concept, and performance. Gaze-based atten-

tion networks were exploited to analyze the students’ visual attention in the classroom, and

structural network measures could be associated with the learning outcomes. Alongside this

article, a corresponding methods article was published to explain the eye tracking analysis

using the network approach. This methodological article is presented first.

3.3.1. Gaze-based Attention Network Analysis

This subsection is based on the second part of the paper [5] Gaze-based attention network

analysis in a virtual reality classroom published in MethodsX [5]. The full paper is presented

in Appendix [5].

Motivation and Methodology

By using gaze-ray casting in VR, one can directly obtain the OOI information and calculate

the transitions between the different OOIs. This procedure offers an alternative approach to

calculating fixations and saccades, which is more difficult to obtain in 3D virtual environ-

ments. Assuming that a gaze transition to a certain object also means the visual processing of

this object, the frequency and sequence of gaze transitions can provide indications regarding

information processing. As already shown in Section 3.2.3, distribution measures built from

transition information indicate visual exploration toward social actors. Instead of using single

measures, scan paths are alternative representations of gaze transitions [198], [199]. One way

to represent scan path information is to count the number of transitions between all selected

OOIs over a period of time and build a transition matrix where one matrix entry represents

the number of transitions from one specific OOI to another. While this transition matrix is

used to calculate entropy measures [157] or to train machine learning classifiers [114], it also

represents a directed graph [182], [200], [201].

The gaze transition matrix can be seen as an interaction-based network in which the

OOIs are the nodes, and the number of transitions are the weighted edges of the network.

All gaze transitions of one participant during the VR experiment can be collected in one

network. This network reveals a participant’s visual attention distribution in the virtual
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scene. It opens up the possibility of analyzing the network structure of one participant by

calculating different structural variables and using them to compare the structure between

participants. Structural variables are measures that indicate the centrality of specific nodes

in the network, the distribution of transitions within the network, and their connectedness.

The evaluation of the gaze-based attention network analysis with regard to social-related

behavior and learning is described in Section 3.3.2. The technical and methodological aspects

of gaze-based attention networks and how to calculate structural variables are described in

this section.

In the case of the classroom experiment, the transition matrix was obtained for each

participant for the full 15-minute virtual lesson. An illustration of an example network can

be seen in Figure 7. Specifically, for the purpose of investigating learning with simulated

classmates as described in paper [6] [6], structural variables were calculated that could

extract network information about the visual attention towards the virtual peer learners and

the learning material. The runtime performance of the pipeline was also evaluated, and

recommendations regarding data storage could be formulated.

Main Findings

Several structural variables of the networks turned out to be feasible for analyzing partici-

pants’ visual attention in the virtual classroom. In general, three different types of variables

could be calculated to describe the structure of the gaze-based attention networks.

Centrality measures state the importance or prominence of a node or a set of nodes.

It describes the weighted number of connections a node holds to all other nodes. Degree

centrality, in particular, sums the weights of all incoming and outgoing edges, which translates

to the number of gaze transitions towards and away from one OOI. The degree centrality of a

set of nodes is calculated by only counting the incoming and outgoing edges from outside the

set. This means that degree centrality portrays the importance of an OOI in terms of visual

attention.

Distribution measures describe the distribution of gaze transitions among specific nodes or

across the whole network. Participants’ gaze transitions could either occur between a small

set of OOIs or between multiple OOIs, which would be indicated by different distribution

values. Weighted degree centrality was the first distribution measure [183] that was used to

describe the gaze distribution for single nodes. Contrary to what the name suggests, this is

a measure for calculating the distribution of all outgoing edges of one node. A simplified

calculation and an adaptation of this method for unsorted networks were presented. As a
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Figure 7.: Example for a gaze-based attention network of the virtual classroom with fewer
nodes and edges.

second measure of distribution, the uniformity of the edge weights was calculated using

chi-square statistics. The uniformity measure was applied to the whole network structure,

indicating equal or unequal distributions of the gaze transitions between the OOIs.

The last type of structural variables represented the interconnectedness within the network.

These measures were particularly useful in separating visual attention towards the teacher

and screen and towards the virtual students in the VR classroom. Cut size was used as a

measure to count the number of weights between two subgraphs representing the teacher

and screen or virtual students. Further, the concept of cliques in networks was used to

investigate the frequency of gaze transitions among virtual students. A clique in a network

represents a subset of nodes that are all connected with one another. Therefore, the size and

number of cliques represent well-connected substructures in the network. If participants

transitioned their gaze fully between a subset of virtual students, this group was considered a

clique and represented a more intense visual exploration of this subgroup of virtual students.

Performance analysis of the data pipeline showed that the small number of variables

required to calculate the networks and the sequential execution of the individual calculation

steps greatly reduced the size of the data files and the computational runtime. Calculating

and storing networks instead of data frames further reduced the size of the data. With

specific data formats from network packages, large networks can be stored in a more space-

efficient manner. The possibility of calculating the structural variables for each participant

individually avoids more computationally intensive methods for comparing networks.
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3.3.2. Learning with Simulated Virtual Classmates

This subsection is based on paper [6] from Chapter 1 Learning with simulated virtual class-

mates: Effects of social-related configurations on students’ visual attention and learning

experiences in an immersive virtual reality classroom published in Computers in Human

Behavior [6]. The full paper is presented in Appendix [6].

Motivation and Methodology

The classroom can be understood as a central learning environment. A regular classroom

environment is characterized by a few structural elements. There is a whiteboard (screen)

with the learning material, a teacher, and a peer learner who participates in the lesson. The

social interactions and social relationships between all classroom actors create a dynamic

of mutual learning, which contributes to students’ emotional, cognitive, and academic

development [90]. Although the social interactions of the virtual avatars are predefined,

they can still reflect social behavior in real classroom situations to a certain degree [91]. VR,

in particular, is capable of simulating the complex and dynamic learning processes in a

classroom and incorporating various contextual and peer-related factors. Learning in a social

context is of importance for educational science and influences the (perceived) learning

achievement and motivation of students [202], [203].

For this reason, this study focused primarily on students’ visual attention toward virtual

peer learners and its relation to specific learning outcomes like interest, self-concept, and

achievement collected in a pencil-paper post-test. To model students’ visual attention,

gaze-based attention networks were computed for each participant, and specific structural

variables were calculated (as described in Section 3.3.1) and statistically compared with

the learning outcomes. Further, the structural variables were also investigated with regard

to the experimental conditions of the experiment (sitting position, visualization style, and

hand-raising).

The structural variables that were calculated focused specifically on differentiating between

the teacher, the screen, and the peer learners and, more precisely, distinguishing the visual

distribution of attention among the virtual peer learners. Degree centrality was calculated

for the teacher, the screen, and the subset of nodes containing all peer learners. Furthermore,

the number of cliques containing only peer learners and their average size was calculated. To

investigate further if participants showed different behavior regarding specific virtual peer

learners, the proportion of girls to boys in the cliques of peer learners was counted. To analyze

the distribution of visual attention in the virtual classroom, the weighted degree centrality of
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the screen, the cut size between teacher/screen and peer learners, and the uniformity for all

gaze transitions were calculated.

Main Findings

Comparable with the previous study [3], the structural variables showed a clear tendency

of the students to focus more on the teacher and screen when seated in the front. Further,

students in the back showed higher numbers in all clique and distribution-related variables.

The visualization condition showed less consistent results. However, the majority of peer

learner-related variables were higher for the cartoonish avatars. Participants showed a

higher degree centrality toward the teacher and screen and a lower degree centrality toward

peer learners in the medium 65% hand-raising condition, compared to the 20% and 80%

conditions. These results showed that not only did the gaze duration on the OOIs differ for

the experimental condition, but also that participants observed the virtual peer learned with

different frequencies and intensities.

Partial correlation between the structural variables and the learning-related outcomes

revealed that participants’ self-reported interest was particularly associated with differences

in visual attention behavior. The degree of centrality of peer learners, the number and size of

the cliques, and the proportion of boys in cliques were negatively associated with participants’

interest in the lesson. These results revealed that students who were more interested in the

lesson content also focused less on the virtual peer learners and more on the screen, as

indicated by the positive association between interest and degree centrality on the screen.

Students’ average situational self-concept (which consisted of four items like: “I could solve

the robot tasks faster than the others”) was negatively associated with the proportion of boys

in the cliques. The post-test score of students’ achievement showed a positive correlation

with the degree centrality on the screen, indicating that students who focused more on the

learning content also showed better learning.

Overall, the study’s findings revealed significant associations between students’ visual

attention distribution in the virtual classroom and learning-related outcomes. They also

showed that gaze-based attention networks analyzed through structural variables can reveal

information about learning with social avatars in virtual learning environments.
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This thesis contributes to the investigation and understanding of information processing and

learning in virtual reality learning environments. The exploitation of VR eye-tracking data

showed great potential in analyzing learning-related aspects of information encoding, visual

attention in learning environments, and social aspects of learning. The results presented in

this thesis could be a first step towards understanding the mechanisms of human (visual)

behavior in VR in order to strive for the effective use of VR as a learning environment.

Both methodological and theoretical aspects were addressed. With regard to the analysis

of eye movement data in VR, several methodological contributions could be achieved. More

specifically, a standardized test environment was used to show how a reliable measurement

of pupil diameter could be achieved in order to obtain physiological parameters relevant to

learning, such as the change in the pupil for estimating cognitive effort. In addition, a reliable

procedure was established to obtain gaze target information as a combination of head and

eye movements in virtual environments of the Unreal Engine using the gaze-ray casting

method. Providing an implementation tutorial with open-source access to the code allows

other scientists to replicate this method and can, therefore, be used for further scientific

research. Furthermore, a method was developed and evaluated to enable the assessment

of different aspects of visual perception when applying network analysis to VR eye-tracking

data. From the successful application of the gaze-based network analysis, two conclusions

could be drawn. Network structures can model the complexity of visual attention to some

degree, especially when the connections between specific OOIs are meaningful. Further,

structural variables cannot only determine network structures in the sense of meaningful

representations, but they are also easy to interpret and allow for statistical comparison.

While some methodological contributions could be presented in this thesis, no systematic

methodological evaluations were carried out, as the contributions in this thesis focused more

on their application.

Theoretical implications for the effectiveness of VR for learning could be drawn from the

investigation of information encoding with 3D objects, the investigation of visual attention
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in a virtual classroom, and the reaction of students toward social cues and social-related

learning behavior during the virtual lesson. It could be shown that in a standardized mental

rotation experiment, subjects showed a better mental rotation performance with visual 3D

objects. Eye movements indicated easier and more holistic processing and suggested that

subjects preferred more egocentric processing of 3D figures by changing perspective.

Depending on the sitting position and the visualization style of the virtual avatars, students

showed different visual attention behaviors. They focused more on the teacher and screen

when sitting in the front and on the teacher when a more realistic visualization style was used.

This further demonstrated that design aspects clearly influenced students’ visual attention in

the classroom and provided further evidence that the virtual classroom situation introduced

behavior also expected in a real classroom. Further, when taking a closer look at the structure

of the lesson, the lesson design evoked the expected behavior of the participants. They

focused more on the teacher and learning content during events of teacher explanation while

shifting their attention towards the virtual avatars during elements of classroom discourse.

Further, the different levels of student engagement manipulated by the hand-raising condi-

tions, even more, showed the sensitivity of participants toward learning-related social cues

in the virtual classroom.

Further, this thesis highlighted the potential of utilizing different representations of visual

attention in the form of networks or gaze entropy to investigate the social-related behavior of

participants. Children’s strong reaction toward social avatars was not unexpected. Already,

early experiments in psychology showed a high anthropomorphic tendency of humans

to anticipate human emotions and personality traits when watching animated movies of

triangles and circles [204]. Our tendency to personify our environment and perceive objects

in the context of social behavior and norms opens up a great potential to create virtual social

situations in VR. This also reduces the costs of conducting research on social behavior in VR

since rendering realistic social avatars is more difficult, and these animations often suffer

from an uncanny valley effect [205]. It seemed not to be necessary for participants that the

virtual avatars were particularly real to show tendencies of real social interactions.

4.1. Limitations

Despite the contributions of this thesis, there were also various limitations when analyzing

eye movements and visual attention information using VR eye-tracking. For example, in

the mental rotation experiment [1] (paper [1]), the spatial resolution of the VR eye tracker
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did not allow a fine-grained analysis of the gaze targets. Even though the stimulus material

was placed right in front of the participants, most of the obtained gaze target points missed

the figures. A detailed scan path analysis of the fixations on single cubes of the figures and

a precise tracing of gaze patterns was not possible. The low precision and accuracy in the

eye tracking data could have been compensated by additional information. Eye tracking is

only one source of information that explains information processing and learning in humans.

While this thesis contributes to the explanation of human visual behavior and its relation

to cognitive processing, other physiological measures or language information were not

considered in the analysis.

Furthermore, all the VR environments studied in this thesis had in common the fact that

the locomotion of the participants was limited, and the virtual scene showed only a few dy-

namic movements. Although this might limit the generalization of the eye-tracking results to

other VR experiments, it is also an accurate representation of most current real-life learning

environments. Because one intention of education science is to uncover the learning process

in real-life situations, the presented VR environments must also represent these situations.

From the perspective of eye tracking, however, the generalization of these results must be

tested in scenes with more dynamic moving entities. As stated before, the analysis of visual at-

tention through eye-tracking is very scene and knowledge-dependent and can, therefore, not

be generalized across different learning scenarios. Specifically, obtaining reliable gaze target

information might be even more challenging when objects move quickly in the environment.

However, a positive side effect of these environments with fewer movement possibilities

was that participants did not show motion sickness. Because motion sickness is usually a

result of the disparity between visual and vestibular stimuli [16], [206], fewer head and body

movements lower its occurrence.

4.2. Virtual Reality in Education Science

From the perspective of empirical psychological research, VR seems an appealing research

tool because it allows research that escapes the traditional experiment situation while still

allowing for standardized experimental testing.

However, VR research might face the same situation as multimedia research in general.

Randomized control studies are, from a research design perspective, the most valid exper-

imental setup to investigate differences systematically. However, their feasibility can be

questioned when it comes to the multitude of possible combinations for designing effective
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VR environments. In contrast to treating the VR environment as a black box and interpreting

only differences between the treatment and control groups, the investigation of participants’

behavior during the experiment can be one step towards establishing explanations and

predictions of human behavior in VR environments that can lay the foundation of a theory of

human behavior in VR. This might even become more important when the possibilities to

interact and manipulate the virtual scene increase.

For example, the results from the mental rotation experiment [1] indicated that participants

switched from an object-based transformation to an egocentric transformation for visual

3D figures. Especially for the processing of spatial relations, the change of perspective can

play an important role and correspond better or worse with the participants’ usual mental

manipulation of 3D objects [207]. While the visual 3D figures made this perspective change

possible, which was not possible with pictorial stimuli, other aspects were neglected. For

example, an additional reduction of cognitive load could also be achieved by the physical

rotation of the objects. The interplay of motor and cognitive skills, in particular, which could

be provided in interactive virtual environments, could be the next step to understanding

further aspects of the learning process in VR [208], [209].

In order to create virtual learning environments that are not only effective from a design

point of view but also provide insights for learning research outside of VR, it is necessary to

clarify how learning in VR differs from learning in non-virtual environments.

Generally speaking, most of this thesis’s results stem from the interdisciplinary exchange

between computer science, education science, and cognitive psychology. One way to ap-

proach the pending question of the effectiveness of VR for learning could be to integrate

different perspectives from different fields. These interdisciplinary endeavors could help

establish a broader theory of effective learning in VR. However, many aspects remain to be

uncovered on the path toward a theory of human behavior in VR.

4.3. Virtual Reality in Education Practise

From the experiences made during data collection and backed up by further evidence from

other literature [65], design aspects, clear instructions, and intuitive usability are key elements

to make VR easily accessible for practitioners. However, while there are already many VR

environments from different software companies, the pedagogical and learning-oriented

aspects are often overlooked. There are plenty of studies on the effectiveness of VR for

learning, but evidence from research on education showed that VR is rarely used in practice
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[210].

While most of this thesis’s findings concentrated on using VR in education science, some

implications can be formulated for its use in practice. Displaying 3D objects should result

in a better understanding of their form and shape and, therefore, allow for faster encoding,

better understanding, and reduce students’ cognitive load. This means that we should create

virtual learning situations and materials, especially where real-life representations are hard

to construct. This can be either when there are limitations in scale (e.g., exploring the stars

in the universe), limitations in visualizations (e.g., multivariate Gaussian Distributions), or

when learning opportunities are sparse (e.g., for medical operations).

4.4. Diversity of Learning Situations

Conventional education environments, such as a classroom or traditional learning materials,

like a school book, create a specific learning situation. In relation to Foucault’s idea of an

apparatus dispositif [211], these elements shape and determine the learning situation and

affect the learner’s behavior. This also implies that specific students could benefit from a given

learning situation or from the mode of presentation of the learning material, while others

could show difficulties. This principle is not limited to just a few individual differences, yet

the results of the studies in this thesis have provided particular insights into sex differences.

In traditional mental rotation tests with 2D representations, large sex differences were

found in test performance. This led to the formulation of various implications on the spatial

ability between sexes in psychological literature [212]–[215]. Interestingly, the VR experiment

was not able to reproduce these sex differences in mental rotation performance in our

experiment, which is in line with other experiments presenting mental rotation in VR [216],

[217]. While the result of a non-significant sex difference was to be expected for the visual

3D figures, there was no difference for the pictorial 2D figures as well. When comparing

the experimental design with a traditional mental rotation test, it stood out that an overall

time constraint to solve the mental rotations task was missing. This also emphasizes the

importance of the testing situation and how it can affect individuals differently. Further,

the study results showed the importance of considering multiple representations to help

students who have trouble encoding 2D representations from learning materials. In this

case, VR showed great potential in providing the additional dimension necessary. This

especially highlights that the findings from the experiments, which were meant to assess

specific abilities, were also shaped and determined by their experimental design. Although
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this insight is by no means new, it is still a valuable lesson to keep in mind. This should

encourage researchers to think about the different interacting factors when creating learning

and testing environments and to consider diversity in learning scenarios.

Furthermore, the findings regarding students’ situational self-concept in the classroom

study [6] indicated that the sex-specific composition of the virtual class and the distribution

of attention to virtual avatars with differently-read sex characteristics were important for

students’ perceived competence. Especially in subject-specific learning situations (like the

presented lesson on computational thinking) with certain gender-stereotypical beliefs, the

diversity aspect with regard to virtual social avatars is even more important.

Given the ongoing discussion about the effectiveness of VR for learning, the more simple

conclusion might be that VR can at least create more diverse learning situations and materials.

While some situations and materials might impose more difficulties for some students, they

might facilitate learning for others. So, while there might not be a VR environment that

increases learning for everyone, it still creates new possibilities to approach learning from

a different perspective, which may be more suitable for the specific needs of a particular

learner. Therefore, VR has great potential to diversify the landscape of learning and empower

individuals with different abilities.

4.5. Towards Effective Virtual Reality Learning
Environments

As an outlook on this thesis, we can return to the statement that an effective learning en-

vironment comprises many different elements. To make VR an effective tool for learning,

the design of the VR environment, the cognitive mechanisms during learning in VR, and the

monitoring of the learning process must be interlinked.

Although learning environments such as the virtual classroom are particularly relevant for

research, e.g., for assessing learning processes, this severely limits VR’s possibilities. Rigorous

experimental designs and the investigation of quasi-realistic learning scenarios ignore the

value of exploration, curiosity, and self-efficacy that VR environments can offer. Future

research could aim to bridge this gap and increase the learner’s possibilities in VR through

better measurement of learning processes. For example, gaze target information could be

used in real-time in the VR environment to influence the behavior of virtual avatars. Students

who are being looked at could behave differently, or the teacher could intervene if participants

are not paying attention. This would enable research into adaptive behavior in the virtual
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classroom.

This thesis presented different models and methods for analyzing eye-tracking data. Nev-

ertheless, further research is necessary to explain the underlying mechanisms of information

processing and learning. Analyzing eye movement and gaze-related features can certainly

provide some insights into the learning mechanism. However, this does not account for

the complex interactions between different cognitive processes and probably misses impor-

tant patterns between eye movements and behaviors. While gaze-based attention networks

can model gaze transition information, future research should expand on the capabilities

networks and incorporate more node and edge information from different sources. The

incorporation of multiple sensory information and the use of graph neural networks might

be one approach to building computational models that predict participants’ behavior. Multi-

modal data assessment, in combination with methods from computational modeling, might

provide a promising opportunity to bridge the gap between the complex nature of human

behavior and the limited information researchers are able to obtain. Future research could

specifically concentrate on the development of models that are dynamically able to predict

participants’ behavior in virtual environments based on the sensory information collected.

Despite the great potential of analyzing human behavior via eye tracking, there are also

ethical considerations to be taken into account. When having access to rich behavioral

information, protecting the privacy of persons is inevitably important. Eye tracking data

can, for example, be used to obtain personal information like age, gender, or health [45],

[218], and therefore, privacy issues have to be handled appropriately [219]. Specifically, VR

eye-tracking information collected from students and children could not only be used to

improve learning but also for commercial reasons. With future research heading towards

more elaborate models of visual attention and a more detailed analysis of the learning process

[220], different approaches of privacy-preserving methods must be considered [59], [218],

[219], [221], [222].

With regard to design aspects in VR, a number of developments can be expected as a result

of the increased use of generative AI. This technology will make it increasingly easier to create

your own VR environments and generate more realistic representations [223]. There is also

great potential for education science in terms of the possibility of interaction with objects

and social avatars in the environment. The flexible creation of and interaction with virtual

learning environments can mean a further leap forward for the use of VR in educational

practice. Especially in the context of adaptive learning, generative models can be a promising

way of dynamically interacting with a VR environment.
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These further aspects provide us with an idea of the potential of VR to investigate informa-

tion processing and learning in future research and the versatile opportunities for developing

effective learning environments. While there is a great interest in VR from the research

perspective, there are fewer applications of this technology in actual practice. A great deal of

effort is still needed to translate the empirical findings, including those in this paper, into

practical applications.
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A. Information Encoding and Cognitive Load

A.1. The impact of presentation modes on mental rotation
processing: A comparative analysis of eye movements
and performance

A.1.1. Abstract

Mental rotation is the ability to rotate mental representations of objects in space. Shepard

and Metzler’s shape-matching tasks, frequently used to test mental rotation, involve pre-

senting pictorial representations of 3D objects. This stimulus material has raised questions

regarding the ecological validity of the test for mental rotation with actual visual 3D objects.

To systematically investigate differences in mental rotation with pictorial and visual stimuli,

we compared data of N = 54 university students from a virtual reality experiment. Compar-

ing both conditions within subjects, we found higher accuracy and faster reaction times for

3D visual figures. We expected eye tracking to reveal differences in participants’ stimulus

processing and mental rotation strategies induced by the visual differences. We statistically

compared fixations (locations), saccades (directions), pupil changes, and head movements.

Supplementary Shapley values of a Gradient Boosting Decision Tree algorithm were analyzed,

which correctly classified the two conditions using eye and head movements. The results

indicated that with visual 3D figures, the encoding of spatial information was less demand-

ing, and participants may have used egocentric transformations and perspective changes.

Moreover, participants showed eye movements associated with more holistic processing for

visual 3D figures and more piecemeal processing for pictorial 2D figures.

A.1.2. Introduction

Mental rotation, the ability to rotate mental representations of objects in space, is a core

ability for spatial thinking and spatial reasoning [224], [225]. Mental rotation is required for

everyday skills, like map reading or navigating, and is an important prerequisite for indi-

viduals’ learning [226]. Higher mental rotation performance is associated with higher fluid

intelligence and better mathematical thinking [227]. It has been found to be beneficial for

students’ learning in mathematics domains such as geometry and algebra [228]. Thus, mental

rotation ability acts as a gatekeeper for entering STEM-related fields in higher education

[229].

A standardized test by Shepard and Metzler [230] for measuring humans’ mental rotation

performance displays two-dimensional (2D) images of two unfamiliar three-dimensional
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(3D) figures. For these pictorial stimuli, participants are instructed to determine whether the

two figures are identical. For this, the two figures are depicted from different perspectives by

independently rotating one of them along its axis [230], [231]. Individuals’ performance in

mental rotation is reflected by the number of correct answers and task-solving speed (reaction

time) [232], [233]. Since its initial development, this experiment has been replicated many

times [212], [233]–[235]. The test by Shepard and Metzler is one of the most frequently used

tests to examine mental rotation. It laid the foundation for understanding spatial cognition

[132], [236]–[238] and continues to be referenced in contemporary research [233], [239],

[240]. Replicating this classic experiment allows researchers to build on a well-established

foundation and examine enduring principles of mental rotation.

However, its ecological validity to assess real-life mental rotation has been questioned [241],

[242]. Developments in the field of virtual simulations enable experiments to be conducted

with increased ecological validity yet still under controlled and standardized conditions [16].

In particular, virtual realities (VR) have become powerful tools in psychological research [6],

[85]. VR allows for the creation of environments with 3D spatial relations that can be explored

and manipulated by users and are experienced in an immersive way [10]. This allows for the

presentation of visual 3D figures, rendered as 3D objects in the environment, and introduces

visual and perceptual differences to pictorial (2D) stimuli.

The pictorial stimuli of the conventional mental rotation test are orthographic, parallel

representations of 3D figures on a planar surface (as images). This pictorial representation

lacks two sources of depth information present in visual (3D) figures when placed in a VR

environment with realistic spatial relations [47]. The first source of depth information is

provided by stereoscopic vision due to binocular disparity. The binocular disparity stems

from the slight offset between the two displays projected onto the two eyes in the head-

mounted display (HMD), enabling stereopsis and depth perception [243]. This depth cue is

particularly relevant for 3D vision, where it contributes to participants’ ability to perceive

depth and spatial relationships between objects. The second source of depth information

is introduced by motion parallax [47], [244]. Motion parallax, also known as structure-

from-motion, emerges as a consequence of real-time head tracking and rendering based

on the observer’s position within the virtual space. This dynamic depth cue allows users to

perceive the 3D structure of objects by moving their heads. As they move relative to the 3D

object, the representation of the object is updated and provides different views to identify

the object. Furthermore, shadows provide additional depth information. They occur when

physical objects interact with light sources in a VR environment. Shadows contribute to the
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perception of object volume and spatial relationships in visual figures. Presenting mental

rotation stimuli in VR provides the most comprehensive visual information. In contrast,

rear-projection systems offer solely pictorial information [216], and stereoscopic glasses

introduce binocular disparity [245], leaving motion parallax as the final piece of the puzzle

added by VR [217].

This additional visual information is expected to affect participants’ stimulus processing

and mental rotation strategy when solving items with visual stimuli in comparison to pictorial

representations. A series of processing steps when solving mental rotation tasks have been

identified [131], [189]: (1) encoding and searching, which combines the perceptual encoding

of the stimulus and the identification of the stimulus and its orientation; (2) transformation

and comparison, which includes the actual process of mentally rotating objects; (3) judgment

and response, which combines the confirmation of a match or mismatch between the stimuli

and the response behavior.

One would expect the visual modes of presentation to introduce differences in the process-

ing steps. During encoding and searching with pictorial figures, a model of the 3D object

structure must be recovered from a planar 2D representation [246]. This reconstruction

process has been found to be a demanding task [247] and should not be necessary with visual

figures. One would also expect the identification of the stimulus and its orientation to be

more demanding with pictorial figures. A displayed image remains static regardless of the

observer’s location; therefore, participants have to make assumptions about occluded or

ambiguous parts of the figure. For pictorial figures, the additional head movement might

even produce perceptual distortions described by the differential rotation effect [248], in

which the size and shape of images are perceived inappropriately when the observer is not

in the center of the projection [249]. In contrast, binocular disparity and motion parallax

would constantly update the visual 3D figures based on the participants’ relative location to

the object. Test takers can explore the visual figures and gather additional information from

different perspectives, which should help them to identify the figures and their orientation

more easily.

In the second step of transformation and comparison, mental rotation involves manipulat-

ing and rotating mental representations of geometric figures in the mind. Exploiting motion

parallax with visual 3D figures could reduce the need for extensive mental transformations.

For example, participants could reduce the rotation angle between the figures through lateral

head movement. The rotation angle is the degree to which the figures are rotated against each

other. This may make the comparison process more intuitive and less cognitively demanding.
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Motion parallax due to head movement could also lead to a shift from the object-based

transformation of the stimuli to an egocentric transformation [207]. In object-based trans-

formations, the observer’s position remains fixed while the object is mentally rotated. An

egocentric transformation involves a change of perspective, rotating one’s body to change the

viewpoint and orientation. It has been found that egocentric transformations, as a form of

self-motion, are more intuitive and result in faster and more accurate mental rotation [208].

Similar reaction times for mental and manual rotation suggest that participants mentally

align the figures to each other for comparison [250]. Two prominent alignment strategies have

been described for mental rotation: piecemeal and holistic. The piecemeal strategy involves

breaking down the object into segments and mentally rotating the pieces in congruence

with the comparison object to assess their match. A holistic approach entails mentally

rotating the entire object and encoding comprehensive spatial information about it [251],

[252]. In their original study, Shepard and Metzler viewed the linear relationship between

rotation angle and reaction time as evidence against conceptual or propositional processing

of visual information [230], [253]. Later research, which investigated the process of rotation

itself, revealed that both a holistic and a piecemeal approach were used to align the figures

[132], [252], [254]. When processing visual figures, motion parallax allows for lateral head

movements, which could be used to decrease the rotation angle between the figures by

changing perspectives. The additional depth information due to binocular disparity could

facilitate the comparison of spatial relationships between object features. These aspects

might enable a more holistic processing of the figures.

Regarding judgment and response, participants are expected to perform better with visual

3D figures than with pictorial 2D figures. Lower cognitive demands during encoding might

result in faster stimulus processing. The potential to apply an egocentric transformation

and more holistic processing can be expected to lead to more efficient and more accurate

responses with visual 3D figures.

The process of mental rotation is reflected in eye movements, which capture the visual en-

coding of spatial information [189], [235]. Eye movement metrics can provide comprehensive

information on stimulus processing and mental rotation strategies [77], [235], [251], [252],

[255], [256]. Basic experiments have shown that eye movements are controlled by cognitive

processes, and consequently, it is possible to distinguish task-specific processes [119]. For

example, different mental rotation strategies were identified and discriminated based on

fixation patterns derived from eye-tracking data [132]. Fixation measures that incorporate

spatial information are expected to reveal relevant information about stimulus processing.
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Different fixations on different segments of the figures have been associated with the first or

second processing steps [189]. During the step of encoding and searching, the majority of

fixations targeted one segment of one figure, whereas, in the second step of transformation

and comparison, fixations targeted all segments of both figures equally. This should lead to a

higher fixation duration on singular segments in the first step and an equal fixation duration

on all parts of the figure in the second step.

Saccadic movements between fixations, measured by saccade rate or saccade velocity,

have also been utilized to investigate mental rotation with pictorial figures [77], [189], [257].

Directional saccadic movements containing spatial information can reveal temporal de-

pendencies in stimulus processing [189]. For example, a backward saccade that guides the

eye toward a previous location is called a regressive saccade [258]. We would expect that

the regression towards a previous location could either be a need for information retrieval

of figure information or a back-and-forth between congruent figure segments during the

comparison step.

Regarding mental rotation strategies, information about the number of transitions between

figures compared to the number of fixations within the figures has been applied to quantify

the use of holistic vs. piecemeal strategies [77], [252]. The ratio of the number of within-object

fixations divided by the number of between-objects fixations has been shown to indicate

holistic processing (ratio ≤ 1) or piecemeal processing (ratio > 1) [252], [259].

The pupil diameter provides information about the size of the pupil in both eyes and can

be used to detect changes due to contraction and dilation. An increase in pupil diameter

has been associated with higher cognitive load [127], [128], [260], as the Locus Coeruleus

(LC) controls pupil dilation and is engaged in memory retrieval [261], [262]. Moreover, two

different measures of pupil diameter behavior have been attributed to the phasic and tonic

modes of LC activity [261]. Tonic mode activity is indicated by a larger overall pupil diameter

and is associated with lower task utility and higher task difficulty. Phasic mode activity is

indicated by larger pupil size variation during the task and is associated with task engagement

and task exploitation [235], [263]. While solving mental rotation tasks, a larger average pupil

diameter over individual trials could indicate tonic activity, whereas a larger peak pupil

diameter as a task-evoked pupillary response could indicate phasic activity [235], [262].

Recently available devices for analyzing eye movements in VR experiments include eye-

tracking apparatuses. These devices record sensory data frame by frame to track visual

and sensorimotor information in a standardized way during experiments [264]. The VR’s

HMD additionally allows for tracking head movement. Changes in head movement serve
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as a valuable indicator of whether participants make use of motion parallax. A recently

published study by Tang et al. [77] analyzed eye movements during a mental rotation task

in VR, but solely for visual 3D figures. The results of their VR experiment showed that the

mental rotation test with visual 3D figures replicates the linear relationship between rotation

angle and reaction time. Lochhead et al. [217], on the other hand, investigated performance

differences between pictorial and visual 3D figures presented in VR. Their results indicated

that participants exhibited higher performance in the 3D condition compared to the 2D

condition. However, they did not use eye tracking to capture participants’ visual processing

of the stimuli to potentially explain presentation mode effects on performance.

Our study used a VR laboratory (see Figure A.2) to examine individuals’ mental rotation

performance for pictorial 2D figures and visual 3D figures with the Shepard and Metzler

test. We examined eye and head movements from N = 54 university student participants to

determine differences in stimulus processing and mental rotation strategies when solving

mental rotations with pictorial and visual stimuli. In both conditions, 28 stimuli pairs were

shown, modeled after the original figures by Shepard and Metzler [230]. In the 3D condition,

stimuli were rendered on a virtual table in front of the participants, allowing them to view the

figures from different perspectives by moving their heads. In the 2D condition, the stimuli

appeared on a virtual screen placed on the table at the same distance from the participants as

in the 3D conditions. A series of 3D and 2D figures were presented, with the two conditions

randomized block-wise within each student. For each task, participants’ performance in

terms of the number of correct answers and reaction time as well as eye-movement features

were recorded. The following hypotheses were formulated:

First, we expected participants’ performance in solving mental rotation tasks to be better

with visual 3D figures than with pictorial 2D figures. Second, we expected the visual differ-

ences to evoke differences in stimulus processing and mental rotation strategies, which may

indicate differences in performance between the two modes of presentation. To investigate

this hypothesis, we analyzed how eye and head movements differed during task-solving

in both conditions. To ensure that we could compare all stimulus pairs between the two

conditions, no overall time limit was set for the experiment.

In addition to utilizing statistical analysis, we implemented a Gradient Boosting Decision

Tree (GBDT) [265] classification algorithm to identify the experimental condition based on

eye and head movements. This machine learning approach surpassed traditional linear statis-

tical methods, which are often limited to linear relationships between features and the target

variable. Successfully predicting the experiment condition based on eye and head movement
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features would demonstrate the importance of these features for the distinguishing task.

Behavioral data, such as eye and head movements, are characterized by temporal depen-

dencies and determined by biological mechanisms (e.g., a fixation is followed by a saccade

and vice versa), which often results in high collinearity between the features [266]. From the

class of machine learning models, we selected GBDT rather than other models like Support

Vector Machines or Random Forest because of its ensemble approach. Ensemble methods

can handle some degree of collinearity by partitioning the feature space into separate regions

[176]. Previous research has demonstrated the suitability of GBDT models for spatial rea-

soning tasks involving geometrical objects, which are comparable to the task utilized in this

study [177].

Provided that the GBDT model classifies the conditions correctly, a Shapley Additive Expla-

nations (SHAP) explainability approach can be applied [178]. The SHAP approach provides

information on both global and local feature importance. Global feature importance ranks

input features by their significance for accurate model predictions, identifying the most

relevant features for differentiating between the experimental conditions. Local feature im-

portance supplements this by providing additional information on the relationship between

feature variables and target variables. It reveals which feature values were attributed to each

condition and how effectively those values distinguish between conditions. These aspects

complement statistical analyses and offer valuable insights into the relationship between eye

movements and mental rotation processing.

A.1.3. Results

Mental rotation performance differences

All participants completed both experimental conditions (2D and 3D) in a block-wise ran-

domized condition order. The mean values and standard deviations of all variables in each

condition are depicted in Table A.1. Further information about the distributions is presented

in Supplementary Table S1. We used a non-parametric, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test

since some variables were not normally distributed. We report the Z statistics from two-tailed,

paired tests with p-values. Additionally, we applied a two-tailed, paired t-test and compared

the results for skewed distributions (Supplementary Table S2).

On average, participants spent 11.91 minutes in VR (SD=3.65 minutes) without any breaks

in between. In the 2D condition, participants solved 83.2% of the stimuli correctly on average

(M = 0.832, SD = 0.105), while in the 3D condition, they solved 88.2% correctly (M = 0.882,
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Feature 2D (M ±SD) 3D (M ±SD)
Percentage solved correctly 0.832±0.105 0.882±0.101
Reaction time (s) 6.861±3.583 6.076±3.214
Mean fixation duration (s) 0.218±0.025 0.216±0.028
Mean fixation rate (n/s) 2.239±0.266 2.301±0.32
Mean regressive fixation duration (s) 0.142±0.051 0.177±0.042
Equal fixation duration between figure (ratio) 0.695±0.086 0.721±0.079
Equal fixation duration within figures (ratio) 0.187±0.065 0.449±0.084
Strategy ratio (≶ 1) 1.488±0.948 0.77±0.292
Mean saccade velocity (°/s) 239.186±20.838 250.476±22.439
Mean saccades rate (n/s) 2.016±0.466 2.151±0.451
Mean pupil diameter (mm) 0.039±0.095 −0.096±0.123
Peak pupil diameter (mm) 0.314±0.101 0.416±0.104
Mean distance to figure (cm) 88.599±8.584 86.567±10.21
Mean head movement to the sides (cm) 4.942±3.595 5.713±3.438

Table A.1.: Mean values and standard deviations were aggregated on the participant level
separately for each dimension (n = 54). Units are either seconds (s), number per
second (n/s), a ratio between 0 and 1, or greater and smaller than 1 (≶ 1), angle in
degrees per second (◦/s), millimeters (mm), centimeters (cm), or centimeters per
second (cm/s).

SD = 0.101). Participants achieved a significantly higher percentage of correct answers in

the 3D condition (Z = 243, p = .001) when comparing the 2D with the 3D condition in a two-

tailed test. Participants exhibited a longer reaction time (in seconds, M = 6.861, SD = 3.583)

in the 2D condition than in the 3D condition (M = 6.076, SD = 3.214). Based on a two-tailed

test, reaction time differed significantly between the conditions (Z = 1168, p < 0.001). Details

of the statistical analysis are shown in Table A.2.

To ensure that the differences in performance could not be attributed to sex differences,

we performed additional statistical analyses to verify this. No sex differences were found in

our study. This is consistent with previous research, which reported no sex differences in

experiments conducted without time constraints [234], [239] or using less abstract stimulus

materials [235], [267]. Detailed statistics can be found in Supplementary Table S3.

We verified that the performance differences between 2D and 3D are not attributed to

order effects. The average reaction time was always found to be higher in the 2D condition,

regardless of the order. However, the differences were larger when the 2D condition was

presented first. Similar results were observed for the percentage of correctly solved stimuli,
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Feature Z P M diff 95% CI Effect size
Percentage solved correctly 243 0.001 −0.071±0.014 [−0.089,−0.036] −0.550
Reaction time (s) 1168 < 0.001 0.644±0.2 [0.317,1.02] 0.573
Mean fixation duration (s) 873 > 0.999 0.003±0.003 [−0.002,0.008] 0.176
Mean fixation rate (n/s) 504 0.48 −0.064±0.029 [−0.125,−0.002] −0.321
Mean regressive fixation duration (s) 113 < 0.001 −0.034±0.005 [−0.045,−0.024] −0.848
Equal fixation duration between figures (ratio) 477 0.276 −0.023±0.01 [−0.043,−0.003] −0.358
Equal fixation duration within figures (ratio) 1 < 0.001 −0.265±0.011 [−0.286,−0.244] −0.999
Strategy ratio (≶ 1) 1384 < 0.001 0.642±0.106 [0.446,0.868] 0.864
Mean saccade velocity (◦/s) 160 < 0.001 −11.568±1.692 [−15.208,−7.671] −0.785
Mean saccade rate (n/s) 339 0.012 −0.148±0.035 [−0.215,−0.07] −0.543
Mean pupil diameter (mm) 1438 < 0.001 0.134±0.014 [0.104,0.164] 0.937
Peak pupil diameter (mm) 38 < 0.001 −0.099±0.011 [−0.121,−0.079] −0.949
Mean distance to figure (cm) 1253 < 0.001 1.313±0.681 [0.682,2.114] 0.688
Mean head movement to the sides (cm) 230 < 0.001 −0.618±0.215 [−0.911,−0.368] −0.69

Table A.2.: Wilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing the 2D and 3D conditions (n = 54). P-
values of all eye and head features were Bonferroni-corrected to account for
multiple comparisons. A positive median difference value indicates a higher
median value in the 2D condition (± standard error). The 95% confidence interval
for the median difference and rank biserial correlation effect size is reported. Units
are either seconds (s), number per second (n/s), a ratio between 0 and 1, or greater
and smaller than 1 (≶ 1), angle in degrees per second (◦/s), millimeters (mm),
centimeters (cm), or centimeters per second (cm/s).

for which the main differences were only present if the 2D condition was presented first.

We also ensured that the sexes were equally distributed in both groups. The respective

descriptive statistics can be found in Supplementary Table S4. In order to ensure that mental

rotation in VR replicates expected differences, we provide additional descriptive statistics

regarding reaction time and rotation angle for each condition separately in Supplementary

Table S5.

To test for potential interaction effects between the experimental condition and the stim-

ulus type (equal, mirrored, and structural), we conducted a multi-level regression analysis

for each performance, eye, and head feature as the independent variable with condition

and stimulus type as categorical independent variables. All analysis results and a model

description can be found in Supplementary Table S10. Compared to equal figures, mirrored

figures revealed a significantly lower percentage of correctly solved trials for the 3D condition.

Structural figures, compared to equal figures, showed a significantly longer reaction time in

the 3D condition.
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Statistical differences in eye and head movements

We tested for differences in all eye and head movement features between the two conditions

using two-tailed, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with aggregated values on the participant

level. To consider multiple comparisons, all reported p-values were Bonferroni-corrected

before.

Regarding fixation-related features, we found no significant difference in the mean fixation

duration (Z = 873, p > 0.999) and the mean fixation rate (Z = 504, p = 0.48). However, the

mean fixation duration following a regressive saccade differed significantly between the

conditions (Z = 113, p < 0.001), with a higher duration in the 3D condition than in the 2D

condition. The feature equal fixation duration between the figures showed no significant

difference (Z = 477, p = 0.276) after correcting for multiple comparisons. The feature equal

fixation duration within the figures showed a significant difference, with an equal distribution

in the 3D condition (Z = 1, p < 0.001). The strategy ratio comparing the number of fixations

within and between the figures showed a higher mean value for the 2D condition (Z = 1384,

p < 0.001).

Regarding saccade-related features, there was a significant difference in mean saccade

velocity (Z = 160, p < 0.001), with a higher mean value in the 3D condition. A higher mean

saccade rate was found for the 3D condition (Z = 339, p = 0.012). Mean pupil diameter

showed significantly higher values in the 2D condition (Z = 1438, p < 0.001), while peak

pupil diameter was significantly lower in the 2D condition (Z = 38, p < 0.001). The mean

distance to the figure and mean head movement to the sides differed significantly with closer

distances to the figure in the 3D condition (Z = 1253, p < 0.001) and larger head movement

to the sides in the 3D condition (Z = 230, p < 0.001).

Regarding the interaction between the experimental condition and the stimulus type, three

features showed significant interaction effects. When correcting for multiple comparisons,

equal fixation duration within the figure showed lower values in mirrored figures (compared

to equal ones) in the 3D condition. For structural figures (in comparison to equal ones),

participants showed a higher mean saccade velocity and a lower mean saccade rate in the 3D

condition (see Supplementary Table S9 and S10).

GBDT model capabilities

We trained a GBDT model to predict the experimental condition at the level of individual

trials based only on eye and head movement features. 80% of the data was used for training,

with a random train-test split. In 100 iterations, predictions for the test set exhibited an
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average accuracy of 0.881 (with SD = 0.011). The best-performing model had an accuracy of

0.918. False classifications were balanced between the two target conditions, with 27 trials

misclassified as the 2D condition and 22 misclassified as the 3D condition. A confusion

matrix for the best-performing model predictions is given in Table A.3.

2D labeled 3D labeled
2D predicted 267 22
3D predicted 27 280

Table A.3.: Confusion matrix for 596 predicted trials (classified as either 2D or 3D) in the test
set. Predictions of the best-performing GBDT model out of 100 iterations with a
random 80 : 20 train-test split.

Explainability results

We applied the SHAP Tree Explainer [178] to the best-performing model. Equal fixation

duration within the figure was rated the most important feature for the GBDT model, with

smaller values leading to predicting the 2D condition and larger values the 3D condition.

The second most important feature was mean pupil diameter, with a higher mean pupil

diameter leading to predicting the 2D condition. The third most important feature was

the strategy ratio, with higher values leading to predicting the 2D condition and low values

the 3D condition. Peak pupil diameter was identified as the fourth most important feature,

with the opposite tendency as mean pupil diameter. A higher peak pupil diameter led to

predicting the 3D condition. Mean distance two the figure (5th) showed a tendency to

predict the 2D condition for higher values. However, there is higher variability in feature

values in both conditions. For the following three features, mean regressive fixation duration

(6th), mean saccade rate (7th), and mean head movement to the sides (8th), the model

showed a tendency to associate higher values with the 3D condition. The remaining features

exhibited little importance for model prediction or no clear tendency towards one condition

or the other. The results are visualized in Figure A.1. Based on the additional analysis for

multi-collinearity (see Supplementary Table S6), we found no high correlations between

the individual features. A larger negative correlation was found between mean saccade rate

and mean fixation duration (r =−0.39) and between mean saccade rate and strategy ratio

(−0.31).
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Figure A.1.: Summary plot of SHAP values for the GBDT model with the best performance
out of 100 iterations (accuracy 0.918). Features are ordered according to their im-
portance for the model’s predictions. The x-axis describes the model’s prediction
certainty towards 2D (left side) and 3D (right side). Data points are predicted
trials. The red color indicates that the data point has a high value for the feature,
and the blue color indicates that the data point has a low value for that feature

A.1.4. Discussion

This study used a VR laboratory to test mental rotation, presenting Shepard and Metzler [230]

stimuli in a controlled yet ecologically valid environment. Specifically, our study investigated

whether the mode of presentation (i.e., pictorial 2D or visual 3D figures) evoked differences

in visual processing during task solving and affected participants’ performance. Participants’

mental rotation test performance differed significantly between the two presented conditions,

with higher accuracy and shorter reaction time in the 3D than in the 2D condition. These

findings are in line with previous research reporting better performance for 3D figures [213],

[217]. We argued that the direct encoding of visual figures would allow for faster and easier

processing in the 3D condition, leading to a decrease in response time. In addition, we argued

that access to depth information via binocular disparity and motion parallax would enhance

stimulus perception and facilitate the transformation and comparison of visual figures. These
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factors could have led to improved performance on mental rotation tasks in the 3D condition.

In addition, motion parallax in the 3D condition provided the opportunity to use head

movements to change perspective (e.g., egocentric perspective taking). In combination with

easier perception of the geometric structure of the figures, this could have led to a more

holistic processing of the stimuli.

We analyzed eye and head movement information to substantiate these assumptions. We

argued that the changes introduced by the mode of presentation and their effect on stimulus

processing and mental rotation strategies can be investigated by analyzing participants’

visual behavior. The successful training of the GBDT model indicated that the eye and head

movement features provided valuable information to distinguish between the two conditions.

Statistical analysis, as well as SHAP values, discriminated different eye and head movement

patterns in both conditions.

Overall, our results indicate that the additional information provided by motion parallax

led to more pronounced head movement to the sides and a closer inspection of the visual

3D figures. In turn, directly inspecting hidden parts of the depicted figures by changing

perspective could have resulted in a less ambiguous perception of the figure [268].

At a more detailed level, our findings suggest that fixation patterns in the 2D condition

related more strongly to the first processing step of encoding and searching, while patterns

in the 3D condition were related to the step of transformation and comparison. Xue et al.

[189] found that the first step was associated with more fixations on particular segments

of the figures. In contrast, the second step showed a more equal distribution of fixations

across all segments of the figures. The SHAP value analysis indicated that the two conditions

mostly differed in fixation duration within the figures. A less equal distribution within the

figures, which implies longer fixations on particular segments, was found in the 2D condition.

This supports the claim that the availability of depth information through motion parallax

and binocular disparity accelerated the initial encoding of the visual figures and allowed

participants to move more quickly to subsequent steps. In the same vein, a lower saccade

velocity was found in the 2D condition, indicating more saccades within particular segments

of the figures. However, in the 3D condition, participants moved their heads, on average,

closer to the figures. This increases the saccade amplitude since the distances between and

within figures become larger, which in turn increases saccade velocity [269]. The inverse

correlation of −0.24 between saccade velocity and distance to the figure indicates that, at

least to some degree, saccade velocity is affected by participants’ head movements (see

Supplementary Table S6).
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Furthermore, the mean pupil diameter was larger in the 2D than in the 3D condition,

while the peak pupil diameter was smaller in the 2D condition than in the 3D condition.

The larger mean pupil diameter as an indicator of tonic activity could imply higher task

difficulty and lower task utility in the 2D condition. This can be further supported by the

lower saccade rate in the 2D condition. A decreasing saccade rate was previously associated

with an increase in task difficulty [270]. In contrast, the smaller peak pupil diameter as an

indicator of phasic activity could imply lower engagement and less task-relevant exploitation

of the 2D task. These results provide further evidence that the first step of encoding might

be more demanding for the pictorial 2D figures, and additional information due to head

movement might have facilitated task-relevant exploitation. Moreover, a shorter average

fixation duration after a regressive saccade in the 2D condition could indicate a need for

more information retrieval when trying to maintain a 3D mental model of the figures in mind.

At the same time, our study findings indicate that presentation mode might confound

previous research on individuals’ strategies for solving mental rotation tasks. The presen-

tation of 2D figures was more strongly related to features indicating a piecemeal strategy

than the presentation of 3D figures. This was implied by differences in the strategy ratio used

to distinguish between holistic and piecemeal strategies [247], [252]. Our results showed

that participants in the 2D condition moved their gaze more frequently within a figure and

switched fewer times between figures than in the 3D condition. Consequently, one might

assume that the 2D presentation mode could evoke piecemeal processing. In this case,

however, the strategy ratio not only reflected the way in which the figures were compared

but could also be affected by differences in the first step of encoding the figures. Our results

clearly speak to the relevance of different processing steps, which need to be considered

more carefully in future research. For instance, the reason why mental rotation seems to

be easier with more natural stimuli [267] could be that encoding figure information is less

demanding.

Results of the interaction analysis indicated that a faster encoding of the figure and more

holistic processing in 3D were associated with some costs. Participants made relatively more

mistakes with mirrored stimuli in the 3D condition, and took a relatively longer time for

structural figures compared to equal figures. In addition, eye movement features showed that

participants took more time investigating specific parts of the figure for structural stimuli

compared to equal stimuli in the 3D condition. When searching for the misaligned segment

in structurally different stimuli, participants potentially switched from a holistic strategy to a

piecemeal strategy, which in turn resulted in longer reaction time with this stimulus type.
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In sum, our study showed how eye and head movements could be used to investigate

systematic differences in stimulus processing and mental rotation strategies across different

modes of presentation. However, we are also aware of the potential limitations of the present

study. Although we were able to show that the mode of presentation causes a difference in

processing, we cannot determine, for example, in which of the steps individuals with high

and low abilities differ. Furthermore, our results suggest that the strategies used are related

to the mode of presentation. Although we identified strategies using a common indicator

[247], [252], future studies should expand on this using more elaborate methods, such as

ones allowing for time-dependent analyses. Moreover, the accuracy of the VR eye tracker

was a technical limitation of our study. Previous studies using the same eye-tracking device

have reported lower gaze accuracy in the outer field of view [169]. By using the VIVE Sense

Eye and Facial Tracking SDK (Software Development Kit) to capture eye-tracking data in

the Unreal engine, the frame rate of the eye tracker was adjusted to the lower refresh rate

of the game engine. Therefore, our eye tracking in VR did not provide the same spatial and

temporal resolution as remote eye trackers. There was also a limitation regarding the usability

of head-mounted displays (HMD). Although we used the latest VR devices in our experiment,

the participants had the added weight of the HMD on their heads, and we had to connect

the HMD device to the computer with a cable. This limited the participants’ freedom of

movement to some degree and may have affected the extent of their head movement and

natural exploration. Another limitation concerns a possible confounding effect between head

movement and fixations due to the vestibular eye reflex. This reflex stabilizes vision when

fixating during head movement and could, therefore, compromise fixation-related features

due to the influence of automated adjustments [271], [272]. The bivariate correlations

between −0.07 and 0.11 revealed only small relationships between both head movement and

all fixation-related features for both the 2D and 3D conditions on the level of individual trials

(see Supplementary Table S7 and S8). While one cannot rule out the effect of vestibular eye

reflex on fixation-related features, the study findings indicated a similarly small influence of

the vestibular eye reflex on fixations in both conditions.

Despite these limitations, VR proved to be a useful tool to test mental rotation ability in

an ecologically valid but controlled virtual environment. We made use of integrated eye

tracking to learn more about the impact of presentation modes on stimulus processing and

mental rotation strategies when solving Shepard and Metzler stimuli. Our results indicated

that mental rotation places different demands on different processing steps when processing

pictorial or visual figures. The demands that pictorial 2D figures place on participants, from
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encoding to rotating the figures, seem to be ameliorated by the provision of additional visual

information. More importantly, our results suggest that 2D figures evoke piecemeal analytic

strategies in mental rotation tasks. This, in turn, leads to the question of whether piecemeal

processing tells us more about the ability to create and maintain 3D representations of 2D

images than it does about the ability to rotate one 3D figure into another.

A.1.5. Methods

Participants and procedure

During data collection, 66 university students participated in the experiment. Due to missing

eye-tracking data, we had to exclude 12 participants. Data from 54 participants remained

for the analysis. In the remaining sample, 33 participants stated their sex as female and 21

as male. Participants’ average age was 24.02 (SD = 7.24), and 35 of them needed no vision

correction, while 19 wore glasses or contact lenses.

The experiment took place in an experimental lab at a university building. After providing

written informed consent to participate, participants completed a pre-questionnaire. The pre-

questionnaire asked for socio-demographic and personal background information. Before

using the VR, participants were informed about the functionality of the device and a five-

point calibration was performed with the integrated eye tracker. After that, participants

conducted the mental rotation test in VR. In the test, participants had to go through 60

stimuli one after another. Each stimulus displayed two Shepard and Metzler figures, for

which participants had to respond whether they were equal or unequal using the handheld

controllers [230]. 30 of the stimuli were presented on a virtual screen, replicating a classical

computerized Shepard and Metzler test (2D condition). The other 30 stimuli were displayed

as 3D-rendered objects floating above a table (3D condition). Participants were randomly

assigned to first see all 2D or all 3D stimuli. Randomization was used to balance out any

kind of sequence effect. Out of the 54 participants, 31 saw the 2D experimental condition

first, and 23 saw the 3D experimental condition first. No time limit was set for completing

the tasks. After completing the experiment, participants received compensation of 10€. The

total experiment did not exceed one hour, and the VR session did not exceed 30 minutes. To

complete both VR conditions, participants spent, on average, 11.91 minutes in VR (SD=3.65

minutes) without any breaks in between. The study was approved by the ethics committee of

the Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien in Tübingen in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki.
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Experiment Design

VR environment

The VR environment was designed and implemented in the game engine Unreal Engine

2.23.1 [273]. Participants sat on a real chair in the experiment room and entered a realistically

designed virtual experiment room, where they also sat on a virtual chair in front of a desk

(see Figure A.2). Before the start of the mental rotation task, instructions were shown in

the 3D condition on a virtual blackboard located behind the experimental table in the

participants’ direct line of sight, whereas for the 2D condition, the instructions were presented

on the virtual screen display. Participants were instructed to solve the tasks correctly and

as quickly as possible. Additionally, participants completed one equal and one unequal

Figure A.2.: Images taken from our VR environment show the virtual experiment room as well
as example stimuli from the 2D and 3D conditions embedded in the environment.

example stimulus pair, after which they received feedback on whether the examples were

solved correctly or incorrectly. After they responded with the controllers, a text was displayed

on the blackboard or the screen. The stimuli appeared at a distance of 85 cm from the

participants. For the 2D condition, the stimulus material appeared on a virtual computer

screen placed on the desk. During the 2D condition, the screen was visible at all times; only

in the center of the screen did the figures appear and disappear. In the 3D condition, the

stimulus material appeared floating above the table. The 3D figures were rendered as 3D

objects in the environment, which allows the figures to be viewed from all perspectives. The

distance to the center of the 3D figures was the same as the distance to the screen in the

2D condition. The figures were also placed at the same height in both conditions. Before a

stimulus appeared, a visual 3-second countdown marked the start of the trial. Participants

then decided whether figures were equal or unequal and indicated their response by clicking

the right or left controller in their hands (left = unequal, right = equal). Instructions on using

the controllers were displayed on the table in front of them.
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Stimulus Material

Our mental rotation stimuli were replications of the original test material by Shepard and

Metzler [230]. The 2D mental rotation test was designed as a computerized version and

presented on the VR virtual screen. For the immersive 3D condition, the original test mate-

rial was rendered as 3D objects in VR. In both conditions, each stimulus consisted of two

geometrical figures presented next to each other.

One figure was always a true-to-perspective replication of the Shepard and Metzler material

used in previous experiments [213], [274]. These figures and their form of presentation have

been used in various studies and provide a reliable and valid basis for our experimental

material [225], [235], [275], [276]. These stimuli were created by rotating and combining ten

base figures [277]. Each base figure was a 3D geometrical object composed of 10 equally

sized cubes appended to each other. The cubes formed four segments pointing in different

orthogonal directions. This resulted in three possible combinations for the figure pairs: Either

they were the same (equal pairs) or not the same (unequal). If unequal figure pairs had the

same number of cubes per segment, but one figure was a mirrored reflection of the other,

we called it an unequal mirrored pair. If the unequal figure pairs were similar, except one

segment pointed in a different direction, we called it an unequal structural pair. Examples for

all three stimulus types are depicted in Figure A.3. Variation in task difficulty was induced by

rotating one figure along its vertical axis by either 40, 80, 120, or 160 degrees while keeping

the other figure in place. Ergo, each stimulus showed one of the four rotation angles. Due to

incorrect visual displays, two stimuli had to be removed from the experiment since different

figures were presented in the two conditions. This resulted in 28 stimuli used for data analysis.

For all 28 stimuli, we ensured a relatively equal distribution of all four displacement angles

and an equal number of equal and unequal trials. The distribution of stimulus characteristics

can be found in Table A.4.

We rendered the figures using the 3D modeling tool Blender [278]. For the 2D condition,

we took snapshots in Blender. For the 3D condition, we imported the 3D models into the

VR environment. The 3D models could then be displayed, positioned, and rotated there. To

compare the 2D and 3D conditions, we used the same combination of base figures and the

same rotation angles in each stimulus. The figures’ rotation direction and left-right position

were varied to reduce memory effects.
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(a) Equal pairs. (b) Mirrored un-
equal pairs.

(c) Structural un-
equal pairs.

Figure A.3.: Examples of our stimulus material with three different types of mental rotation
stimuli for 2D (top) and 3D (bottom). Figure sides (left or right) were randomly
switched between 2D and 3D to avoid memory effects. The 3D images are screen-
shots of the VR environment. Figure 3a. Equal pairs. Figure 3b. Mirrored unequal
pairs. Figure 3c. Structural unequal pairs.

Characteristic Category Number
Angular disparity 40 9
Angular disparity 80 5
Angular disparity 120 7
Angular disparity 160 7
Stimulus type equal 14
Stimulus type mirrored 9
Stimulus type structural 5

Table A.4.: Characterization of presented stimuli according to their rotation angle (in degree)
and their stimulus type.

Apparatus

An HTC Vive Pro Eye and its integrated Tobii eye tracker were used for the VR experiment.

The Dual OLED displays inside the HMD provided a combined resolution of 2880×1600

pixels, with a refresh rate of 90Hz. The integrated Tobii eye tracker had a refresh rate of 120

Hz and a trackable FOV of 110◦, with a self-reported accuracy of 0.5−1.1◦ within a 20◦ FOV

[168]. We ran the VR experiment on a desktop computer using an Intel Core i7 processor with

a base frequency of 3.20GHz, 32 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphic card.
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Data collection

While participants used the VR, our data collection pipeline saved stimulus, eye-tracking,

and HMD-movement information at each time point, marked with a timestamp. A time point

is determined by the VR device’s frame rate and the PC’s rendering performance. The average

frame update rate for all VR runs was 27.31 milliseconds (SD = 3.36ms), which translates

to 36.61 frames per second. For all experiment runs, the average standard deviation was

6.14ms. At each frame, we collected eye-tracking data from the Tobii eye tracker, as well as

head movement and head rotation. We also noted which stimulus was being presented and

if the controllers were being clicked.

We used gaze ray-casting to obtain the 3D gaze points (the location where the eye gaze fo-

cuses in the 3D environment). Gaze ray-casting is a method to determine where participants

are looking within the scene. For this method, the participant’s gaze vector is forwarded as a

ray into the environment to see what it intersects with [3], [179]. In our experiment, this gaze

intersection was either the virtual screen in the 2D condition or an invisible surface for the

3D condition at the same position.

Data Processing

Data cleaning and pre-processing

After cutting the instructions and tutorial at the beginning of the experiment, we dropped

participants with an average tracking ratio below 80% in the raw left and right pupil diameter

variables. Since we wanted to compare both conditions (2D and 3D) for each participant,

sessions in which only one of the two conditions showed a low tracking ratio also had to be

excluded.

The integrated eye tracker already marks erroneous eye detections in the gaze direction

variables, which we used to identify missing values. Since blinks are usually not longer than

500ms [279], only intervals up to 500ms were considered blinks. We needed to detect blinks

to correct for artifacts and outliers around blink events [280], [281]. To remove possible

blink-induced outliers, we omitted one additional data point around blink intervals, meaning

that based on our frame rate, on average, 27ms around blinks was missing.

Combined pupil diameter was calculated as the arithmetic mean of the pupil diameter

variables for both eyes. A subtractive baseline correction was performed separately for each

individual trial. We obtained individual baselines by calculating the median over the 3-

second countdown before the stimulus appeared. The values of the combined pupil diameter
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during the stimulus intervals were corrected by the baseline measured shortly before. This

ensured that potential lighting changes, different background contrasts, or increased fatigue

were considered and controlled for [282].

We calculated gaze angular velocity from the experiment data as the change in gaze angle

between consecutive points (in degrees per second). The mean distance to the figure was

calculated by taking the Euclidean distance between the participant’s head location and the

midpoint of the stimulus. Additionally, for the 3D condition, we calculated 2D gaze points on

an imaginary plane. This plane was set to the same position as the screen in the 2D condition.

Fixation and saccade detection

We applied a combination of a velocity identification threshold (I-VT) and a dispersion

identification threshold (I-DT) algorithm for the 2D gaze points [283]. I-VT could be used

to detect fixations during stable head movements. However, it was possible to fixate on

one spot while rotating one’s head around the figure. Because we assumed differences in

head movements between the conditions, this would cause artificial differences between

conditions. To address this problem of free head movement, we additionally used an I-DT

fixation detection algorithm to detect unidentified fixation during periods of head movement.

The I-VT algorithm detected a fixation if the head velocity was < 7°/s and the gaze velocity

was < 30°/s. We applied the thresholds for each successive pair of data points by dividing the

velocity of the gaze or head angles by the time difference between the points. We considered

intervals with a duration between 100ms and 700ms as fixations. We labeled data points as

saccades if the gaze velocity was > 60°/s and its duration was below 80ms. Thresholds for

the I-VT algorithm to detect fixation were set conservatively [284]. For the I-DT algorithm, a

dispersion threshold of 2° and a minimum duration threshold of 100ms were set. To calculate

the dispersion, the angle from one data point to another was used, considering the average

distance of the participant to the screen or the imaginary surface. Table A.5 shows an overview

of the parameters.

Similar threshold parameters for both algorithms have been used in other VR and non-VR

studies [37], [283], [284]. The final number of fixations was then formed as a union of both

algorithms. We calculated the fixation midpoint for each fixation interval as the centroid

point.
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I-DT Fixations I-VT Fixation I-VT Saccades
Head velocity (vh) - vh < 7°/s -
Gaze velocity (vg ) - vg < 30°/s vg > 60°/s
Gaze dispersion (dg ) dg < 2° - -
Duration (∆) ∆> 100ms 100ms <∆< 700ms ∆< 80ms

Table A.5.: Threshold parameters for detecting fixations and saccades of the velocity and
dispersion identification algorithms.

Gaze target information

To calculate features that encode spatial information, for example, on which objects par-

ticipants fixated, we had to apply further processing steps. This procedure was used to

determine whether the fixation location was on or close to one of the figures for each fixation

event. If this was the case, the fixation was marked as being on a figure (left or right) and on a

specific segment of this figure (inner or outer segment).

Gaze information collected from the VR eye tracker only provides local information about

the gaze direction. This means the coordinate system is independent of head movement and

head location. The local gaze direction must first be cast into the virtual space by a so-called

gaze ray-casting method [3], [195] to get the gaze direction in the virtual space. To find out

which object the gaze landed on, the following steps had to be applied. After fixation events

are detected, the centers of the fixations hit certain locations in the virtual environment.

These locations, also called gaze targets, could either be on the mental rotation figures, close

to them, or somewhere else.

Lower accuracy and precision of the HMD produced an offset between the fixation location

and the figures. However, we wanted to obtain the most relevant gaze target information.

Therefore, fixation locations on a figure, as well as close to a figure, were assigned to that

figure. More precisely, for each gaze location, we checked which figure cubes were located

close to it. We then checked whether these cubes corresponded to the same segment of

the same figure. If the majority of cubes belonged to one segment of one figure, we labeled

the fixation location to be on this particular segment. To only assign fixation locations

close to the figures, we additionally checked the distance between the fixation locations

and the figure centers. If the distance was larger than a radius, we rejected the fixation

locations and labeled them as not being on a figure. The radius was obtained by calculating

the distance between both figure centers. We calculated the figure centers as the centroid

point of all cube midpoints for one figure. Cube midpoints in the 2D condition were based
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on manual annotations done by a student assistant with the Computer Vision Annotation

Tool https://github.com/opencv/cvat. (Retrieved 9/21/2023). To check if all manual

annotations were correct, we reconstructed figure plots from the annotation data. Cube

midpoints of the 3D figures were collected in the VR environment. An illustration of the

process is shown in Figure A.4.

Figure A.4.: A not-true-to-scale illustration of the processing steps involved in finding the
closest segments of the figures for each fixation center.

Feature aggregation

Performance measures and condition

Out of the 3024 total presented stimuli (28 stimuli x 54 participants), we needed to remove 46

of these trials due to missing values on at least one feature variable. 2978 trials could be used

for the analysis. For each variable, we aggregated the values using the arithmetic mean over

all of a person’s trials in the 2D and 3D conditions separately.

Reaction time for each trial was calculated using the timestamps in the data. Participants’

controller responses were also tracked during the experiment and could be used in combina-

tion with a stimulus number to determine a correct or incorrect answer. The experimental

data also stored the target variable (2D or 3D).

Eye movement features

Based on the processed experiment data, all eye-movement features were calculated for

each stimulus interval separately. For a clearer overview, a description of each feature with

the corresponding unit and its calculation is given in Table A.6. We focussed on calculating

measures shown to be less affected by sampling errors given a lower sampling frequency
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(e.g., fixation duration, fixation rate, and saccade rate) and ignored features like saccade

duration [172], [285]. Special attention was paid to the selection of the event detection

algorithms to increase reliability by combining two detection algorithms (I-VT and I-DT).

We also tried to average out potential outliers by averaging over longer time intervals (Mean

fixation duration or mean pupil diameter). To reduce noise and the influence of artifacts on

peak pupil diameter, maximum and minimum were only taken within an 80% confidence

interval.

Name Description
Mean fixation dura-
tion

Average durations in seconds of all fixations within a stimulus
interval.

Mean fixation rate Average over the number of fixations per second.
Mean regressive fixa-
tion duration

Average duration in seconds of all fixations after a regressive sac-
cade.

Equal fixation dura-
tion between figures

Ratio of the distribution of duration between the figures. Values
close to zero indicate that most fixation duration is only on one
figure. Values close to one indicate equal fixation duration on
both figures (left and right).

Equal fixation dura-
tion within figure

Ratio of the distribution of the fixation duration on the whole
figure. A value close to zero indicates the most fixation duration
on one part of the figures (outer or inner part). A value close to
1 means equal distribution on the outer and inner parts of the
figures.

Strategy ratio Ratio of the number of fixations within the figure divided by the
number of saccades between the figure. The number of saccades
started as one for the first look at one figure.

Mean saccade veloc-
ity

Average over velocities in gaze angle (degree per second) between
consecutive time points.

Mean saccade rate Average over the number of saccades per second.
Mean pupil diameter Average of all corrected pupil diameter values in millimeters

within a stimulus interval.
Peak pupil diameter Distance between the lowest and highest corrected pupil diameter

values in millimeters within an 80% confidence interval of all
pupil diameter values within a stimulus interval.

Mean distance to fig-
ure

Average Euclidean distance in centimeters from the participants’
head to the figure midpoint.

Mean head move-
ment to the sides

Average absolute head movement on the lateral axis in centime-
ters from the starting position of the participant’s head.

Table A.6.: Descriptions of all calculated eye-movement features per stimulus interval.
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Data Analysis

Statistical Analysis

The differences between the conditions in some variables were not normally distributed.

Thus, we applied a non-parametric, two-tailed, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare

the percentage of correct answers and reaction times between the conditions. We applied the

same test for the eye-movement features but corrected the p-values according to Bonferroni’s

correction. Moreover, we applied a two-tailed, paired t-test for additional verification. The

test showed no considerable differences in the p-values for any variables.

Machine learning model

We used a Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) classification algorithm to classify the

experimental condition since this model had shown high predictive performance in studies

with similar data and tasks [177]. Before training the model, we split our data randomly

into training and test sets using an 80 to 20 ratio. To increase the reliability of the model

performance, we applied a random train-test-split cross-validation with 100 iterations. We

trained a GBDT model with eye-movement features at the individual trial level. The model

was trained using default hyper-parameters for the Gradient Boosting Classifier from the

scikit-learn Python package [286]. We used the 2D or 3D experimental conditions as targets

in a binary classification task.

Metrics to evaluate model performance

The within-subject design of the study resulted in almost-balanced sample classes. For

the binary classification task (2D and 3D conditions), true positive (TP) cases were correct

classifications to the 2D condition, and true negative (TN) cases were correct classifications

to the 3D condition (and vice versa for false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN)). The

performance metric accuracy was calculated as

accur ac y = Number of TP+Number of TN

Total Number of Cases

We report the mean and standard deviation for the accuracy scores over all 100 iterations and

for the best-performing model.
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Explainability approach

To see how the model uses the measures for prediction, we applied a post-hoc explainability

approach using Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP). Specifically, we used the TreeExplainer

algorithm, which computes tractable optimal local explanations and builds on classical

game-theoretic Shapley values [178]. Unlike other explainability approaches, which provide

information about the global importance of input features, this algorithm computes the

local feature importance for each sample. This means we could obtain the importance

value for each feature for each classified sample. If a feature exhibited a positive importance

value, it drove the model classification towards the positive class and vice versa. The greater

the absolute value, the greater its impact on the classification decision. Hence, the overall

importance of a feature for classification can be measured by taking the average of the

absolute importance values across all samples. Results for local feature importance in the

best-performing models are reported in a set of beeswarm plots. The order of the features

in the plot represented their overall importance, and each dot displayed the importance

and feature value for one sample. Correlated features confound the interpretation of SHAP

feature importance for decision tree algorithms. If two features are highly correlated, the

algorithm might choose only one feature for prediction and ignore the other completely.

Therefore, we checked for multi-collinearity by looking at all measures’ pairwise Pearson

correlations.

Data availability

The datasets generated and/or analyzed during the current study are available in the osf.io

repository, https://osf.io/vjzmf/?view_only=63de2d2576f04f7cb8059d9669af36c9
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A.2. Pupil diameter during counting tasks as potential
baseline for virtual reality experiments

A.2.1. Abstract

Pupil diameter is a reliable indicator of mental effort, but it must be baseline corrected to

account for its idiosyncratic nature. Established methods for measuring baselines cannot be

applied in virtual reality (VR) experiments. To reliably measure a pupil diameter baseline

in VR, we propose a short testing environment of visual arithmetic tasks. In an experiment

with 66 university students, we analyzed external reliability and internal validity criteria for

pupil diameter measures during counting and summation tasks. During the counting task,

we found a high retest reliability between stimulus intervals. Acceptable retest reliability was

found for task repetition at a second measuring time. Analyzing internal validity, we found

that pupil diameter increased with task difficulty comparing both tasks. Further, a linear

effect was found between the pupil diameter amplitude and luminance levels. Our findings

highlight the potential of counting tasks as a pupil diameter baseline for VR experiments.

A.2.2. Introduction

It has been shown that pupil diameter is a reliable indicator of mental effort, with an increase

in pupil diameter associated with an increase in mental effort. This task-evoked pupillary

response has been found in arithmetic mathematics [190], reading [191] or memory tasks

[128]. Since absolute pupil diameter is idiosyncratic, its values must be corrected by a

baseline to allow for between-person comparison [287], [288]. In lab experiments, a baseline

can be taken at a resting state at the beginning by fixating on a black screen [115], during

stimulus offsets [192] or by calculating a mean value for the entire experiment duration.

While these procedures are suited for remote eye trackers, finding a proper baseline for

eye tracking in virtual reality (VR) is more complicated. When using a fully immersive VR

head-mounted display (HMD), exposing participants to a completely black environment

might create fear and discomfort in them [125]. Since emotions also affect pupil diameter

[122], this could confound a baseline measurement. If, on the other hand, a baseline is

taken at the beginning or for the entirety of the actual experiment, other complications

could occur. The aspect of the freely moving interaction with the virtual world by using

an HMD, is also a critical aspect when it comes to controlling pupil diameter. Participants

could be exposed to different lighting levels depending on where they look in the scene. If
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a user decides to look out of the window, directly into a virtual light source for the entire

experiment time, then its average pupil diameter will be substantially different from any

other user, regardless of idiosyncratic effects. Because pupil diameter is highly influenced

by lighting [115], variations in the luminance in the virtual environment could confound a

standardized baseline measurement. Moreover, pupil diameter is also influenced by arousal,

or mind-wandering [193]. When entering a virtual environment, participants’ cognitive states

could be different depending on how they perceive the environment and depending on their

VR experiences.

To reliably measure a pupil diameter baseline in VR, a controlled testing environment is

needed, where participants experience the same level of mental effort, not being negatively

influenced or distracted by the immersive surroundings or exposed to different lighting con-

ditions. Therefore, we designed and evaluated a VR environment with two visual arithmetic

tasks participants conducted before and after a VR experiment. We propose that this short

testing environment could be used to obtain a reliable pupil diameter baseline measurement.

A.2.3. Research Goal and Hypothesis

In our experiment, 66 university students completed two visual arithmetic tasks before

and after a VR experience. We measured pupil diameter during simple counting and more

complicated summation tasks. We analyzed internal validity and external reliability criteria

to evaluate its use as a potential baseline for VR experiments. We argue that during the

simple counting task, in which a circle appeared several times at equal intervals, participants

maintained a steady, moderate level of concentration and cognitive load without being

distracted or letting their minds wander [289]. This should result in consistent, stable average

pupil diameter values for each stimulus during the counting period, which led to hypothesis

1.

H1: Average pupil diameter values of participants show high correlations between the

stimulus intervals during the counting task.

In a second step, we tested the internal validity of pupil diameter as an indicator of mental

load. To see if pupil diameter reacts sensitively to the task’s difficulty, pupil diameter should

increase with increasing task difficulty. During the summation task, where several circles

appear in succession, and their number should be added up, participants should show a

higher average pupil diameter than in the counting task. This motivated the following second

hypothesis.
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H2: The average pupil diameter is significantly larger for the summation task than for the

counting task within each participant.

Since pupil diameter is highly sensitive to lighting changes, luminance induced by the visible

circles should cause pupillary responses. Due to pupil dilation latency, a drop in pupil

diameter should appear 200−450 milliseconds after the appearance of the visible circle [115].

In the summation task, different numbers of circles appeared simultaneously. We would

expect the drops in pupil diameter to be larger when more luminance is introduced by an

increasing number of circles. With pupil diameter amplitude as a measure for drops in pupil

diameter, we formulated hypothesis 3.

H3: A significant linear relationship can be found between the number of appearing circles

and pupil diameter amplitudes for each stimulus interval during the summation task.

In the summation task, two opposite pupil reactions were to be expected. On the one

hand, the overall average pupil size should be larger in the more difficult summation task,

because this task requires more cognitive load. On the other hand, locally, when several

stimuli appear simultaneously in the task, the pupil should show a stronger response in

terms of light-induced contraction. To investigate both effects separately, we formulated

the two Hypothesis (H2 and H3). Furthermore, to measure consistency over time, the same

participants conducted the counting tasks a second time after a VR experience lasting an

average of 11 minutes. To see if participants show the same pupillary response, retest

reliability was calculated between both measurement times for all stimulus intervals to test

hypothesis 4.

H4: Average pupil diameter values from the same task intervals show high correlations

between two measurement times.

A.2.4. Method

Participants and Procedure

We collected data from 66 university students who participated in the experiment. The experi-

ment took place in an experiment lab at the university building. Participants provided written

informed consent to participate and received compensation of 10€ after the experiment.

Before the VR experiment, a five-point calibration was executed to calibrate the integrated

eye tracker. The arithmetic tasks were parts in a more prolonged experiment procedure and

were presented before and after a spatial ability experiment also conducted in VR without any
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break. Therefore, the same arithmetic tasks were performed at two different measurement

times. The time between the first and second testing was, on average, 11.91 minutes (SD=3.65

minutes). In between the two measurement times, participants conducted a mental rotation

test, designed as a virtual replication of the original experiment by Shepard and Metzler [230].

An illustration of the VR environment can be seen in Figure 5 in the appendix.

During data processing, 11 participants had to be dropped due to a low tracking ratio

of the eye tracker. Details on data processing and exclusion criteria are given in a later

section (see subsubsection A.2.4). The remaining 55 participants (33 females and 22 males;

Meanag e = 24.16, SDag e = 7.17) could be used for our analysis. 35 participants used no

visual aid during the experiment, 20 used glasses or contact lenses.

Figure A.5.: Experiment procedure for both tasks. There was always a longer duration before
the first stimulus (onset). In the counting task, the number of circles appearing
was always one, in the summation task the number of circles varied between one
and five.

Design and Apparatus

The VR experiment was designed using the Unreal Engine version 4.23 [273]. In both arith-

metic tasks (counting and summation), we attached the gray surface to the virtual head of

the VR user such that a gray background entirely covered the field of view (FOV). As a result,

stimuli that appeared on the surface were always located in the center of participants’ FOV
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and invariant to head movements. A slightly darker circle marked the center. Before the

counting task, participants were instructed that a visible circle would appear several times.

They should silently count in their minds how many circles appear and try to move their

heads as few as possible. Instructions were written on the gray surface. The task started by

clicking on the VR controller, and the first stimulus appeared 1.6 seconds after the click. The

stimulus (a blue circle) appeared for 0.8 seconds in the center of the FOV (onset), followed by

a 0.8 second interval without a circle (offset). In total, ten circles appeared, one after another.

After the counting task, instructions were given for the summation task. Participants were

instructed to do the same as in the previous task, but now more than one circle would appear

simultaneously on the screen. They should count how many circles appear in total. Since

this task was visually more complex, the first stimulus appeared after 3.7 seconds and lasted

for 1.5. The onset and offset were set to 1.5 seconds for all seven stimuli. A different number

of circles appeared one after the other in the following order: 2, 4, 1, 3, 2, 5, 3 (the complete

experiment procedure is displayed in Figure A.5).

An HTC Vive Pro Eye with an integrated Tobii eye tracker was used for the tasks. Inside

the HMD, dual-OLED-Displays provided a combined resolution of 2880×1600 pixels and

a refresh rate of 90Hz. The Tobii eye tracker refresh rate was 120 Hz with a trackable FOV

of 110◦ [168]. Since the pipeline for eye-tracking data collection was integrated into the VR

environment, the sampling rate was limited by the VR’s update rate, which amounted to an

average sampling rate of 45Hz.

Data Processing

From the integrated eye tracker, we obtained pupil diameter values for the left and right eye in

millimeters (mm) on average every 25 milliseconds. Raw left and right pupil diameter values

were processed according to proposed guidelines for pupillometry [280]. Signal artifacts

during blinks and outliers were removed using a blink reconstruction function [290]. This

blinkreconstruct function was evaluated for high-frequency eye trackers [291]. Because our

VR eye tracker had a lower sampling rate, we changed two default parameters in the function.

We lowered the pupil-velocity threshold vt start from 10 to 5, which resulted in more easily

triggered blinks. We also lowered the gap margin number from 20 to 5, which determines how

many data points around the missing data are not reconstructed. For all other arguments

in the function, we used default parameters. After processing the pupil diameter values, we

removed participants if their pupil diameter tracking ratio for the left or right eye was lower

than 80%. Additionally, we checked for the mean difference in pupil diameter between the
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(a) Ten stimulus intervals during the counting
task.

(b) Seven stimulus intervals during the sum-
mation task.

Figure A.6.: Average pupil diameter (purple line) and standard deviation (transparent purple
area) in millimeters for both tasks at the first measurement time. The orange
bars show the stimulus onsets. For the summation task, the number of appearing
circles per stimulus interval is written at the bottom of the stimulus bar.

left and right eyes to detect potential inaccuracies in the eye tracker and set an empirically

motivated threshold of 0.9mm. For one participant, the mean difference was greater than

0.9mm, so we removed this participant from the sample. After that, a combined pupil

diameter variable was calculated as the average over both eyes. Applying the exclusion

criteria, 55 participants could be used for analysis.

Measurements and Analysis

We split each task into equally sized stimulus intervals. To account for pupil dilation latency,

we did not set interval boundaries based on the margins of stimulus appearance (onset). We

started and ended a stimulus interval in the middle of each stimulus offset when no stimulus

was present. So each stimulus interval was one-half of the offset before the onset and onset

and one-half of the offset afterward. We calculated the average pupil diameter per participant

for each stimulus interval as the mean of all pupil diameter values. We also calculated pupil

diameter amplitude per participant as the difference between the minimum and maximum

pupil diameter value within each stimulus interval. Artifact outliers can confound minimum

and maximum values. Therefore, we calculated the median for the five largest and smallest

values and compared them to the maximum and minimum values. As descriptive statistics,

we report an overall mean value for all participants per task and standard deviations between

stimulus intervals and between participants. For better visualization, we created Figure A.6a

and Figure A.6b, showing participants’ average pupil diameter and standard deviation at

each time point for the counting and the summation task at the first measurement time. For
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the second measurement time, values are visualized in the appendix in Figure 4a and Figure

4b.

To compare pupil diameter measures for stimulus intervals within and between the tasks,

we computed Pearson’s correlation with Bonferroni-Holmes corrected p-values. Correlation

coefficients were used to evaluate external reliability. We also calculated the total mean pupil

diameter across all stimulus intervals within each task. To report differences in average pupil

diameters between both tasks, we applied a Wilcoxen-rank test (because values were not

normally distributed). To compare the different luminance levels in the summation task,

we evaluated a simple linear regression model with the number of appearing circles as the

independent variable and the pupil diameter amplitude as the dependent variable. The

results of the difference measures and the regression were evaluated as criteria for internal

validity.

A.2.5. Results

For the counting task before the VR experience, the mean pupil diameter over all stimuli

intervals and participants was 3.501mm. The standard deviation between stimuli intervals

was 0.051mm and between participants 0.511mm. For the summation task before the VR

experience, the mean pupil diameter over all stimuli intervals and participants was 3.687mm.

The standard deviation between stimuli intervals was 0.091mm and between participants

0.529mm. The mean pupil diameter amplitude in the summation task was 0.740mm, with

a standard deviation between stimuli intervals of 0.118mm and between participants of

0.188mm.

For the counting task at the second measurement time after the VR experience, the mean

pupil diameter over all stimuli intervals and participants was 3.364mm. The standard devia-

tion between stimuli intervals was 0.040mm and between participants 0.528mm. For the

summation task after the VR experience, the mean pupil diameter over all stimuli intervals and

participants was 3.521mm. The standard deviation between stimuli intervals was 0.070mm

and between participants 0.535mm. The mean pupil diameter amplitude in the summation

task was 0.721mm, with a standard deviation between stimuli intervals of 0.113mm and

between participants of 0.184mm. Boxplots showing the central tendencies of pupil diameter

values between participants, tasks and measurement times can be seen in Figure A.7.

Testing retest reliability for the first measurement time (H1), correlation coefficients of the

average pupil diameters between the stimulus intervals in the counting task ranged from

r = 0.855 to r = 0.978. All correlations were significant (with corrected p-values, p < 0.001)
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Figure A.7.: Boxplots of the average pupil diameters for all participants for both tasks (count-
ing and summation task) and at both measurement times (before and after the
VR experience).

and can be found in the lower triangle in Table A.7. Similar correlations were obtained for the

second measurement time and can be found in the upper triangle in the same table (also see

Table A.7).

Testing for differences between the counting and the summation task (H2), the Wilcoxon-

rank test indicated that the mean pupil diameter was statistically significantly higher in the

summation task (Z = 1490, p < 0.001). Similar differences could be found for the second

measurement time (Z = 1409, p < 0.001).

We used a simple linear regression to test if the number of appearing circles (NAC) signifi-

cantly predicted pupil diameter amplitude (H3). The fitted regression model was: 0.5362+
0.0713∗ (N AC ). The overall regression was statistically significant (R2 = 0.113, F (1, 383) =
48.66, p < 0.001). The NAC significantly predicted pupil diameter amplitude (β = 0.0713,

p < 0.001).

Lastly, we compared the average pupil diameter values for the counting task intervals

between the two measurement times (H4). We found statistically significant correlations

for all ten counting intervals ranging from r = 0.728 to r = 0.837 (with corrected p-values,

p < 0.001). All results can be seen in Table A.8.

A.2.6. Discussion

To overcome difficulties in measuring a reliable pupil diameter baseline for VR experiments,

we proposed using an arithmetic counting task conducted at the beginning of a VR exper-
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Table A.7.: Correlation table of participants’ average pupil diameter values between stimulus
intervals (SI) during the counting task. The lower triangle reports Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficients during the first measurement time before the VR experience.
The upper triangle reports Pearson’s correlation coefficients during the second
measurement time after the VR experience. ∗∗∗ indicates Bonferoni-Holmes cor-
rected p-values with p < 0.001.

SI 1 SI 2 SI 3 SI 4 SI 5 SI 6 SI 7 SI 8 SI 9 SI 10

SI 1 - 0.964∗∗∗ 0.954∗∗∗ 0.940∗∗∗ 0.930∗∗∗ 0.925∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗ 0.946∗∗∗ 0.926∗∗∗ 0.915∗∗∗

SI 2 0.923∗∗∗ - 0.977∗∗∗ 0.951∗∗∗ 0.927∗∗∗ 0.925∗∗∗ 0.938∗∗∗ 0.944∗∗∗ 0.923∗∗∗ 0.911∗∗∗

SI 3 0.921∗∗∗ 0.978∗∗∗ - 0.965∗∗∗ 0.929∗∗∗ 0.920∗∗∗ 0.925∗∗∗ 0.929∗∗∗ 0.915∗∗∗ 0.904∗∗∗

SI 4 0.916∗∗∗ 0.950∗∗∗ 0.967∗∗∗ - 0.965∗∗∗ 0.923∗∗∗ 0.903∗∗∗ 0.924∗∗∗ 0.910∗∗∗ 0.889∗∗∗

SI 5 0.876∗∗∗ 0.907∗∗∗ 0.923∗∗∗ 0.962∗∗∗ - 0.963∗∗∗ 0.911∗∗∗ 0.916∗∗∗ 0.894∗∗∗ 0.882∗∗∗

SI 6 0.878∗∗∗ 0.937∗∗∗ 0.932∗∗∗ 0.941∗∗∗ 0.945∗∗∗ - 0.943∗∗∗ 0.938∗∗∗ 0.903∗∗∗ 0.879∗∗∗

SI 7 0.884∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗ 0.917∗∗∗ 0.923∗∗∗ 0.915∗∗∗ 0.971∗∗∗ - 0.970∗∗∗ 0.928∗∗∗ 0.902∗∗∗

SI 8 0.870∗∗∗ 0.909∗∗∗ 0.910∗∗∗ 0.918∗∗∗ 0.916∗∗∗ 0.956∗∗∗ 0.964∗∗∗ - 0.967∗∗∗ 0.938∗∗∗

SI 9 0.868∗∗∗ 0.906∗∗∗ 0.908∗∗∗ 0.920∗∗∗ 0.936∗∗∗ 0.947∗∗∗ 0.942∗∗∗ 0.968∗∗∗ - 0.966∗∗∗

SI 10 0.855∗∗∗ 0.904∗∗∗ 0.902∗∗∗ 0.918∗∗∗ 0.924∗∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗ 0.938∗∗∗ 0.941∗∗∗ 0.977∗∗∗ -

Table A.8.: Correlation table comparing both measurement times, separately for each stimu-
lus interval (SI). The average pupil diameter values of the participants during the
counting task were correlated. We report Pearson’s correlation coefficients, where
∗∗∗ indicates Bonferoni-Holmes corrected p-values with p < 0.001.

SI 1 SI 2 SI 3 SI 4 SI 5 SI 6 SI 7 SI 8 SI 9 SI 10

0.837∗∗∗ 0.814∗∗∗ 0.825∗∗∗ 0.775∗∗∗ 0.754∗∗∗ 0.745∗∗∗ 0.746∗∗∗ 0.736∗∗∗ 0.728∗∗∗ 0.736∗∗∗

iment. Our study analyzed pupil diameter values from 55 university students during two

arithmetic tasks (counting and summation). We evaluated internal validity and external

reliability criteria. For the counting task, we analyzed the retest reliability of average pupil

diameters between the stimulus intervals (H1). We also investigated if the increased task

difficulty during the summation task led to a higher average pupil diameter (H2) and if

luminance levels could predict pupil diameter drops during task solving (H3). Lastly, we

tested retest reliability by comparing participants’ pupil diameters between the counting

task at the beginning with the same task performed at the end of a VR experiment (H4).

All Persons’ correlation coefficients for stimulus intervals during the counting task at the

beginning showed good to excellent reliability (r > 0.8 or r > 0.9). Therefore, we did not

reject Hypothesis 1. For the first stimulus interval, correlation coefficients were slightly lower

compared to the other intervals, which might have been caused by participants’ unfamiliarity

with the task. For the counting task at the second measurement time, the first interval showed
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correlations greater than r = 0.9, which supports this assumption (see Table A.7). Because

we found a significant increase in average pupil diameter for the summation task, we also

did not reject Hypothesis 2. Even though pupil diameter amplitudes were larger in the

summation task, we could still measure a significant increase in average pupil diameter.

We also found a significant linear relationship between the number of circles and the pupil

diameter amplitude, which explained 11.3% of variance in the data. So we could argue that

drops in pupil diameter found in both tasks resulted from the induced luminance. Therefore,

we did not reject Hypothesis 3. Additionally, we found that the retest reliability comparing

both measurement times was only acceptable (r < 0.7) for most intervals. Therefore, we

rejected Hypothesis 4. Descriptive statistics showed a decrease in average pupil diameter

for the second measurement time. Further investigation might be necessary to determine

whether this difference was caused by a decreasing inaccuracy of the eye tracker or by fatigue

or drowsiness [115]. A second eye tracker calibration could be performed before the second

measurement time to distinguish this effect.

One limitation of the study was that we did not control whether participants performed

the tasks correctly or not. Weighing different design aspects, we implemented the counting

tasks to confound the main experiment as little as possible. We wanted participants to stay

relaxed and avoid any feeling of examination or performance testing that could influence

later experiments in VR. Moreover, one must ask whether people who unintentionally count

incorrectly do not feel the same mental effort because they are unaware of their incorrect

result. In a sense, performance testing for different levels of arithmetic competence might not

be a good indicator of the perceived mental effort. By checking participants’ performance, we

might only detect those not performing the experiment seriously. To gain more insights here,

a multi-modal design could be used in future experiments. Measuring levels of mental effort

using other indicators (e.g., from EEG data) could validate our results. Another limitation

regarding the experiment design was that we did not randomize the order of the two tasks.

Possible crossover effects could be detected in the future with a counterbalancing design.

Despite these limitations, we demonstrated that participants showed consistent, stable

average pupil diameter values over time during the visual counting task. The increase in pupil

diameter in the summation task suggested that participants experienced less mental effort

during counting. We could demonstrate an overall increase in mental effort with increased

task difficulty and the effect of a light-inducted pupil contraction. Both results helped to

explain and validate the pupil diameter patterns during the counting task and indicated that

this task is reliable and valid for baseline use.
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A.2.7. Conclusion

We evaluated that a reliable baseline for measuring pupil diameter in VR can be obtained us-

ing an experiment environment for visual arithmetic tasks. This testing procedure takes little

time, is quick to implement, and is minimally affected by factors such as head movements,

varying luminance levels, and mental states. The baseline can be calculated by averaging the

mean intervals during the counting task. Further approaches could incorporate differences

in pupil diameter between tasks of varying difficulty to account for changes in pupil diameter.

A subtractive or divisive baseline correction can be applied to control for idiosyncratic effects.

Controlling for the effect of luminance on pupil size, although a separate issue, can be applied

independently in addition to the idiosyncratic standardization proposed in this study.
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B. Visual Attention in a Virtual Classroom

B.1. Exploiting object-of-interest information to understand
attention in VR classrooms

B.1.1. Abstract

Recent developments in computer graphics and hardware technology enable easy access

to virtual reality headsets along with integrated eye trackers, leading to mass usage of such

devices. The immersive experience provided by virtual reality and the possibility to control

environmental factors in virtual setups may soon help to create realistic digital alternatives

to conventional classrooms. The importance of such settings has become especially evi-

dent during the COVID-19 pandemic, forcing many schools and universities to provide the

digital teaching. Researchers foresee that such transformations will continue in the future

with virtual worlds becoming an integral part of education. Until now, however, students’

behaviors in immersive virtual environments have not been investigated in depth. In this

work, we study students’ attention by exploiting object-of-interests using eye tracking in

different classroom manipulations. More specifically, we varied sitting positions of students,

visualization styles of virtual avatars, and hand-raising percentages of peer-learners. Our em-

pirical evidence shows that such manipulations play an important role in students’ attention

towards virtual peer-learners, instructors, and lecture material. This research may contribute

to understanding of how visual attention relates to social dynamics in the virtual classroom,

including significant considerations for the design of virtual learning spaces.

B.1.2. Introduction

Everyday use of head-mounted displays (HMDs) is increasing as virtual reality (VR) technol-

ogy and virtual environments are already being used in various domains such as gaming and

entertainment. In addition, some of the consumer-grade HMDs are coming to market with

integrated eye trackers that may help to assess human attention during immersion and allow

for more interactive virtual environments. It is likely that, in the near future, such tools will

become widely used mobile devices similar to today’s mobile phones or smart watches. To

this end, not only should researchers strive to improve the capabilities of these devices, but

scrutiny should also be given to understanding human behavior and attention while using

such technology.

Measures of eye movements obtained through eye-tracking are effective indicators of

human states and visual behavior to some extent; however, they are dependent on application
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or task [292]. Analyzing and modeling human attention using this data in a specific domain

may not be transferable to other domains. Thus, when assessing human attention in digital

environments, or more particularly in VR for the application in educational technology,

specific domain knowledge and configurations should be considered. There is already some

history of training and teaching in digital or virtual setups [293], [294]. Today, due to the

COVID-19 pandemic, virtual or digital education has become more popular and even a

necessity in many cases. Currently, many schools and universities are carrying out their

teaching responsibilities remotely via platforms such as Zoom1 or Webex2. Such platforms

lack the possibility of instructor-student interaction beyond audio and video features and

encounter privacy concerns if videos are recorded and stored during classes. VR setups offer

the immersion, interaction, and privacy preservation that current remote learning platforms

lack. In addition, as VR allows users to easily control the environmental settings, it is possible

to evaluate different classroom manipulations and subsequent effects on human behavior, a

step that is exponentially more difficult in real world classrooms.

In this work, we exploit object-of-interest information by using eye-gaze and three main

sets of objects in immersive VR. We focus on virtual peer-learners, virtual instructor, and

screen to understand visual attention through the design of a virtual classroom and a lecture

about computational thinking. We choose these objects-of-interests since they are of partic-

ular interest with regard to attention towards social dynamics and learning. Our study has

three different design factors: Different sitting positions of participating students, different

visualization styles of virtual avatars including an instructor and peer-learners, and different

hand-raising behaviors of virtual peer-learners. Different sitting positions include seating

participating students in the front or back of the virtual classroom. In addition, different

visualization styles of avatars consists of two conditions that are cartoon- and realistic-styled

avatars. Lastly, different hand-raising behaviors include 20%, 35%, 65%, and 80% of the

peer-learners raising their hands to answer questions during the lecture. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first work that assesses students’ attention by using object-of-interest

information in an immersive VR classroom through the manipulation of sitting positions

of students, visualization styles of peer-learners and instructor, and hand-raising behaviors

of peer-learners collectively. Such manipulations may be important indicators of students’

visual attention towards lecture contents and social dynamics in the classroom and should

be taken into consideration when designing VR classrooms.

1https://www.zoom.us/
2https://www.webex.com/
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B.1.3. Related Work

Since our work benefits from VR in education and in eye tracking research, we discuss the

state-of-the-art along these two lines. Various studies using VR in education settings assess

the mechanisms of attention or social dynamics by using pre- or post-tests or by relying

on head movement behavior as a proxy for gaze. Using eye tracking in addition to such

information presents the possibility of a deeper understanding of visual and situational

attention during immersive experiences.

Virtual Reality in Education and Classrooms

VR offers great promise for supporting teaching and learning procedures, especially when

digital learning, physical inabilities, ethical concerns, and situational limitations are con-

sidered. An extensive review of immersive VR in education and its pedagogical foundations

are discussed in [294] and [28], respectively. We focus on research on VR in education and

immersive VR classrooms in this section.

The effectiveness of learning in virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) compared to tablet-

based applications and the impact of VR-based systems on students’ achievements are

studied in [295] and [296], respectively, and these works indicate several advantages of VR-

based conditions. In addition, it has been found that students’ motivation increases when VR

is used as a teaching tool in art history [297] and social studies [298]. VR not only supports

the effectiveness of learning, but also can improve instructor teaching skills [299].

Apart from VR applications in teaching and learning, the design and degree of realism in

VR classrooms have also been studied. Presence of a virtual instructor was found to increase

the engagement and progress of users [300]. Furthermore, the processes of synthesizing

virtual peer-learners by using previous learner comments [301] and designing VR classrooms

by replicating real conditions [302] which may affect learning are considered.

Several works focused on understanding visual attention and behavior in immersive VR

classrooms. Bailenson et al. [91] and Blume et al. [66] studied learning outcomes according to

sitting positions and offer compelling evidence that students seated in the front have better

learning outcomes. Few studies, however, took head movements into consideration [67],

[76], [93], [96] in such setups. In [93], the immersive VR classroom was used as a tool to

study attention measures for attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), whereas in [96]

reliability of virtual reality and attention was studied with continuous performance task

(CPT) for clinical research. Social interaction using head movements was studied in [67] with

users’ head movements found to shift between the interaction partner and target. Some
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studies argued for eye tracking measurements, especially in clinical research for diagnosis or

attention related tasks [94], [97]. However, none of the previous works have focused on social

interactions and dynamics in the immersive VR classroom in an everyday setting by using

object-of-interest information and eye movements.

Eye Tracking in Virtual Reality

Eye tracking and gaze estimation are considered challenging tasks in a real world setting

because it is difficult to control factors such as occlusions or illumination changes [303], [304].

However, in most of the VR setups, eye trackers are located inside of HMDs. This creates not

only a more controlled and reliable environment for eye tracking, but also provides a unique

opportunity to analyze and process human visual behavior during the VR experience.

Eye tracking has been used in many applications and shown to be helpful for various tasks

in VR such as guiding attention in panoramic videos using central and peripheral cues [305],

predicting motion sickness by using 3D Convolutional Neural Networks [306], synthesizing

personalized training programs to improve skills [307], foveated rendering using saccadic eye

movements and eye-dominance [308], [309], evaluation and diagnoses of diseases such as

Parkinson’s disease [310], re-directed walking using blinking behavior [311], or continuous

authentication using eye movements [312]. While these works have used either the eye

tracking or gaze data to derive more meaningful information for related tasks, assessing

visual attention via eyes and gaze-based interaction is more relevant for classroom setups in

particular. Bozkir et al. [313] assessed visual attention using gaze guidance and pupil dilations

in a time-critical situation, whereas Khamis et al. [314] discussed gaze-based interaction

using smooth pursuit eye movements in VR. In addition, Sidenmark and Lundström [315]

analyzed eye fixations on interacted objects during hand interaction in VR and found that

interaction with stationary objects may be favorable. Aforementioned works indicate that

eye movements can be used reliably in VR setups. Moreover, considering that the majority

of objects in a classroom are stationary or have limited spatial movement, visual attention

extracted from such data may provide valuable insight into human behavior. While exploiting

objects-of-interests could be considered as a primitive task, it forms the foundation of more

complex tasks necessary to understand visual attention.

B.1.4. Methodology

The main focus of this work is to investigate object-of-interest information in different ma-

nipulations of an immersive VR classroom. We focus on three objects that may be considered
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(a) Overall virtual classroom design. (b) Hand-raising cartoon-styled peer-learners from back.

(c) Realistic-styled peer-learners. (d) Hand-raising cartoon-styled peer-learners.

Figure B.1.: Views from the virtual classroom.

as the most important objects in the current setup, namely peer-learners, instructor, and

screen.

Participants

381 volunteer sixth-grade students (179 female and 202 male) between 10 to 13 years old

(M = 11.5, SD = 0.6) were recruited for the experiment. In this age group, students are able

to use an HMD, but do not have much experience with VR. They also had no background

knowledge about the lecture content. Data from 101 participants were removed due to

hardware related problems, incorrect calibration, low eye tracking ratio (lower than 90%),

and synchronization issues. The average number of participants per condition was 17.5

(SD = 5.2). Finally, we used the data of 280 participants (140 female and 140 male) with the

aforementioned average age and standard deviation. For each condition group separately,

participants’ gender was also equally distributed (M = 0.58,SD = 0.08). The study was

approved by the ethics committee of the University of Tübingen prior to the experiments.

Participants and their parents or legal guardians provided written informed consent in
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advance.

Apparatus

For the experiments, HTC Vive Pro Eye devices with integrated Tobii eye trackers were used.

The HTC Vive Pro Eye has a refresh rate of 90 Hz and field of view of 110◦. The integrated

eye tracker has 120 Hz sampling rate. The screen resolution per eye was set to 1440×1600.

Unreal Game Engine v4.23.13 was used to render the virtual classroom.

Experimental Design

The virtual classroom consists of 4 rows of desks organized in 2 columns. Next to each

desk, chairs are located to let virtual peer-learners sit. There are 24 virtual peer-learners

in the environment and all of them sit on chairs during the entirety of the lecture. Some

of the chairs are kept empty so as not to overcrowd the virtual classroom. In addition,

the virtual classroom includes other objects, which exist in real classrooms such as board,

screen, cupboard, clock, and windows. The lecture content is visualized on the white screen.

Additionally, the virtual instructor walks around the podium, replicating behavior similar to

that of a real instructor. Figure B.1 (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the overall design, hand-raising

peer-learners, realistic-styled peer-learners, and cartoon-styled peer-learners, respectively.

The content of the virtual lecture is about computational thinking [316] and the lecture

takes ≈ 15 minutes in total, including 4 phases. These four phases are grouped as "Intro-

duction to the topic", "Knowledge input", "Exercises", and "Summary" and take ≈ 3, ≈ 4.5,

≈ 5.5, and ≈ 1.5 minutes, respectively. The topic of the virtual lecture is visible on the board

as "Understanding how computers think". The first phase starts with the virtual instructor

entering the classroom. After staying for a while, the instructor leaves the classroom for about

20 seconds. During this time, participants have the opportunity to explore the classroom,

look around, and acclimate themselves with the virtual environment. During the initial

phase of the lecture, the instructor asks five questions, and some of the virtual peer-learners

raise their hands to interact. In the second phase, the instructor describes two terms, "se-

quence" and "loop", and shows these terms on the white screen. After the descriptions, the

instructor asks four questions about each term and some of the peer-learners raise their

hands to answer them. In the third phase, the instructor assigns two exercises and allows

students some time to think about them. Later, choices for each exercise are provided by the

instructor and, this time, peer-learners raise their hands to vote on the correct answer out of

3https://www.unrealengine.com/
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the presented options. In the fourth phase, the instructor summarizes the lecture without

asking any questions, which means that peer-learners do not raise their hands. In addition,

no hand-raise is expected from the participants as hand poses are not measured during the

experiments.

Our study is conceptualized in a between-subjects design. We evaluated three design

factors, namely sitting positions of the participants, visualization styles of virtual avatars,

and hand-raising percentages of virtual peer-learners. Participants were seated either in

the front or back rows, which means that the participants seated in the front had one row

in front of them, whereas participants seated in the back had three rows between them

and the screen. Both conditions were aligned in the aisle side of the desks that were on the

right side of the classroom. This manipulation can give insights about students’ attention

during a lecture, when they have either the overview over whole class and see most of their

virtual peer-learners or when they are positioned closer to instructor and screen the lecture

is presented on. Participants encountered either cartoon- or realistic-styled virtual avatars

in the environment, including the virtual instructor and peer-learners. The cartoon-styled

avatars have larger heads and tinier arms and legs as compared to the realistic-styled avatars.

Since the animation and design of more realistic looking avatars is time and cost expensive,

it should be interesting to investigate the impact of such manipulation. In addition, various

hand-raising percentages of virtual peer-learners consist of four levels, namely 20%, 35%,

65%, and 80%. This means that when a question is asked during the lecture by the virtual

instructor, a corresponding percentage of virtual peer-learners raise their hands to answer

the question. The last two manipulations are of particular interest, regarding the question

how social avatars should be designed in a virtual classroom and how they are perceived

by students. Under which condition do students use social information and how does

visualization and certain behaviour influence students attention. This helps to simulate and

evaluate social dynamics and engagement during the virtual lecture using visual attention. In

total, our 2 (factor 1) ×2 (factor 2) ×4 (factor 3) between-subjects design leads to 16 treatment

groups.

Procedure

In the beginning of the experiment, the assistants introduced the experiment and its process

to the participants. Participants had the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the

hardware and the VR environment. Afterwards, the actual experiment and data collection

began. Firstly, the eye tracker was calibrated. Then, the experiment was started with assistants
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Figure B.2.: Ray-casting procedure to obtain 3D gazed object.

pressing a start button. At the end of the virtual lecture, the participants were told to take

the HMD off by a message which was displayed in the virtual environment. Virtual lectures

were carried out without any breaks. After watching the virtual lecture, participants filled

out questionnaires about their perceived realism and experienced presence which were

conceptualized for the VR classroom according to [79], [317].

Each session took ≈ 45 minutes in total. The experiments were carried out in groups of

ten participants who were randomly allocated to one of the 16 treatment groups by using a

random number generator to ensure the random distribution of conditions within groups.

To maintain natural behavior, participants selected the physical seat in the experiment room

freely without being informed about experimental conditions. Although research assistants

helped with technical issues regarding the use of the HMD, participants were blinded to the

true purpose and design of the study, as it was solely introduced as a learning experience.

Data Processing and Measurements

During the experiments, head location and pose, gaze, and eye related data along with

experimental condition were collected. Head movements are particularly helpful for mapping

eye-gaze in the virtual environment. These were saved in data sheets for each participant

using anonymous identifiers which ensured the privacy of the participants.

As gaze data reported by the eye tracker can be affected negatively by blinks or noisy

sensor measurements, we applied a linear interpolation on the gaze vectors to clean the data.

Afterwards, using head pose and interpolated gaze data, we applied ray-casting [318] to map

the gaze into the 3D virtual environment. The objects in the 3D environment are surrounded

by dedicated colliders; therefore, we were able to calculate 3D gaze points and gazed objects
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(a) Comparison between sitting
positions.

(b) Comparison between visual-
ization types.

(c) Comparison between hand-
raising behaviors.

Figure B.3.: Attention towards virtual peer-learners for different classroom manipulation
configurations. ∗, ∗∗∗, and ∗∗∗∗ correspond to the significance levels of
p < .05, p < .001, and p < .0001, respectively.

using the procedure visualized in Figure B.2.

However, gazed objects may not directly represent visual attention as participants can

gaze on some objects unconsciously for a very short time. To overcome this issue, we set an

attention threshold of 200 ms, meaning that we count the objects as object-of-interest if par-

ticipants stay with their gaze on the objects for at least the amount of the attention threshold.

As we assume that both fixations and saccades can occur during attending one object, the

selected threshold is larger than classical fixation thresholds applied in eye tracking literature

for both conventional [283] or VR eye tracking [284] setups. While we also experimented with

various threshold values, our results show similar trends across different thresholds.

In addition to the data related to visual attention, self-reported perceived realism and

experienced presence were obtained at the end of the experiments with 4-point Likert scales

ranging from 1 ("completely disagree") to 4 ("completely agree") with 6 (e.g., "I felt like the

teacher and the classmates could be real people") and 9 (e.g., "During the virtual lecture, I

almost forgot that I was wearing the VR glasses") items, respectively.

In this study, we focused on three main objects in the virtual classroom, namely peer-

learners, virtual instructor, and screen, when we extracted object-of-interest information.

We decided that these objects may have a significant impact on social dynamics in the

classrooms and for overall course of lecture. In our analyses, the attention time on each

peer-learner is aggregated and the object of "peer-learners" represents the aggregated object

and related attention. In addition, in our classroom setup there is one board and one white

screen behind the instructor as depicted in Figure B.1 (a). The lecture content is provided on
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the white screen only; therefore, in our analysis we refer to the white screen when mentioning

screen object.

Research Hypotheses

Our hypotheses correspond to the experimental factors of sitting positions, avatar visualiza-

tion styles, and various hand-raise percentages of virtual peer-learners, respectively. Further-

more, since we analyze behaviors towards three different objects in the virtual classroom,

namely peer-learners, instructor, and screen, for simplicity we call attention to attending

these objects-of-interests for the rest of the paper.

Visual Attention in Different Sitting Positions (H1)

We expect that participants seated in the front condition have less attention on peer-

learners, naturally because they do not have as many peer-learners sitting in front of them as

opposed to the participants sitting in the back. In addition, the participants that are located

in the front are closer to the virtual instructor and the screen that visualizes lecture content.

Due to the proximity and having fewer moving and occluding objects in their field of view

(FOV), we hypothesize that these participants have more attention time on both virtual

instructor and screen than the participants sit in the back.

Visual Attention in Different Visualization Styles of Virtual Avatars (H2)

We hypothesize that attention time on peer-learners in the cartoon-styled visualization

is longer than in the realistic-styled visualization as cartoon-styled peer-learners are more

exciting for participants when ages of our interest group are taken into consideration. In

addition, we assume that participants look at the realistic-styled instructor for longer than at

cartoon-styled instructor as participants may consider the realistically rendered instructor

more credible in a learning environment. Lastly, we do not expect any differences in terms of

attention towards virtual screen that lecture content is visualized, as the visualization style of

the screen does not change.

Visual Attention in Different Hand-raising Behaviors of Peer-learners (H3)

We hypothesize that attention time on peer-learners increases with a higher number of

virtual peer-learners raising their hands when questions are asked, as this would create a

visually more dynamic classroom. Additionally, we expect that if fewer virtual peer-learners

raise their hands, this will lead participants to keep their attention either on the instructor
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(a) Comparison between sitting
positions.

(b) Comparison between visual-
ization types.

(c) Comparison between hand-
raising behaviors.

Figure B.4.: Attention towards virtual instructor for different classroom manipulation con-
figurations. ∗, ∗∗∗, and ∗∗∗∗ correspond to the significance levels of p < .05,
p < .001, and p < .0001, respectively.

or the lecture screen due to having less amount of visual distractors when questions are

provided by the virtual instructor.

B.1.5. Results

In this section, we analyze the total amount of time spent on each object-of-interest (OOI),

which we call visual attention, between different conditions. For each OOI, we applied a

3-way full factorial ANOVA for statistical comparison using alpha level of 0.05. For non-

parametric analysis, we transformed the data using the aligned rank transform (ART) [319]

before applying ANOVAs. For the pairwise comparisons, we used Tukey-Kramer post-hoc

test as the sample sizes were not equal. While the main focus of this work is to assess visual

attention using OOI information, here we report experienced presence and perceived realism

questionnaires to support our main results. We obtained mean values of 2.91 for experienced

presence and perceived realism with SD = 0.55 and SD = 0.57, respectively, without any

significant differences between conditions.

Visual Attention on Peer-learners

Total time spent on peer-learners for different sitting positions, avatar visualization styles, and

various hand-raising behaviors are depicted in Figure B.3 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Total

time spent on peer-learners is significantly longer in the back seated condition (M = 115.07

sec, SD = 85.28 sec) than it is in the front seated condition (M = 33.59 sec, SD = 32.45 sec)

with (F (1,264) = 156.23, p < .0001, η2 = .36).
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Attention towards peer-learners as different visualization styled avatars differs signifi-

cantly. Cartoon-styled peer-learners (M = 98.67 sec, SD = 82.79 sec) drew significantly

more attention than the realistic-styled peer-learners (M = 55.28 sec, SD = 65.65 sec) with

(F (1,264) = 54.13, p < .0001, η2 = .17).

Furthermore, for different hand-raising manipulations, attention time on the peer-learners

differs significantly with (F (3,264) = 6.93, p < .001, η2 = .07). Particularly, the total time

spent on peer-learners in the 80% condition (M = 88.95 sec, SD = 78.15 sec) is significantly

longer than in the 65% condition (M = 59.23 sec, SD = 65.19 sec) with (F (3,264) = 6.93,

p < .0001, η2 = .07). In addition, the total time spent in the 20% condition (M = 88.62 sec,

SD = 87.53 sec) is significantly longer than in the 65% condition (M = 59.23 sec, SD = 65.19

sec) with (F (3,264) = 6.93, p = .005). In summary, attention time towards extreme levels of

hand-raising percentages are longer than for intermediate levels.

Additionally, we found some significant interaction effects regarding the attention time

on the peer-learners. The time on peer-learners in the hand-raising condition depends on

the sitting position of the students with (F (3,264) = 3.88, p = .0097, η2 = .041), as well as the

attention time on peer-learners in the avatar visualization styles condition depends on the

sitting position with (F (1,264) = 11.37, p < .001, η2 = .039) and vice versa. A small interaction

effect was found between the hand-raising condition and the avatar visualization styles with

(F (3,264) = 3.36, p = .02, η2 = .036).

Visual Attention on Instructor

Total time spent on instructor for different sitting positions, avatar visualization styles, and

various hand-raising behaviors are depicted in Figure B.4 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The

participants that are seated in the front (M = 190.07 sec, SD = 93.13 sec) attended to the

virtual instructor significantly more than the participants seated in the back (M = 80.37 sec,

SD = 60.78 sec) with (F (1,264) = 144.16 p < .0001, η2 = .34).

The virtual instructor drew significantly more attention in the realistic-styled avatar condi-

tion (M = 145.98 sec, SD = 96.63 sec) than in the cartoon-styled avatar condition (M = 114.82

sec, SD = 89.83 sec) with (F (1,264) = 11.81, p < .001, η2 = .04).

Furthermore, attention time on the instructor is found to differ significantly between

different hand-raising behaviors of the peer-learners with (F (3,264) = 3.54, p = .015, η2 = .04).

In particular, the total time spent on virtual instructor in the 65% condition (M = 152.46 sec,

SD = 91.48 sec) is significantly longer than the 80% condition (M = 117.39 sec, SD = 91.12

sec) with (F (3,264) = 3.54, p = .009, η2 = .04). Overall, more attention is drawn by the virtual
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instructor in the intermediate levels of hand-raising than the extreme levels. There were no

interaction effects found for attention time on instructor.

Visual Attention on Screen

Total time spent on the screen, where the lecture content visualized for different sitting

positions, avatar visualization styles, and various hand-raising behaviors are depicted in Fig-

ure B.5 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The participants that are seated in the front (M = 218.65

sec, SD = 78.70 sec) attended to the lecture screen for a significantly longer period of time

than the back seated participants (M = 154.21 sec, SD = 96.88 sec) with (F (1,264) = 42.5,

p < .0001, η2 = .14).

We did not find significant effects on screen attention between cartoon- and realistic-styled

avatar conditions (F (1,264) = 1.9, p = .17, η2 < .01); however, attention time in realistic style

(M = 193.35 sec, SD = 92.30 sec) was slightly longer than cartoon style (M = 173.95 sec,

SD = 96.11 sec).

In addition, the total attention time on the screen is found to differ significantly between

different hand-raising conditions with (F (3,264) = 5.74, p < .001, η2 = .06). In particular,

attention time on screen is longer in the 65% hand-raising condition (M = 222.03 sec, SD =
94.90 sec) than in the 80% condition (M = 156.06 sec, SD = 88.25 sec) with (F (3,264) = 5.74,

p < .001, η2 = .06). In addition, attention time in the 65% condition is also significantly longer

than in the 35% hand-raising condition (M = 174.87 sec, SD = 81.28 sec) with (F (3,264) =
5.74, p = .025). The overall trend of attention on the lecture screen is similar to virtual

instructor with the intermediate conditions being higher than the extreme conditions. There

were no interaction effects found for attention time on screen.

B.1.6. Discussion

We discuss experimental results particularly for social interaction and dynamics in VR class-

rooms, usability of eye tracking data, and the advantages of such classrooms along with their

limitations.

Social Dynamics in VR Classroom

We discuss our findings about social dynamics in the VR classroom in three parts, particularly

based on H1, H2, and H3 which are related to different sitting positions, different avatar

visualization styles, and different hand-raise behaviors of peer-learners, respectively.

In our analyses, we found that the participants seated in the front of the classroom attended
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(a) Comparison between sitting
positions.

(b) Comparison between visual-
ization types.

(c) Comparison between hand-
raising behaviors.

Figure B.5.: Attention towards screen for different classroom manipulation configurations. ∗,
∗∗∗, and ∗∗∗∗ correspond to the significance levels of p < .05, p < .001, and
p < .0001, respectively.

less on the peer-learners than the participants in the back, which was expected because

they had fewer peers in their FOV, unless they turn back of the classroom. Assuming that

during the course of the lecture, participants are supposed to listen and pay attention to

the topics told by the instructor, the visual attention we observed is normal. Briefly, this is

an indication that participants focus on the lecture content or instructor instead of visually

interacting with their peers when seated in the front. Further, as a supporting evidence to

aforementioned result, front seated participants had spent significantly more time visually

attending the instructor and the screen than the participants seated in the back. We assume

that these results are due to being closer to them and having fewer occluding objects in

the frontal participants’ FOV. These findings confirm our H1. Additionally, the results from

the interaction effects support this hypothesis. The differences in visual attention on their

virtual peer-learners for the avatar visualization style and hand-raising depend on the sitting

position. Participants located in the back of the classroom have more peer-learners in their

line of sight and therefore recognize the behaviour of the virtual peer-learners more, than

participants seated in the front.

Our results indicate that students visually attended for longer on the peer-learners when

avatars in the classroom were presented in cartoon styles. Considering the number of

peer-learners in the environment and the ages of our participants being between 10-13, we

argue that participants may have felt like engaging more with their peer-learners due to the

emotional reasons as cartoon-styled peers are more appropriate to their ages. Realistic-styled

peer-learners may be too ordinary for student engagement with peers in our setup, which
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led to less amount of attention. On the contrary, participants visually spent more time on

the instructor when realistic-styled avatars were used. We conceive that if the avatar styles

are ordinary, then the visual attention shifts to the instructor instead of interacting with the

peer-learners. Lastly, as we did not find any statistical difference in attention time on the

screen between different avatar visualization styles, we conclude that visual attention on

the screen is not affected by such avatar visualization styles. Realism that is provided by the

avatar styles may introduce additional computational complexity as such visualizations can

be computationally expensive or can require additional effort to implement in advance. If

the interaction with peer-learners is the main focus of the lecture, then practitioners can opt

for cartoon-styled avatars. This also decreases the effort of generating the avatars. Overall,

these findings confirm our H2.

In the analysis on different hand-raising behaviors of the peer-learners, we found mixed

effects. In the attention time towards peer-learners, we found a clear evidence that atten-

tion time in the extreme hand-raising conditions, namely when 80% or 20% of the virtual

peer-learners raise their hands after the questions were asked by the virtual instructor is

longer than in the intermediate conditions (35% and 65%). The extreme conditions may

represent either more or less capable groups of peer-learners in the learning environment

and participants may have a higher self-concept when surrounded by a less capable group

and the other way around, which is related to the Big-fish-little-pond effect [320]. Having

reasonably higher attention on peer-learners on these conditions also indicates that VR can

present an opportunity to create digital environments to further study students’ self-concept.

On the other hand, intermediate hand-raising conditions may help students to focus more

on learning related objects in the classroom instead of peer-learners such as lecture content

or instructor as experimentally indicated. However, we expected an approximately linear

increase in terms of attention time towards higher hand-raising conditions in the attention

time on peer-learners. While we obtained an expected result between the 65% and 80%

hand-raising conditions, the results regarding the 20% hand-raising condition do not support

our hypothesis H3. This might be due to a moment of surprise when only a handful of peer-

learners raises their hands indicating that few number of peer-learners know the answers

of the questions. Furthermore, we found that attention time on the instructor tended to be

longer in the intermediate levels of hand-raising than in the extreme conditions. Statistically

significant results are only found for the difference between the 65% and 80% condition.

While a decreasing linear trend towards the higher hand-raising percentages exists between

the 65% and 80% for attention on the instructor, the overall trend is against our hypothesis,
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even though they are aligned with the attention time on peer-learners. Lastly, the experimen-

tal results on attention time on the screen is similar as compared to the attention time on

the instructor. However, the 35% hand-raising condition drew significantly less attention

than the 65% condition, which does not support our hypothesis. Overall, while some of

our expectations are verified, H3 is not confirmed. Still, the resulting behaviors should be

further investigated with regard to effects on students’ self-concepts during VR learning and

considered when creating a classroom students are habituated to.

In summary, the three different manipulations that we studied have important effects

on students’ visual behavior in immersive VR classrooms in terms of social dynamics. For

instance, in practice, students’ self-concept can be affected by consistent hand-raising be-

haviors of virtual avatars over the time. While this may be less problematic in real classrooms

as peer students may have different capabilities in different themes, it should carefully con-

sidered in the virtual setting, because we could present always the same behavior of the

peer-learners. An adaptive strategy for hand-raising behaviors of the virtual peer-learners

may be considered in practice. In addition, seating the students in the front along with

realistic-styled avatars may help to increase visual attention on the lecture content. However,

if a more interactive classroom environment is focused on visual interaction, practitioners

can either seat students in locations where they can see their peer-learners clearly or design

VR classrooms differently in terms of seating plans.

Usability of Eye Tracking Data

As eye tracking data is considered a noisy data source, we discuss our insights into the

usability of this data, for particularly the immersive VR classroom setups. As aforementioned,

we defined the visual attention on the different objects by using an attention threshold, which

was 200 ms. In the end, in almost all conditions, the total amount of time that was spent on

only the three types of objects was in the vicinity of half of the complete experiment duration

despite having a relatively higher attention threshold value compared to fixation detection

algorithms in the eye tracking literature. Such amount of total attention time on these three

objects empirically validates our assumption of independence between them as well. We

removed a significant number of samples from eye movement data due to sensory issues

(e.g., lower eye tracking ratio) in order to obtain high-quality data and accurate attention

mapping on the objects in the virtual classroom. While this may not be necessary for larger

objects such as virtual screen in the classroom, it might cause mapping the attention wrongly

for the smaller objects such as virtual avatars if the data quality is low. Considering that
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the participants were children in our experiments and they did not have experience with

virtual reality and eye tracking, number of data removals due to such issues would be more

than the experiments that are carried out with adults. In addition, unlike pre- or post-tests,

eye tracking allows researchers to analyze time-dependent and temporal visual behavior

changes, which can help assess students’ states during virtual lectures and adapt to the

environment accordingly. Therefore, despite the drawbacks, we suggest using eye movement

data in such classrooms as long as an accurate calibration is applied in advance. A further

iteration could take relationship of eye movement-based visual attention into consideration

or analyze perceived relevance of lecture content along with eye-gaze behaviors such as

in [321] and [322], respectively.

Advantages and Limitations

One of the advantages of immersive VR classroom setups is the opportunity of simulating

different classroom manipulations in remote settings, which are difficult to do in real world,

and evaluate students’ behaviors and learning under such manipulations. Another advantage

of such setups is the possibility of preserving the privacy of students since the videos that

include faces are not recorded in such settings. In real world classrooms, it is troublesome

to record and store videos of the class while lecturing, even though there are some efforts

supporting the automated anonymization [323] of such data. In contrast, data collected

from virtual classrooms can be pseudo-anonymized. However, one should be aware of

the amount of personal information that can be extracted from eye movement data and

how to manipulate it [218], [219], [221]. Furthermore, one should take the relationship

between iris texture and biometrics into account and how to preserve privacy in case eye

videos are recorded and stored [324]. In addition, we observed during experiments that

some of the students intended to raise their hands when seeing the hand-raising behaviors

of the virtual peer-learners. While we did not record hand tracking data in our study, it is

possible to accurately assess the intentions of students towards questions asked by the virtual

instructor by using a hand tracker device on the HMD, which is another advantage of VR

setups compared to real classrooms. Although, hand-raising is a good indicator of children’s

participation during a lecture, we do not know if students interpret this behaviour of their

virtual peers as a sign of competence, engagement, or motivation.

Despite the advantages, there are other technical limitations regarding the use of VR class-

rooms. Long periods of exposure to VR lectures can lead to immense levels of cybersickness.

In addition, a vast amount of HMD movement on the head may cause a drift in eye tracker
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calibration, leading to incorrect sensor readings. This can affect interaction experience if

gaze-aware features are included in virtual environments. These should be taken into con-

sideration when designing a virtual classroom and lecture. Particularly, the duration of the

lecture should be chosen carefully to minimize these effects.

B.1.7. Conclusion

To understand the visual attention in VR classrooms in different manipulations, we ana-

lyzed object-of-interest information based on eye-gaze. We found that participants seated

in the front attended more time to the virtual instructor and the screen displaying lecture

content. In addition, participants focused on the cartoon-styled peer-learners more than

realistic-styled ones, whereas in the realistic-styled avatar manipulation the virtual instructor

drew more visual attention. The extreme conditions of hand-raising behaviors drew more

attention towards virtual peer-learners, whereas in the intermediate conditions visual atten-

tion was focused more on the instructor and screen. These findings are based on the eye

movements of the participants and correspond to the social dynamics of VR classrooms such

as students’ self-concept or peer-learner interaction; however, such manipulations may also

affect learning outcomes. While our results provide primitive but fundamental cues about

how to design immersive VR classrooms by taking students’ visual behaviors into account for

different goals in digital teaching, effects of such manipulations on the learning outcome

should be further investigated.

As future work, we plan to specifically investigate the relationship between different ma-

nipulations with temporal gaze dynamics as an immediate response to asked questions and

related students’ performances.
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B.2. Using gaze transition entropy to detect classroom
discourse in a virtual reality classroom

B.2.1. Abstract

This paper explores gaze entropy as a metric for detecting classroom discourse events in

a virtual reality (VR) classroom. Using data from a laboratory experiment with N = 240

secondary school students, we distinguished between events of teacher-centered classroom

discourse (question, hand raising, answer) and teacher explanation by analyzing their tran-

sition and stationary gaze entropy. Employing multi-level regression models, both entropy

measures effectively discriminated between the two events and distinguished different levels

of classroom participation as indicated by the degree of hand-raising by virtual students.

Furthermore, using both measures in a logistic regression model, the potential of gaze en-

tropy could be demonstrated by predicting the two events with 67% accuracy. By analyzing

transition and stationary entropy, the study attempts to uncover different gaze patterns

associated with learning events in a virtual classroom. The results contribute to the research

and development of VR scenarios that help to simulate effective learning environments.

B.2.2. Introduction

The classroom has been understood as a central learning environment for students. Social

interactions and social relationships between teachers and students, as well as between

students themselves, create a dynamic of mutual learning that has been shown to contribute

to students’ emotional, cognitive, and academic development [90]. A virtual reality (VR)

classroom can offer socially immersive learning experiences by simulating the interactive

classroom discourse between animated peer learners and the virtual teacher conducting the

lesson [40], [41]. Generally, classroom discourse refers to a collaborative learning process

characterized by active participation and behavioral engagement among students [325],

offering learning benefits for each individual learner [67], [156]. In this study, we aimed to

detect students’ visual attention in multiple discursive events during a lesson. We examined

the extent to which participants’ gaze behavior distinguished between teacher and student

discursive events and evaluated the predictive value of two entropy measures. This analysis

aims to provide further insights into learners’ perceptions of learning-related classroom

events as a driver for their learning and achievement [143]. More specifically, we utilized the

concept of gaze transition entropy to investigate visual attention in terms of visual exploration
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and visual attention distribution in a VR classroom.

The importance of gaze transition entropy as a metric for discerning individual gaze pat-

terns has been well-established in prior research [141], [157], [181], [326]. Krejtz et al. [181]

proposed two entropy measures (transition entropy and stationary entropy) calculated from

information about the gaze duration on areas of interest (AOI) and the transitions between

them. The measures reflect predictability in AOI transitions and indicate overall gaze distri-

bution over stimuli [181]. A higher gaze transition entropy indicates more randomness and

frequent gaze switching, and a higher stationary entropy indicates a more uniform distribu-

tion of visual attention over AOIs. Both measures have proven valuable in quantifying distinct

gaze patterns [181], making them an apt candidate for investigating visual attention for

different events within VR classrooms. In this context, VR offers an immersive experience in

a standardized experimental setting that can simulate learning environments like classrooms

and mimic learning-related behaviors of animated avatars [26], [69], [161], [327]. The visual

behavior towards virtual avatars is especially important for younger children since they might

show stronger reactions towards social cues when confronted with animated social behavior

[328].

For this reason, the study utilized gaze transition entropy to investigate events of class-

room discourse in a VR classroom. The study aims to investigate whether participants’ gaze

transition entropy indicates elements of teacher-centered discourse exhibited by virtual

avatars. We focused on a subset of classroom discourse events, such as teacher questions,

hand raising, and student answers. We analyzed transition and stationary entropy as two

statistical measures of visual exploration and visual attention distribution. For a sample

of N = 240 pupils, we aim to unravel gaze patterns associated with two distinct classroom

events exhibited by the virtual avatars: Teacher-centered classroom discourse (teacher ques-

tions, hand raising, and student answers) and teacher explanation (teaching the lesson

content). We seek to contribute to the discussion on the effective utilization of gaze en-

tropy by investigating the explanatory power of transition and gaze entropy in detecting

these two events within a VR classroom. This leads us to formulate our first research question.

R1: Can transition and stationary entropy be used to differentiate events of animated

classroom discourse (teacher questions, hand raising, and student answers) and teacher

explanation (teaching the lesson content) during a VR lesson?

To further explore the utility of entropy measures, we specifically focus on hand raising as a
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form of student participation during classroom discourse [325]. The experiment manipulated

the level of student participation indicated by the number of virtual students who raised their

hands. Each participant was assigned to one of four hand-raising conditions, which allowed

us to analyze the effect of different levels of hand-raising on gaze transition entropy. We can

formulate the second research question by incorporating the hand-raising conditions into

the analysis.

R2: Does the predictive value of the two entropy measures (transitional entropy and

stationary entropy) depend on different levels of student participation indicated by hand

raising?

B.2.3. Related Research

In a real classroom, students are used to focusing their attention and recognizing social and

learning-related behavior from the teacher and their peer learners [196]. Such attention

behavior should also be evident in a VR classroom, as children are exposed to an authentic

and familiar learning environment [41]. Various previous studies have investigated VR

classrooms in different contexts. While some studies concentrate on the role of the teacher

in a virtual classroom [8], [11], others focus on students’ attention [65], [95], social-related

information [6], [9], and learning [40], [99]. Further VR classroom research considered aspects

of the design of the virtual environment [38], [98] as well as the sitting position of the students

[37], [66] or class size [43]. Studying visual attention through eye tracking is a prominent

non-invasive technique to investigate participants’ behavior during a VR experience [58].

In the context of social-related information, visual attention has been studied, for example,

concerning children’s reaction to social stimuli [57] or the lack of attention to faces in autism

[329]. Visual attention is especially relevant in educational VR since attention influences the

emotional learning processes [330]. The distribution of visual attention in VR classrooms has

also been studied by exploiting object of interest information [3]. Studying visual attention

using gaze entropy can further be used to investigate students’ event-related behavioral

changes in VR classrooms with social-related information.

The method for computing gaze transition entropy has been previously introduced by

Krejtz et al. [181], [197]. Their original work modeled gaze-switching patterns as Markov

chains and employed two entropy measures grounded in the theory of Shannon entropy.

The utility of their approach lies in the ability to quantify two measures that can be used for

statistical analysis. This approach showcased its efficacy by discerning participants’ gaze
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patterns during free viewing of classical art paintings [181]. Moreover, individual differences

in gaze transition entropy have been pivotal in assessing task load during surgery [141]

and driving [142], as well as in evaluating cognitive states such as sleep deprivation [331]

and cognitive strategies during pattern recognition [138]. The method’s adaptability has

been demonstrated, moving beyond conventional AOI approaches, by using word spans

as a different type of transition [332]. The usefulness of gaze transition entropy in real-

time analysis has been demonstrated in tracking participants’ cognitive states [333]. A

comprehensive examination of gaze entropy within the context of visual attention is outlined

by Shiferaw et al. [143]. Gaze transition entropy has also been applied in the field of education

research to identify visual attention dynamics during interactive multimedia learning [157],

in chemistry education [326], and to assess teacher competencies [139]. Given that visual

perception is important in recognizing social interactions and interpreting social behavior

[144], gaze transition entropy potentially provides a good measure to investigate students’

processing of social-related information.

B.2.4. Methods

Experiment and Sample

(a) Animated virtual students. (b) Perspective into the classroom scene.

Figure B.6.: Images of the VR classroom showing virtual students hand raising and the whole
classroom.

For the analysis, we used the data from a lab experiment described in Hasenbein et al. [6],

[9], which provides data from a VR classroom experiment with virtual peer learners.

In the VR laboratory experiment, participants (sixth-grade students from schools in Baden-

Württemberg, Germany) entered a 15-minute simulation of a teacher-directed lesson on
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computational thinking in a virtual classroom with animated peer learners. The participants

were placed individually in the same VR classroom and randomly assigned centrally in

the second or last row. During the lesson, a virtual teacher explained the topic and posed

questions for students to engage. Virtual peer learners raised their hands in response. The

teacher and the virtual students were non-playable characters with a predefined set of

behaviors. The virtual teacher referred to slides on the presentation board to show the

learning materials. The lesson content and the number of classroom discourse events were

consistent across all configurations. A detailed timetable of the events is available in the

Appendix C.

Further, the experiment employed a between-subjects design to investigate different levels

of participation of the virtual students. The learning-related participation of virtual peer

learners was manipulated by four levels of hand-raising. Either 20%, 35%, 65%, or 80% of

the virtual peers raised their hand after a question from the teacher. Eye-tracking data was

collected from all participants (N = 381).

The experiment used an HTC-VIVE Pro Eye head-mounted display and the integrated Tobii

Eye tracker, with a trackable field of view (FOV) of 110◦ and a reported accuracy of 0.5◦–1.1◦

within the 20◦ FOV. The Unreal Game Engine v4.23.1 was employed to render the virtual

scene. An image of the animated virtual students can be seen in Figure B.6a, and a picture of

the classroom taken from the back can be seen in Figure B.6b.

This specific dataset has already been investigated in previous research. The participants’

visual attention has been analyzed to detect differences in classroom characteristics, such as

the virtual avatars’ sitting position or visualization style [3]. The visual scanning patterns of

participants have also been used to analyze social comparison behavior [9] and their learning

experience [6].

Data Aggregation and Measures

From the VR experiment, we obtained eye, gaze, and head information for each time frame.

Using the gaze-ray casting technique, we obtained participants’ gaze-intersection points

with all virtual objects in the environment [5]. In the first data cleaning step, we removed all

participants with a tracking ratio lower than 90% in the reported pupil diameter variable. For

the remaining sample (N = 240), we selected a set of objects to be considered for our analysis.

We defined the virtual teacher, the (presentation) board, and each animated virtual student

as separate areas of interest (AOIs). This led to a total of 26 AOIs. With the selected set of AOIs,

we created duration and transition datasets by calculating the duration of gaze intersection
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on each AOI and the gaze transitions between them. To eliminate longer transitions, we set a

maximum threshold for transition duration of 4.50 seconds (0.99-quantile). We also excluded

durations on AOIs smaller than 50 milliseconds to control for the imprecision of the eye

tracker (0.01-quantile). After these preprocessing steps, we calculated the AOI duration and

transition matrices for 30-second intervals, with a sliding window of 10 seconds for all experi-

ment sessions. We filled the missing entries with zero for all AOIs that did not occur during

the 30 second intervals. Afterward, we normalized the transition and stationary matrices to

represent maximum likelihood estimators of their theoretical probability distribution [181].

Transition and stationary entropy were calculated according to Krejtz et al. [181] for each

30-second interval. We removed the complete data of participants with more than 20%

missing entropy values in at least one of the variables. We also dropped singular data points

containing missing values. As a result, data from 240 participants with N = 17202 data points

could be used for the final analysis. Given the timetable of the VR experiment, we labeled

every 10 second interval as either an event related to teacher explanation or classroom

discourse. Intervals with elements of classroom discourse showed a combination of teacher

questions, hand raising, and student answers. Any of these combinations were coded as one,

while any event containing a teacher explanation was coded as zero. The coding of the events

can also be found in Appendix C. Note that the classroom discourse events only referred to

the animated behavior of the virtual avatars and were not related to any participant behavior.

The final binary event variable (1 =classroom discourse and 0 =teacher explanation) was

then created for each of the 30-second intervals in the following way: If at least one classroom

discourse event happened during the interval, it was labeled 1 (else 0). This allowed us to

compare the gaze transition entropy measures calculated for 30-second intervals with the

events that occurred during the same interval length.

Data Analysis

In the first analysis step, we used multi-level linear regression models that were applied sepa-

rately for transition and stationary entropy. This analysis helped us explore the explanatory

power of the two measures concerning classroom events and the levels of student participa-

tion indicated by hand raising. Therefore, in addition to the binary event as an independent

variable, we added the hand-raising conditions as additional independent variables. We

used the 35% and 65% hand-raising conditions as the reference group to which the 20% and

the 80% conditions were compared. Previous research showed no difference between the

reference conditions, and thus, they can be merged to represent average hand-raising [6], [9].
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Furthermore, we tested for interaction effects between the event and the hand-raising vari-

ables. We modeled participants as a random intercept to prevent overestimating significance

testing for the hand-raising variables.

In the second analysis step, we used a logistic regression model to predict the binary event

variable (classroom discourse or teacher explanation). Only the two entropy measures were

used as independent variables in the model. We applied a person-mean centering on both

entropy measures by subtracting participants’ mean entropy from each entropy value of their

experiment session. The dataset was randomly split by a 80 : 20 ratio. For 50 iterations, we

reported mean accuracy, f1 score, and an average confusion matrix for the model predictions

on the test sets.

B.2.5. Results

For all time intervals (N = 17202), transition and stationary entropy were correlated with

r = 0.17. Descriptive statistics revealed differences in mean values between the events for

transition entropy (classroom discourse: M = 0.18, SD = 0.13, teacher explanation: M =
0.15, SD = 0.18) and stationary entropy (classroom discourse: M = 0.34, SD = 0.13, teacher

explanation: M = 0.26, SD = 0.11). The changes over time for transition entropy are displayed

in Figure B.7a and for stationary entropy in Figure B.7b.

(a) Average transition entropy. (b) Average stationary entropy.

Figure B.7.: Time curve of average entropy measures (mean and standard deviation) of all
participants during the full experiment.

In the first step of the analysis, two multi-level linear regression models were analyzed

with either transition entropy or stationary entropy as the independent variable. Results

from the transition entropy model (see Table B.1) showed a significant positive increase for

the classroom discourse event (Estimate: βEvent = 0.20, p < 0.001). The predictive value of

transition entropy was higher in the 20% and in the 80% hand-raising condition compared to
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the average hand-raising conditions (β20% = 0.14, p = 0.03 and β80% = 0.17, p = 0.01). There

was no significant interaction effect between the event and the hand-raising condition.

Results from the stationary entropy model (see Table B.2) showed a significant positive

increase for the classroom discourse event (βEvent = 0.63, p < 0.001). The predictive value

of stationary entropy was higher in the 80% condition than in the average hand-raising

conditions (β80% = 0.21, p = 0.01). There was no significant change for the 20% hand-raising

condition or any interactions. Figures for the time curve of both entropy measures separated

by the hand-raising condition are shown in Appendix B.

Table B.1.: Results of the multi-level linear regression analysis with transition entropy as
the dependent variable. Event represents the binary event variable. The hand-
raising variables indicate participants’ assignment to the respective experimental
condition.

Model summary N obs = 17202
Dep. Var.: Transition entropy N groups = 240

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.19 0.04 -4.78 0.00
Event 0.20 0.02 9.34 0.00
Hand-raising 20% 0.14 0.06 2.15 0.03
Hand-raising 80% 0.17 0.06 2.69 0.01
Event × Hand-raising 20% -0.01 0.03 -0.34 0.74
Event × Hand-raising 80% 0.02 0.03 0.61 0.54

Table B.2.: Results of the multi-level linear regression analysis with stationary entropy as
the dependent variable. Event represents the binary event variable. The hand-
raising variables indicate participants’ assignment to the respective experimental
condition.

Model summary N obs = 17202
Dep. Var.: Stationary entropy N groups = 240

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.44 0.05 -8.31 0.00
Event 0.63 0.02 34.21 0.00
Hand-raising 20% 0.13 0.08 1.57 0.12
Hand-raising 80% 0.21 0.08 2.47 0.01
Event × Hand-raising 20% 0.01 0.03 0.24 0.81
Event × Hand-raising 80% 0.03 0.03 1.06 0.29
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In the second step, we used a logistic regression model to analyze the predictive power of

both entropy measures for differentiating classroom discourse events. The logistic regression

model, using transition and stationary entropy as input variables, predicted the two events

correctly with 67% accuracy ( f 1 = 0.67). The number of false-positive and false-negative

samples was balanced for both events. All model details can be found in Table B.3. Since

previous research used a smaller number of total AOIs [332], we created an additional dataset

merging all student-related AOIs into one AOI. We also repeated the entire data processing

and analysis for comparison purposes with only 3 AOIs (student, teacher, and board). The

results showed smaller predictive power when using only 3 AOIs with an accuracy of 61%.

Details on the analysis can be found in Appendix A.

Table B.3.: Results of the logistic regression model predicting events of classroom discourse
(Class. Discourse) and teacher explanation (Teach. Expl.). Mean-centered entropy
measures were used to predict the classes. Accuracy, f1 score, and the confusion
matrix are reported as mean values or in percent over 50 random-split iterations
(test size 0.2).

Model performance N = 17202
Mean accuracy: 0.67 Class. Discourse: N = 9009
Mean f1: 0.67 Teach. Expl.: N = 8193

Confusion matrix (in percent)
Predicted Class. Discourse Predicted Teach. Expl.

True Class. Discourse 0.37 0.16
True Teach. Expl. 0.17 0.30

B.2.6. Discussion

In our study, we investigated whether gaze transition entropy can be used to detect events

with elements of classroom discourse in a VR classroom, utilizing the large dataset comprising

240 participants. Transition and stationary entropy revealed differences for events containing

elements of teacher-centered classroom discourse (teacher question, hand raising, student

answer) compared to events of teacher explanation (R1). When manipulating the number of

hand-raising exhibited by the virtual students, the results revealed a higher predictive value of

transition entropy for the 80% and 20% hand-raising conditions compared to average hand-

raising. This indicated that participants showed more visual exploration in both of these

conditions compared to conditions of average hand raising (35% and 65%). Because both
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of these conditions provided relevant information for learning (everyone or no one wants

to participate or knows the answer), they may have triggered stronger exploratory behavior.

Stationary entropy only revealed a higher predictive value in the 80% hand-raising condition.

This indicated that participants’ attention was more uniformly distributed only when many

virtual students engaged in the classroom discourse (R2). However, no interaction was found

between the event variable and the conditions, suggesting that this gaze-related behavior

was not only present during the events.

The successful application of gaze transition entropy has proven effective in detecting

events of classroom discourse, relying on observable indicators like teacher questions, hand

raising, and student answers. However, it’s important to note that these indicators only

represented a subset of the diverse interactions occurring during classroom discourse. The

experiment intentionally focused on this specific subset, specifically targeting learning-

related elements of a teacher-centered discourse. The chosen indicators were deliberately

selected for their clarity and ease of observation. The present research was only a first

step in identifying and understanding student reactions during classroom discourse. It’s

crucial to acknowledge the study didn’t aim to explain the entirety of complex interactions

in a classroom. Instead, we focused on clear and distinctive events. Future experiments

could overcome this limitation by incorporating more detailed discursive events within VR

classrooms, offering a more comprehensive understanding of the nuanced dynamics at play.

One notable strength of this study was its highly standardized setting, where participants

observed identical lessons featuring the same animations, avatars, and elements of classroom

discourse. This standardized environment ensured consistency across the experimental

conditions, facilitating precise analysis and comparison of gaze transition entropy. However,

this also represented a limitation with regard to the complexity of the classroom situation

and the participants’ possibility to interact. To ascertain the reliability of gaze transition

entropy, future investigations should extend beyond the controlled virtual setting to examine

the complexity of real classroom scenarios. Mobile eye trackers could prove instrumental in

capturing dynamic social interactions during a real lesson, providing valuable insights into

the applicability and robustness of the measures.

We also encountered technical challenges investigating gaze transition entropy in a 3D

virtual environment. In contrast to previous research, we did not use a grid-based approach

to calculate the entropy measures. The characteristics of 3D virtual environments allowed

us to obtain AOI duration and transitions directly based on the gaze intersections with the

virtual objects. The advantage of this approach was that no fixation detection algorithms
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needed to be applied. However, this approach also imposed some limitations. First, given

the accuracy and precision of the VR eye tracker, participants’ gaze directions may have been

impaired. This could have led to an underestimation of AOI duration and transitions. Second,

selecting AOIs in VR based on virtual objects resulted in undetected gaze transitions between

other objects in the environment. While the selection of specific AOIs has the potential to

improve the specificity of the visual attention analysis, it also led to a loss of information and

a higher number of missing or zero transition entropy values. Additionally, the prediction

accuracy diminished when only 3 AOIs (student, teacher, and board) were used to calculate

the measures. This indicated that 3 AOIs provided insufficient information when all student-

related transitions were merged. Another challenge was selecting a suitable time interval.

Although one event occurred every 10 seconds, the amount of missing data for 10-second

intervals forced us to use longer time intervals. For intervals smaller than 30 seconds, often

no gaze intersection or no transition occurred for the selected AOIs, resulting in missing

entropy values.

Despite these limitations, the accuracy of the predictive model using only two measures

underscored the significant explanatory power of gaze transition entropy. The measures

successfully predicted the events within the VR classroom scenario and further revealed

differences in the participation levels of the virtual students. Future research could enhance

the model’s predictive power by integrating additional measures. Furthermore, our results

suggested that students exhibited distinct behavior with respect to animated social avatars

in VR. This highlights the importance of design aspects of virtual avatars in educational

environments and emphasizes the need for further research to optimize the effectiveness of

these elements in facilitating VR learning experiences.

B.2.7. Conclusion

The presented study leveraged gaze transition entropy as a valuable metric for detecting

elements of classroom discourse in virtual reality (VR) classrooms by analyzing eye-tracking

data of 240 participants. The analysis revealed differences in transition and stationary entropy

for events related to teacher-centered classroom discourse, specifically teacher questions,

hand raising, and student answers. Both transition and stationary entropy measures were

found to be instrumental in distinguishing gaze patterns during discursive events compared

to events of teacher explanation. These findings are a first step in exploring visual attention

during virtual classroom discourse and emphasizing the impact of social avatars when

designing effective VR learning environments.
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C.1. Gaze-based attention network analysis in a virtual
reality classroom

C.1.1. Abstract

This article provides a step-by-step guideline for measuring and analyzing visual attention

in 3D virtual reality (VR) environments based on eye-tracking data. We propose a solution

to the challenges of obtaining relevant eye-tracking information in a dynamic 3D virtual

environment and calculating interpretable indicators of learning and social behavior. With a

method called "gaze-ray casting," we simulated 3D-gaze movements to obtain information

about the gazed objects. We used this information to create graphical models of visual

attention, establishing attention networks. These networks represented participants’ gaze

transitions between different entities in the VR environment over time. Measures of centrality,

distribution, and interconnectedness of the networks were calculated to describe the network

structure. The measures, derived from graph theory, allowed for statistical inference testing

and the interpretation of participants’ visual attention in 3D VR environments. Our method

provides useful insights when analyzing students’ learning in a VR classroom, as reported in

a corresponding evaluation article with N = 274 participants.

• Guidelines on implementing gaze-ray casting in VR using the Unreal Engine and the

HTC VIVE Pro Eye.

• Creating gaze-based attention networks and analyzing their network structure.

• Implementation tutorials and the Open Source software code are provided via OSF:

https://osf.io/pxjrc/?view_only=1b6da45eb93e4f9eb7a138697b941198.

C.1.2. Method Details

Background and Motivation for Applying the Method

Due to recent technological innovations, virtual reality (VR) has celebrated a rebirth in the

consumer market, with immersive, head-mounted VR devices at affordable prices applicable

in different fields of all our lives [10]. Specifically, recent developments in hardware, soft-

ware, and design have resulted in VR applications being more frequently used in education

and education research [19]. With VR, learning environments like virtual classrooms can

be studied systematically, for example, to investigate classroom complexity [334], seating
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Subject area Computer Science
More specific subject
area

Human-Computer Interaction, Virtual Reality, Eye Tracking

Name of your
method

Gaze-based Attention Network Analysis

Name and refer-
ence of the original
method

Ray Casting, Network Analysis

Resource availability Hardware:

(1) HTC VIVE Pro Eye https://www.vi
ve.com/us/product/vive-pro-e
ye/overview/

Software:

(1) Unreal Engine https://www.unre
alengine.com/de

(2) SRanipal Unreal SDK https://deve
loper.vive.com/resources/viv
e-sense/eye-and-facial-track
ing-sdk/documentation/

(3) Python 3.11 + any IDE

(4) Python package requirements (see re-
quirements.txt):

• numpy https://numpy.org/

• pandas
https://pandas.pydata.org/

• networkx https://networkx.org/

(5) Eye-tracking C++ scripts (see OSF)

(6) Analysis pipeline in Python (see OSF)

https://osf.io/pxjrc/?view_only=1b6da45eb93e4f9eb7
a138697b941198
For an illustration of the VR environment and original experiment,
see http://vre-tuebingen.de.

Table C.1.: Specification Table
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Figure C.1.: Graphical abstract

arrangements [66], or performance-related classroom behavior [6]. These developments em-

brace the possibility of uncovering aspects of learning that were previously difficult to study

in these settings, such as visual attention. However, collecting and analyzing visual attention

information in VR poses some challenges. A significant challenge involves acquiring relevant,

high-quality eye-tracking data in dynamic 3D virtual environments. Aggregating this data

to obtain meaningful indicators of learning and social behavior presents another complex

challenge.

This method article presents a way to overcome these challenges and provides systematic

step-by-step guidelines for measuring and analyzing human visual attention based on VR

eye-tracking data. Our article is published alongside a corresponding empirical evaluation

by Hasenbein et al.[6], where we evaluated our method with N=274 students to investigate

learning with simulated virtual classmates in a VR classroom. We examined gaze-based visual

attention to investigate students’ performance, interest, and self-concept during a 15-minute

teaching unit in a virtual classroom. The visual attention of these participants was analyzed

based on eye movement data. More specifically, eye movements were obtained and analyzed

using a VR device with a head-mounted display (HMD) and an integrated eye tracker [330].

For our experiment, the HTC VIVE PRO EYE head-mounted display (HMD), which operates

with the Tobii eye tracker [335], was used. The Unreal Engine allows game developers to pro-

vide an immersive, interactive, and animated visualization of virtual learning environments

for application in education research [19].

Given our VR experiment, the first challenge occurred when collecting eye-tracking infor-
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mation. In our study, we specifically focus on overt visual attention, the process of attentional

shift using eye movements [114], which can be measured by simulated gaze movements

in space. More specifically, overt visual attention towards an object is the intersection of a

human’s gaze ray with an object for a specific time. The integrated HMD eye tracker only

reports participants’ local gaze directions, which does not consider the position and viewing

direction. To analyze the focus points of visual attention and collect semantic information

about the gazed objects, HMD, and eye tracker data must be combined and processed. This

can be achieved by applying gaze-ray casting, where humans’ gaze direction is transported in

the environment to observe where it hits. This method already exists for other game engines

and eye-trackers. A more detailed review of this challenge can be found in Ugwitz et al. [58],

[73], [75]. We faced the challenge that a simple software approach was missing for the Tobii

Eye Tracker in combination with the Unreal Engine. Therefore, in the first part of our article,

a software solution is provided that can be easily integrated into existing projects.

The second challenge occurred when deciding on the appropriate level of data aggrega-

tion. Experimental psychology offers a wide range of methods for processing eye-tracking

data when investigating learning. This is usually based on determining the smallest eye

movements, such as saccades and fixations, which provide insight into underlying cognitive

processes [131]. However, this method does not include information about the environment

or participants’ guidance of visual attention. To incorporate semantic scene information into

the analysis [105], methods like scan path analysis can be applied [114], [198], [199]. However,

scan path analysis relies on specific distance measures or machine learning algorithms to

compare their structures [114]. Another promising way to analyze this information can be

achieved by creating graphical models [200], [336], [337], which we call gaze-based atten-

tion networks. The idea of using network representations is probably most prominent in

social network analysis [338], [339]. Our gaze-based networks represent participants’ gaze

transitions between different virtual entities in the environment over a period of time. The

structure of these networks follows the mathematical principles of graph theory [182], [340],

with objects in the environment treated as network nodes and gaze transitions treated as

edges between them. This method has been applied for stationary eye tracking on a screen

in previous research [136] concerning experimental and clinical psychology [182], [338],

[340], mathematical problem-solving [136], or joint attention [148]. It allows to describe

the composition and interconnectedness of the gaze-based networks using measures from

graph and network theory. These measures, which we refer to as structural variables [183],

[341], allow us to describe the network structure of participants’ visual attention in 3D VR
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environments and statistically analyze and compare participants’ visual attention.

To provide a rationale for the method, the following potential advantages of the approach

can be highlighted. An Open Source software solution was coded for the Unreal Engine

to quickly integrate it into existing projects by following the guidelines. Also, details are

presented on how the data collection pipeline with gaze-ray casting can be extended and

adjusted to the needs of specific projects. Our method of transforming gaze-based informa-

tion into a transition network eliminates the need to compute eye movement events such

as fixation and saccades, which can be challenging in 3D environments [16], [342]. Besides

minor data exclusion steps, the collected eye-tracking information can be processed without

extensive data cleaning. This provides a quick way to aggregate gaze networks directly from

the data collected by the gaze-ray casting pipeline.

Further, modeling eye-tracking data as gaze-based attention networks could be more intu-

itive to interpret for applied researchers since they can be easily visualized. Data aggregation

comes with information loss and determines the possibilities of analyzing and interpreting

the data, so the level of data aggregation must be chosen appropriately for the research inter-

est. The network structures contain semantic information, including participants’ reactions

to virtual social actors. Especially on this level of visual attention aggregation, gaze transitions

between social actors can provide meaningful information. Since empirical studies in the

social sciences are interested in interpretable measures, structural variables offer a valuable

and comprehensible way for statistical testing.

Structure of the article

This article is structured in four parts: First, guidelines and instructions are provided on

implementing gaze-ray casting using the Unreal Engine to record gaze target information

from users during a virtual reality (VR) experience (see Section C.1.2). Second, we show how

to transform the obtained gaze target information into a gaze-based attention network, com-

pute structural variables of the networks, and interpret them in the case of visual attention

(see Section C.1.2). Third, the performance of the data pipeline in Python was evaluated, and

samples of the code in the programming language R were provided. We hope that this can

increase the applicability and reproducibility of the method, especially for researchers not

familiar with Python (see Section C.1.2). Last, some general considerations for implementa-

tion and application were provided (see Section C.1.2). Additional lessons learned during the

implementation are described in the tips for application.

Further instructions, illustrations, and implementation details are given at OSF: http

s://osf.io/pxjrc/?view_only=1b6da45eb93e4f9eb7a138697b941198. The OSF
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repository structure corresponds to the article structure, with additional information within

the Readme.md in each section folder. To facilitate the reproducibility of the method, the

code locations are referred to throughout the text by referencing the OSF project (Ref. to

OSF). Special technical terms used in the method are explained in Table C.2.

Time point Game engines work with a specific framerate in which they up-
date the environment. A time point is one tick or update frame in
the virtual environment, considering that time intervals between
two points do not differ significantly. The tick rate is based on
device performance (on average, every 20ms).

Local gaze direction A normalized vector of the HMD eye-tracker is expressed in the
coordinates of the local coordinate system of the VR headset.

Global gaze direction A vector that starts at the cyclopean eye and points into the virtual
environment. This vector is stated in unreal units (uu), equal to 1
centimeter in real-life distance.

Gaze target The virtual object is hit by the lengthened global gaze direction
where the gaze position is currently located (stated in uu).

Object of interest
(OOI)

Closely related to the term Area of Interest (AOI), which describes
a segment of a stimulus space. OOIs are the objects of a prese-
lected set of potential gaze targets considered in the analysis.

Gaze-ray casting A technique to obtain gaze target (information) using the global
gaze direction and object location provided by the Game Engine.
See Section C.1.2 Gaze-ray Casting in Virtual Reality for detailed
information.

Gaze transition A gaze shift between two successive OOIs. More precisely, the
gaze movement between the last detected gaze location on one
object and the first detected gaze location on the next.

Player / User When describing functions and algorithms in the Unreal Engine,
the player is used to describe the virtual character created in the
3D space as a projection of the user’s position in the room. User
refers to the person who is using the VR device.

Table C.2.: Overview and explanation of technical terms used in this article.

Gaze-ray Casting in Virtual Reality

Ray casting is known and used primarily as an interactive technique in VR environments

for target selection with a controller [195]. Gaze-ray casting is based on a similar idea: the

direction of a human’s gaze is considered a ray. Starting at the position of the cyclopean

eye, the middle point between both eyes, the gaze is projected into the virtual environment,
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where it hits a specific location or, in other words, a gaze target [179], [343]. The gaze-ray

casting technique detects the gaze target directly during the VR experience. It enabled us

to collect various information, like the label or position of the gaze target or the distance

between the player and the target [3].

This has an advantage compared to remote or real-world mobile eye trackers. In remote

eye trackers, gaze targets must be annotated separately by labeling the pictures or videos on

the screen. This is even more complicated in real-world mobile eye trackers because of the

user’s free movement in a 3D space (see [344]). In contrast, when using an immersive VR [14],

a 3D environment experienced through a head-mounted display, the game engine renders all

of the virtual scenery. This means complete information about objects’ location and shape

is always available. Therefore, the gaze target is just an intersection of humans’ gaze rays

with the polygon surface of the closest object in the virtual space, referred to as the gaze

intersection point [345]. The gaze-ray casting technique is also independent of detecting and

calculating eye movement events, like fixations and saccades [342]. The only information

received is about which object a user is looking at at a time point, and no eye movements

need to be calculated.

The implementation of gaze-ray casting in VR with the Unreal Engine (UE) can be divided

into five steps, which should be performed sequentially. In addition to an implementation

tutorial (Ref. to OSF: 1-1_Gaze-rayCastinginVirtualReality/Readme.md), a detailed

description of each step is given below.

I. Enabling eye tracking in the Unreal Engine using the SRanipal SDK.

II. Creating an "eye-tracking" Actor to collect the local gaze vectors.

III. Transforming local gaze directions into global gaze directions.

IV. Projecting the global gaze vector into the environment using a ray casting function.

V. Collecting gaze target information in the eye-tracking Actor and saving it in a data file.

I. Enabling eye tracking in the Unreal Engine using the SRanipal SDK

To collect eye and gaze data with the HTC Vive Pro Eye in the UE, the provided VIVE software

was used [346]. As described in the website’s documentation, the SDK was integrated into an

Unreal project and enabled access to all eye-tracking variables recorded by the integrated

eye tracker.
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II. Creating an ’eye-tracking’ Actor to collect the local gaze vectors

A combination of C++ scripts and Unreal Blueprints was used to create a data collection

pipeline for the project. Unreal blueprints are node-based interfaces to create gameplay

elements in UE that grant easy access to already implemented functions. To further process

the gaze data, a new C++ Actor Class (Ref. to OSF: 1-1_Gaze-rayCastinginVirtualRealit

y/EyeTracker.h/.cpp) and a corresponding Actor Component Blueprint (’BP EyeTracker’)

were created, where all necessary calculations were implemented. In the C++ files, the local

gaze directions were stored and transformed into UE vector objects to be further processed

as gaze vectors in our EyeTracker Blueprint class (Ref. to OSF: 1-1_Gaze-rayCastinginVir

tualReality/Readme.md).

Tips for application: Whenever an Unreal-type vector is created in a C++ script, the variable

can be accessed in the blueprint of the connected Actor. The eye-tracking data collection from

the eye tracker could also be integrated into already existing Actors in the virtual environment,

but the separate data collection Actor was a convenient way to add eye tracking into already

existing projects.

III. Transforming local gaze directions into global gaze directions

Continuing in the blueprint component, the location and orientation of the EyeTracker

Actor had to be aligned with the player’s head location and orientation. Therefore, the

EyeTracker Actor was aligned with the Pawn, the main Actor in UE.

As a next step, the local gaze vector, received from the C++ script, was transformed into a

global gaze direction. The forward head direction of the player could be accessed by recording

the player’s perpendicular head vector. This normal vector is pointing forward perpendicular

to a plane describing the front or face of the player. When a user moves their head, this vector

moves in sync. Simultaneously, this forward vector represented the head direction of the

HMD headset but also the x-axis of the local (eye tracker) coordinate system.

Tips for application: In the blueprint, the function <<Get Forward Vector>> was used to

get the forward vector with the player rotation as input.

The forward vector had to be rotated to align locally with the local gaze vector. To perform

the rotation, yaw (i.e., the head rotation angle in degree to the left or right from a vertical

axis) and pitch (i.e., the angle in degree at which one is looking up or down) were calculated.

This method could be used because angle-based rotations are independent of the coordinate

system and its units (see Figure C.2).

Euclidian geometry was used to calculate the yaw and pitch angle. As a reference vector,
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Figure C.2.: How to calculate pitch and yaw using the local gaze vector from the local coordi-
nate system of the Tobii Eye Tracker.

the forward vector f = (x f , y f , z f ) = (0,0,1) was used given in unreal units (uu), where 1uu is

equal to 1 centimeter. With the normalized gaze vector g = (xg , yg , zg ) and the flat 2D gaze

vector g f l at = (xg ,0, zg ), the yaw angle in degree was calculated by

y aw =−cos−1

 zg√
x2

g + z2
g

 · 180

π · sg n(xg )
with yaw ∈ [−180°,180°] . (C.1)

The minus one and the signum function in Eq. C.1 introduced a change in the orientation of

the coordinate system. The pitch angle was calculated by

pi tch = cos−1

 x2
g + z2

g√
x2

g + z2
g

 · 180

π · sg n(yg )
with pitch ∈ [−180°,180°] . (C.2)

With both angles from the Eq. C.1 and C.2, a vector rotation (<<RotateVector>>) was

performed on the forward vector f to create fr ot ated . Lastly, the global gaze vector was
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computed starting at the players’ head location hl ocati on in uu as

gg l obal = hl ocati on + ( fr ot ated ·k), with gg l obal ∈R3 and k ∈R (C.3)

In Eq. C.3, k represents the length of the gaze vector in uu. The global gaze vector gg l obal

is then also stated in unreal units. After calculating the global gaze direction, this vector was

used to perform gaze-ray casting.

Tips for application: Independently of the environment, the value of k in Eq. C.3 can be set

very large (we set k = 25000 uu for our experiments) because the ray cast will stop when it

hits the first object. One problem when working with the Tobii eye tracker and the UE was

that these two software presented gaze and head direction on different spatial coordinate

systems. The Unreal Engine has a left-handed coordinate system, with positive x pointing

forward (clockwise roll rotation), y pointing right (clockwise pitch rotation), and z pointing

upwards (counterclockwise yaw rotation) [347]. In contrast, gaze information of the Tobii eye

tracker was given in a right-handed coordinate system with z pointing forward, x pointing to

the left, and y pointing up. The presented formulas for calculating yaw and pitch (Ref. to Eq.

C.2 and C.3) already include the coordinate change, so pitch and yaw could be used directly

for vector rotation.

IV. Projecting the global gaze vector into the environment using a ray-casting function

To get information about gaze location and gaze target, functions from the Kismet System

Library were used. To perform the gaze-ray casting, either <<LineTraceByChannel>> or

<<LineTracForObjects>> can be used. The two functions differ only in considering different

object types as hit objects. Both blueprint functions perform ray casting automatically by

taking a starting position, namely the player’s head location, and an end position, namely the

global gaze vector (gg l obal ). Useful output variables of these functions are the name of the

gaze target (Hit Component, i.e., a virtual object as a string), the 3D location of the gaze hit

(Location or Impact Point in uu), and the distance from the player to the hit object (Distance

in uu).

Tips for application: One important aspect is that any line trace function only returns the

first hit object. Therefore, one needs to ensure that no other (potentially invisible or hidden)

objects are in the player’s line of sight. To this end, all colliders of hidden objects had to

be disabled, while at the same time, collision for all objects one wanted to track had to be

enabled such that the line trace could hit our Objects of Interest (OOIs).
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V. Collecting gaze target information in the eye-tracking Actor and saving it in a data file

The gaze-ray casting output variables were stored in the blueprint for each time point and

accessed via the C++ script. Together with other eye-tracking information from the integrated

eye tracker, the gaze-ray casting variables (gaze location, gaze target, ray distance) were saved

into a data frame marked with the timestamps. The resulting dataset was stored as a CSV file

at a predefined project location.

Tips for application: To follow our code structure: In the C++ file (Ref. to OSF: 1-1_Gaze-r

ayCastinginVirtualReality/EyeTracker.cpp), the gaze vector was created at line 71.

Then, the gaze-ray casting was performed in the blueprint, and its output was stored starting

from line 103.

Gaze-based Attention Networks

The previous pipeline collected gaze target information from users during the VR experiences.

The obtained information (gaze target and time stamp) could then be used to analyze data

via very different means. In our virtual classroom study [6], the gaze target information was

transformed into networks, providing a flexible approach to analyze and visualize gaze-based

visual attention [337], [348]–[350]. The gaze-based networks contained aggregated informa-

tion about participants’ visual attention in the virtual environment, represented in a network

structure. Thus, we call them gaze-based attention networks. Concepts from mathematical

graph theory and network analysis were used to calculate descriptive variables that reveal

information about the network structure [340], which we call structural variables. The net-

works represented by the structural variables were then associated with social comparison

and learning by performing statistical inference testing [185].

In the virtual classroom study, participants spent 15 minutes listening to a lecture about

computational thinking. Gaze targets were objects in the environment from which the

gaze-ray casting information was collected. One visual attention network was built per

participant. Each network structure consisted of nodes, which were the virtual peer learners,

the teacher, and the board in the classroom (our OOIs). The nodes were connected by

edges, representing the frequencies of participants’ gaze transitions between the OOIs. The

more often a participant switched visual attention from one OOI to another, the larger the

edge weight between two OOIs, indicating a stronger connection. As a result, each network

represented a bidirectional, weighted graph of overt visual attention distribution in a virtual

classroom. Example networks for two participants are shown in Figure C.3. Performing

network analysis with VR gaze data and computing structural variables required three (pre-)
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Figure C.3.: Visual representation of gaze-based attention networks from two participants in
a top-down view on the virtual classroom. All OOIs are the teacher and board
in blue and the positions of the virtual peer learners at their table in orange.
Frequencies of gaze transitions between gazed OOIs are illustrated by the line
width of the edges.

processing steps described in the following sections:

I. Aggregating raw gaze-target information into gaze transition datasets.

II. Creating gaze-based attention networks from gaze transition datasets.

III. Computing structural variables to describe gaze-based attention networks.

I. Aggregating raw gaze-target information into gaze transition datasets

As a first step, the data had to be cleaned. This can be done using any reliable procedure

and considering other eye-tracking variables like pupil size to identify missing data and

artifacts (e.g. [281], [282], [344]) (Ref. to OSF: 1-2_GazeBasedAttentionNetworks/fl1_pr

eprocessing.py). To conduct the network analysis, as explained in the subsequent steps,

only the time and gaze target variables were needed.

Tips for application: The gaze-ray casting pipeline always reports a gaze target as long

as a valid head direction is recorded. It is important to exclude missing values coded as

placeholders for missing values (like −1). The calculation of pitch and yaw is also performed

with incorrect values. If outliers and missing data are not excluded in a separate step, the

global gaze direction might be incorrect, and the gaze target might be false.

After cleaning the raw data, a new data frame was created for each participant, which

consisted of all gaze transitions between OOIs during one experimental session. Changes

in OOIs were stored in the new transition dataset by iterating through each row of the raw
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Figure C.4.: Transition data frame, with transitions between starting and landing OOI (form
Source to Target), marked with the starting time of the transition and the transi-
tion duration. The participant variable indicates that such a data frame is created
separately for each participant.

dataset. Thus, if the gaze target was not the same as in the previous line, the following

information was stored in the transition dataset: the time stamp at the beginning of the

transition, the transition duration, the transition starting object, and the transition landing

object. An example of a transition data frame is shown in Figure C.4.

As a last step, some transitions needed to be excluded. We decided on an upper threshold

for the maximum transition duration. The time duration variable was used to filter the

dataset for longer durations (Ref. to OSF: 1-2_GazeBasedAttentionNetworks/fl2_tran

sition.py).

Tips for application: Excluding longer transitions seems necessary to ensure that only

direct transitions are counted. If a transition duration was too long, it was likely that no direct

shift was observed but rather many shifts between objects that were not considered OOIs.

II. Creating gaze-based attention networks from gaze transition datasets

Now, the datasets were used to aggregate the input variables necessary to create graph

objects with the networkx [351] package. This Python package offers useful default functions,

which can be customized for later analysis. With <<networkx.from_pandas_edgelist()>>, a

graph object was created directly from an adjacency-like data frame. This required creating

a new dataset containing a source and target variable. In this new dataset, the source

and target variables stored information about the connected nodes, while a third (weight)

variable contained information about the strength of the edge connection. The weights

were calculated to describe the total number of gaze transitions between respective OOIs.

The weight variable held all edge information from a weighted graph by counting the total
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Figure C.5.: An adjacency-like pandas edge list data frame. Serves as input for the networkx
function which creates the graph object.

number of gaze transitions across all OOIs. An example of an input data frame is shown in

Figure C.5 (Ref. to OSF: 1-2_GazeBasedAttentionNetworks/fl2_transition.py). As a

result, one graph represented one gaze-based attention network for one participant during

one experimental session. The networkx graph objects (<graph_name>.p) were visualized

with function family around <<networkx.draw()>> and used for further analysis. (Ref. to

OSF: 1-2_GazeBasedAttentionNetworks/main.py)

Tips for application: The gaze transition dataset was grouped by the source and the target

variable and counted how often each combination occurred. Proceeding like this for the

whole dataset, the number of transitions from each object to all others could be counted,

using only one line of code. The complexity of the resulting graphs depended on the number

of total OOIs (nodes) and the frequency of gaze transitions (edge weights). The size of the

files was reduced significantly by saving networkx graph objects instead of CSV datasets. All

transition datasets for our participants had an average size of 40KB, while the stored graph

files only had an average size of 1.3 KB.

III. Computing structural variables to describe gaze-based attention networks

To compare the network structures between participants, various measures can be com-

puted to compare values between graphs (e.g. [352], [353]). Our selection of structural

variables allowed networks to be compared statistically. All structural variables below can be

assigned to one of these categories:

• Centrality measures

• Distribution measures

• Interconnectedness measures.
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Centrality measures describe a node’s importance or prominence within a network by

assessing the number or weight of connections it holds with other nodes [354]. These

calculations can be used to determine the importance of certain OOIs in relation to vi-

sual attention in the virtual environment. Distribution measures act as a proxy for under-

standing how visual attention is distributed among specific nodes compared to all oth-

ers [183]. They provide a means to analyze the distribution of visual attention within

a network. Interconnectedness measures focus on the connections between nodes in a

network [355]. In gaze-based attention networks, they help to understand how OOIs are

linked, i.e., which OOIs build subgroups with frequent gaze transitions. The example code

on how to calculate the structural variables is provided in the repository (Ref. to OSF:

1-2_GazeBasedAttentionNetworks/fl3_calculate_graph_features.py).

Centrality Measure

Degree centrality is a measure calculated as the sum of the weights of a node’s incoming

and outgoing edges. Previous studies have used this centrality measure to investigate visual

attention [145]. It indicates the frequency with which a participant transitions toward a

specific object. It is also possible to sum up the degree centrality for a group of OOIs. For

comparing its value between participants (i.e., between graphs), one must ensure that one

always considers the same group of nodes. To calculate degree centrality, the <<degree>>
function of the network package was used. Moreover, its functionality was extended in the

code to calculate degree centrality for groups. An example of an undirected network can be

seen in Figure C.6a, and the calculated degree of centrality is shown in Figure C.6b.

Distribution Measure

Weighted degree centrality is a distribution measure implemented according to Candeloro

et al. [183]. The given formulas were implemented in Python, by changing some aspects,

and adding some details. Weighted degree centrality (WDC) can only be calculated for one

node and is a measure of the uniformity of all outgoing edges from that node. To calculate

WDC, one needs to know the number of outgoing edges (DC), which can be computed using

<<Graph.out_edges(node)>>. Given the equations from the paper [183], the formula can be

simplified in the following way:

W DC = DC · AUCFc

AUCmax
= DC · AUCFc

DC
2

= 2 · AUCFc = 1+2 ·
DC−1∑

i=1
F c(i ) (C.4)
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given that AUCFc = 1
2 +

∑DC−1
i=1 F c(i ). The term F c(i ) in Eq. C.4 is defined as a sum of edge

weights. Given the definition in [183] it was calculated as

F c(i ) =
i∑

J=1

WJ∑DC
k=1 wk

(C.5)

with w J being the edge weight for an edge J .

Tips for application: When calculating WDCs for different participants but the same node

described in Eq. C.4 and C.5, the outgoing edges needed to be sorted by their weight size to

compare uniform distributions between participants. This is not explicitly mentioned in the

paper but becomes relevant if the first edge is not always the largest and there are different

outgoing edges in different networks. So, before calculating WDC given the formula, the list

of edge weights was sorted,
[
w J , J ∈ [1, ..,DC ]

]
.sor t (). For an illustration, see Figure C.6c.

The uniformity measure is another distribution measure implemented using a chi-square

test from the scipy.stats Python package [356]. This test for categorical data tests against the

null hypothesis that the data is uniformly distributed (when using default arguments). To get

a uniformity measure of gaze transitions, the chi-square test statistic can be calculated for all

edge weights of a graph, multiplied by a negative one:

U = (−1) · sci py.st at s.chi squar e(list of edge weights). (C.6)

As a result, the higher the U in Eq. C.6, the more the gaze is uniformly distributed across the

OOIs. A less uniformly distributed gaze network implies that participants often transitioned

between a smaller subset of OOIs while ignoring other OOIs. Our analysis found that a smaller

U was also correlated with longer fixation duration on frequently visited OOIs. However, the

fact that some nodes are less frequently visited does not necessarily imply a smaller fixation

duration for these OOIs. Participants could also focus on single nodes for a long time without

transitioning much. For an illustration, see Figure C.6d.

Interconnectedness Measure

The cut size is an interconnectedness measure and is especially interesting when dividing

the virtual space into different areas. The nodes of the graph can be separated into two

unique groups. Cut size calculates the sum of all edge weights between these two groups.
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Cut size solely focuses on the connection between the two groups [185]. As a result, a larger

cut size indicates more gaze transitions between the two groups, while a smaller cut size

indicates less back and forth between the groups. An example can be seen in Figure C.6e.

Tips for application: One can either compute the cut size <<network.cut_size()>> or a

normalized cut size with <<network.normalized_cut_size()>>, which is normalized to the

sum of the total edge weights. The measures produce different results when comparing the

gaze networks of different participants. When asked, "How often do participants transition

between two sets of OOIs?" one should compute the cut size. In contrast, if the question

is "Compared to all other gaze transitions in the environment, how much do participants

transition between two sets of OOIs?" one should calculate the normalized cut size.

By computing cliques, other structural variables describing measures of interconnected-

ness could be calculated. A clique is the maximal subset of nodes, where all notes have edge

weights larger than zero. This means at least one gaze transition must exist between all subset

nodes. A node can be a part of different cliques, but different cliques must have at least one

different (less/more/other) node.

The total number of cliques in one network reflects whether participants frequently tran-

sitioned with their gaze between objects. A higher number of cliques could be associated

with less focused gaze behavior. The average clique size is another valuable variable since it

captures the interconnectedness of information gained from cliques. Let us assume that one

participant has a higher total number of cliques than another. One could not assume higher

interconnectedness if one did not check for the average clique size because one large clique

could collapse into two smaller cliques if, for example, one gaze transition was missing. An

illustration of the structural variables calculated from cliques can be seen in Figure C.6f.

Tips for application: Cliques can only be computed for undirected graphs. Therefore, if the

gaze-based attention network consists of directed gaze transitions, one must add respective

incoming and outgoing notes and transform the graph into an undirected graph (UG). The

networkx package has an implemented function <<network.find_cliques(UG)>>, which can

be applied to UGs.

Performance Evaluation

To make this work more applicable to researchers, suggestions for efficient data processing

were provided, and the performance of our data pipeline was evaluated. Data aggregation

and network analysis, presented in Section C.1.2, were evaluated based on the runtime metric.

Specifically, to reach out to social scientists, who often use the programming language R
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(a) Example network with OOIs as nodes and (nor-
malized) number of transitions displayed as
edge weights.

(b) Calculation of degree centrality for either a sin-
gle node (board) or for a subset of nodes (first
row of students).

(c) Calculation of the weighted degree centrality
for one node (table 2). The top right shows the
Fc calculated.

(d) Chi-square uniformity measure, calculated for
a subset of all students. Not that this value is
always negative due to the formula.

(e) An example of cut size when separating two
subsets, namely all students and all non-
students (teacher, board).

(f) Computation of all cliques of students larger
than 2. The total number of cliques and aver-
age clique size can be calculated.

Figure C.6.: Examples of computing structural variables from an undirected graph. A scenario
of gaze transitions in a classroom is shown with reduced complexity (fewer nodes)
to create a gaze-based attention network for a participant. The example network
has the same nodes and edges in all structural variable calculations. A larger
display of the example images can be found in the Supplementary Material
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instead of Python, the potential advantages and disadvantages of using R (Version 4.3.2) were

evaluated. The tests and evaluations, as well as parts of the code programmed in R, can be

found in our OSF repository (Ref. to OSF: 1-3_PerformanceEvaluation).

The eye-tracking datasets collected during the VR session differ in length, depending on

the experiment duration. Additionally, the available hardware and the rendering complexity

of the VR environment influence the framerate of the VR device and, therefore, determine the

number of data points collected per second. For our experiment and data analysis, a Lenovo

Legion 7 Laptop with an Intel Core i9-10980HK CPU @ 2.40GHz, 3096 MHz, 32GB of RAM,

and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Super graphic card was used. One data point was obtained

on average every 25 milliseconds (40 frames per second (FPS)). This resulted in an average of

36000 data points for the 15-minute VR experiment for one participant (one minute ∼ 2400

data points). Note that remote eye trackers provide a higher temporal resolution (e.g., 1000

FPS), which cannot be compared to VR eye tracking and requires different processing and

data handling.

The obtained dataset can be processed separately for each participant, so the total runtime

would be the runtime of processing a single dataset times the number of participants. Simi-

larly, the data pipeline saves newly aggregated, smaller data sets for each processing step,

so the estimated runtime is the sum of all individual processing steps. The runtime for one

representative dataset of one participant from the original sample was evaluated (dataset

size: 38005 rows). All runtimes of the following steps can be found in Table C.3.

Preprocessing

Working with large datasets, particularly in the context of eye-tracking data, can present

challenges such as increased processing times, risk of stack overflow, and overall difficulties in

data management. For researchers, especially those new to handling extensive eye-tracking

datasets, performance optimization recommendations are offered in the subsequent steps

(i.e., preprocessing, dimension reduction, and creating data duplications to offload tasks

from primary memory storage (RAM) to secondary memory storage (CPU)) [357].

While some processing pipelines working with large datasets could encounter potential

runtime errors [360], the design of our methods is specifically friendly to processing larger

datasets. This is because the most memory-intensive task during data processing is parsing

the raw data in the first step, while all subsequent steps profit from data reduction. Moreover,

the network approach presents itself as a method to reduce data complexity and dimension-

ality [357], which was identified as a powerful tool in social sciences [361]. In the first step, it
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Clean & cre-
ate a smaller
dataset

Create
transition
dataset

Create
graph ob-
jects

Graph Fea-
tures

Number of
cliques

Weighted
degree cen-
trality

Python 0.58s 0.31s 0.01s > 0.01s > 0.01s
R 2.56s 0.51s 0.12s 0.01s 0.02s
Potential
runtime
errors

Loading
large
datasets
can cause
potential
memory-
related
errors [357].

Filtering
and pro-
cessing
data could
encounter
errors (miss-
ing values
or incorrect
conditions
specified)
[358].

Inconsist-
encies or
unexpected
data for-
mats in the
input data;
dense or
highly inter-
connected
nodes [359].

Complex connectivity pat-
terns or dense graphs may
result in longer execution
times or stack overflow er-
rors [185].

Solutions to
runtime en-
counters

Saving and
loading CSV
files (and
monitoring
RAM usage).

Drop miss-
ing values
and identify
placehold-
ers before
processing;
specify vari-
able type.

Creating
graphs from
datasets
with speci-
fied vari-
ables;
dimen-
sionality
reduction
by selecting
or merging
OOIs.

Avoid graph features that
need extensive traversing
through the graph. Keep the
graph size low (see previous
point).

Table C.3.: Evaluated runtime of all processing steps of the data pipeline stated in seconds.
Time is measured for one eye-tracking dataset (one participant). Potential runtime
errors and how the data pipeline (method) avoids these are stated.
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is advisable to narrow down the dataset to a smaller subset that contains only the essential

variables required for your analysis (dimension reduction). Typically, datasets from VR exper-

iments may include up to 90 different variables. However, for the methodology discussed in

this paper, only two variables are essential (or five if pupil diameters are included for data

cleaning). As described in Section C.1.2 (I), the two essential variables are the time and the

gaze target variable that contains the names of the OOIs collected via the ray-casting method.

If pupil diameter is used for data cleaning, both left and right pupil diameter and, if available,

eye-openness variables should be contained in the dataset for the first preprocessing step.

Dropping unnecessary variables can lead to a reduction in dataset size by approximately 95%

-for instance, reducing the dataset size from around 33 Megabytes (MB) to just 1.7 MB.

Additionally, these datasets often feature missing data or include OOIs irrelevant to the

study. Eliminating these elements during the initial preprocessing steps results in more

manageable dataset sizes and enhances processing efficiency in subsequent stages (pre-

processing). In our experience, the time required for cleaning and saving a dataset for a

single participant was 0.58 seconds in Python and 2.56 seconds in R. Additionally, processing

each dataset separately and freeing memory after saving the data creates data duplications

that offload task complexity from primary memory storage (RAM) to secondary memory

storage (CPU) and distributes resources more evenly across hardware memory [362]. By

adopting these strategies, researchers can significantly mitigate the computational challenges

associated with large datasets and avoid potential runtime errors (Ref. to Table C.3).

I. Aggregating raw gaze-target information into gaze transition datasets

For the preprocessed, smaller datasets, the initial step involves generating the transition

datasets through a process that iterates over all rows in the dataset via a single ‘for loop.’

Consequently, the runtime of this operation exhibits a linear relationship with the size of the

dataset (denoted as N), leading to a computational complexity of O(N) according to Big O

notation. In terms of performance, this process took 0.31 seconds in Python and 0.51 seconds

in R.

II. Creating gaze-based attention networks from gaze transition datasets

In the Python pipeline, an additional step was introduced to generate adjacency matrices

compatible with the networkx package. This allowed the pipeline to construct graph objects

directly from the data. Similarly, in R, the adjacency matrices were computed first, and these

matrices were then used to create graph objects with the igraph library. The execution time for
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this process was 0.01 seconds in Python and 0.12 seconds in R. It’s important to note that the

dataset sizes progressively reduced through aggregation steps, resulting in a final graph that

only includes OOIs from the environment as nodes, with the number of transitions between

them as edges. In the performance evaluation, we deliberately chose not to filter out any

OOIs, leading to a graph with 91 nodes, reflecting the 91 distinct gaze targets identified in the

VR environment. This contrasts with the 26 nodes used in our original analysis. The number

of OOIs, inherently constrained by the VR environment, thus determines the maximum size

of our graphs.

III. Computing structural variables to describe gaze-based attention networks

Given the initial low runtime for graph creation, the runtime was only measured for two

structurally complex variables: the calculation of clique numbers and weighted degree

centrality. Consequently, R code was added to the repository for these calculations. The

computation time for the clique numbers was less than 0.01 seconds in Python and 0.01

seconds in R. For weighted degree centrality, Python completed the task in less than 0.01

seconds, whereas R took 0.02 seconds. The performance of other structural variables, such

as degree centrality, was not assessed because functions for these calculations are readily

available in libraries like networkx (e.g., graph.degree()) and igraph (e.g., strength(graph)).

The analysis revealed no significant performance issues in either Python or R, with R

consistently showing slightly longer runtimes for all tasks [363]. Despite the requirement for

high-performance hardware to run VR experiments using the HTC VIVE, the data analysis

procedures only necessitate the computational capabilities of standard hardware. This

aspect underscores the efficiency of our methodology. While calculating eye movement

features requires several iterations over the entire data set, this method allows the data to be

condensed swiftly and efficiently into more manageable formats. The most performance-

intensive aspect of our analysis is the initial data cleaning and reduction process.

Considerations for Implementation and Application

For the method presented, some aspects should be considered for implementation. One

important aspect is that the accuracy and precision of the integrated eye tracker affect the

gaze-ray casting technique [58]. While the ray-casting technique collects data every time

stamp, the measured information could be of varying quality. For example, if the OOIs in

the environment are too small, the global gaze vector might miss the focused object. This

can later be seen in the data when, for successive time stamps, different objects are tracked
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alternately. To avoid additional processing steps for data cleaning, the virtual environment

should consist of larger OOIs. If this is not the case, one must consider merging smaller OOIs

into bigger ones. The necessary size of an OOI can be determined by performing a test run

before the experiment, where a test person should be asked to look at many smaller objects

in the environment.

Another important aspect concerns the number of OOIs that are used in a network. The

comparison of networks between participants by analyzing structural variables is not affected

by the number of OOIs added to the network. Using a large number of different OOIs for the

analysis might only influence the clarity of visualization. In contrast, when merging OOIs,

the resulting networks might be under-complex. Imagine a network with only two large

OOIs that is created by merging many smaller OOIs. Analyzing cliques would not be possible

here because there would only be one clique, the trivial one. Moreover, two limitations must

be formulated when using the method. First, it is important to note that our method only

focuses on overt visual attention and does not cover peripheral perception (covert attention)

or recognition aspects. A second limitation is that our method was only evaluated using a

relatively static environment, where the OOIs did not move too much. The analysis of gaze-

based attention networks in VR with moving objects might be more tentative. We recommend

that future applications using our method investigate more dynamic virtual environments

with moving objects. While analyzing moving scenes usually requires frame-by-frame object

detection, our approach already incorporates this by using the physical objects as OOIs. Since

the OOI position can be extracted from the gaze-ray casting pipeline, this information can be

used to aggregate node feature information and be further processed.

Furthermore, the structural variables described in this article are only a selection of the

measures that can be computed from graphs. Other measures could be considered to analyze

gaze transitions. While degree centrality translates directly into a measure of attention distri-

bution towards (groups of) OOIs, other centrality markers are closeness centrality, between

centrality, or eigenvector centrality [184]. Depending on their calculation formula, these

measures require different interpretations when applied to gaze-based attention networks.

Most calculated variables can be used to perform statistical analyses. However, one must be

aware that the values of the structural variables could be non-normally distributed.

Collecting node feature information can also extend our statistical analysis of structural

variables using graphical neural networks (GNN) models. From our provided pipeline, the

aggregated networks can be directly transformed into graph representations for GNNs with

the pytorch.geometric [364] library. Some structural variables (like degree centrality or clique
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information) can even be incorporated as node features in the GNN. The presented network

analysis can also be performed similarly with the R programming language (R Core Team,

2022). Since R also has a data frame object type, the data can be transformed into graphs

using, for example, the igraph package [365], which allows for the calculation of structural

variables. Especially for statistical analysis and visualization, R might be a suitable choice. In

contrast, state-of-the-art machine learning implementations using networks and graphs are

provided in Python.

Our large empirical evaluation with N = 274 students showed that the method can be

successfully applied and has proven that structural variables show great potential for an-

alyzing students’ learning and social behavior in a VR environment. Future work should

consider exploring the changes over time to examine the dynamics of gaze behavior within

the given VR experience. The provided data structure also allows for modeling temporal

graphs [187], [366], [367], which could be adapted in future research. Moreover, the full

potential of this analysis might be revealed when applied to different VR settings and tasks,

like visual exploration, navigation, or joint attention.
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C.2. Learning with simulated virtual classmates: Effects of social-related configurations
on students’ visual attention and learning experiences in an immersive virtual reality

classroom

C.2. Learning with simulated virtual classmates: Effects of
social-related configurations on students’ visual
attention and learning experiences in an immersive
virtual reality classroom

C.2.1. Abstract

Immersive virtual reality (IVR) provides great potential to experimentally investigate effects of

peers on student learning in class and to strategically deploy virtual peer learners to improve

learning. The present study examined how three social-related classroom configurations

(i.e., students’ position in the classroom, visualization style of virtual avatars, and virtual

classmates’ performance-related behavior) affect students’ visual attention toward informa-

tion presented in the IVR classroom using a large-scale eye-tracking data set of N = 274 sixth

graders. ANOVA results showed that the IVR configurations were systematically associated

with differences in learners’ visual attention on classmates or the instructional content and

their overall gaze distribution in the IVR classroom (Cohen’s d ranging from 0.28 to 2.04 for

different IVR configurations and gaze features). Gaze-based attention on classmates was

negatively related to students’ interest in the IVR lesson (d = 0.28); specifically, the more boys

were among the observed peers, the lower students’ situational self-concept (d = 0.24). In

turn, gaze-based attention on the instructional content was positively related to students’

performance after the IVR lesson (d = 0.26). Implications for the future use of IVR classrooms

in educational research and practice are discussed.

Keywords: immersive virtual reality, classroom simulation, peer effects, visual attention,

network analysis, eye-tracking

C.2.2. Introduction

Searching Web of Science for peer-reviewed articles with "virtual reality" and "education"

in the Abstract yielded about 3,600 results—two-thirds of which were published within the

last 5 years (according to a search as of October 2021 using the Web of Science database and

searching for peer-reviewed articles including the keywords virtual reality AND education in

the Abstract). From immersive virtual reality (IVR) applications for engineering education

[296], the military [368] and medical training [295], [369] to environmental education [370],

virtual field trips and science simulations in elementary and secondary school [101], [102],
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[298], [371]: IVR and its associated affordances are becoming more and more popular in

training and education. Most educational IVR applications focus on experiential learning,

particularly simulations of experiences that are difficult or impossible for learners to have

in real life [28], [372]. However, in addition to IVR simulations that take learners out of the

classroom, the transformation of "typical" classrooms into IVR learning environments is

a promising methodology for educational research and practice. Understanding learning

environments as all sorts of surroundings in which learning can take place, the present

study focuses on regular classroom settings as a specific learning environment with certain

structural elements (e.g., a blackboard/screen, a class of peer learners, seating at tables in

rows). These structural elements contextualize learning for students in the classroom and can

be transferred to and utilized in IVR learning environments. IVR technology makes it possible

to create computer-generated simulated environments that allow for realistic perceptions

and seemingly real interactions within an artificial and hence fully controllable virtual world

(e.g., [54]). An IVR classroom thus provides a simulated classroom environment that learners

experience in a manner that is similar to how they experience a classroom in the real world;

however, the IVR classroom and included virtual characters can simultaneously be freely

designed and fully controlled with regard to their appearance, behavior, and interactions (e.g.,

transformed social interactions; [91]). IVR classrooms thus allow educational researchers and

practitioners (a) to examine the relevance of different classroom features for student learning

and (b) to strategically deploy these features to design IVR classroom environments that

further enhance the potential of traditional classroom learning. In this vein, IVR technology

in general—and as we argue, IVR classrooms in particular—can lead to promising "varied

educational contexts that have the potential to enhance (and, thus, alter) the process of

learning in significant ways" as Alexander [373] phrased it in her treatise on research in

education psychology (p. 156). Importantly, in order to use IVR classrooms to move beyond

what has been gleaned from centuries of traditional classroom learning and research, there

is a need for systematic studies that (a) are based on established learning theories and

simultaneously (b) provide insights into exactly how the potentials of new technologies can

be exploited to improve and further enhance classroom teaching and learning (e.g., in remote

learning scenarios). The present study aims to provide initial systematic insights into how

IVR classrooms can be used to advance educational classroom research as well as learning

and teaching practices, especially with regard to the central role of peer learners.

Notably, classroom situations in the real world are complex and dynamic, and students’

classroom learning is substantially shaped by numerous contextual and peer-related factors
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[374]–[376]. The (perceived) learning environment—which is strongly characterized by peer

learners—has been found to be related to students’ achievement and academic trajectories

[202], [377]–[380] as well as their emotions and motivation during learning [203], [381], [382].

Assuming that peer learners substantially shape students’ learning experiences not just in real-

world classrooms [383], [384] but also in IVR classroom settings, it is crucial to understand

how respective peer effects can be examined and utilized by transforming "traditional"

classmates into virtual peer learners (i.e., avatars of either other human participants or

simulated computer-based co-learners in the IVR classroom). In the present study, we

focus on virtual peer learners as a group of fully preprogrammed social counterparts (i.e., a

simulated virtual class) for individual participating students in an IVR classroom. A central

goal when designing IVR classrooms for educational research and practice should be to

authentically simulate classroom scenarios that include the social counterparts in order to (a)

use IVR classrooms as an experimental tool to gain insights into the social-related processes

underlying students’ learning in the classroom (i.e., in a standardized yet authentic setting;

[54], [385] and subsequently to (b) strategically deploy certain social-related configurations

for more effective learning in IVR classrooms (e.g., in remote learning scenarios or using

virtual peer learners as pedagogical agents; [91], [102], [386]). In the context of peer effects,

particularly the perceived proximity versus distance (i.e., also similarity vs. dissimilarity) to

peer learners is considered a critical aspect with regard to the effects that social contexts have

on students’ learning experiences [383], [387], [388].

Whereas the use of IVR classrooms in educational research and practice has been increasing

(see examples by [66], [76], [91], [95], [96]), there is a scarcity of systematic insights into how

different configurations, specifically in the IVR classroom, affect users’ perception of the IVR

environment and virtual social counterparts. Importantly, the majority of existing studies

about individual IVR experiences are based on samples of (young) adults; hence, a clear

understanding of how children perceive IVR environments and social interactions in the

virtual space is lacking [328]. Aiming to address this issue, the present study focuses on the

following question: How exactly do different configurations of social-related features in an

IVR classroom affect how and the extent to which students attend to the (social) information

provided during an IVR lesson? We thereby particularly focus on social-related configurations

regarding learners’ proximity to their simulated virtual social counterparts (i.e., spatial, visual,

behavioral aspects of proximity).

Of course, there are countless ways to configure an IVR classroom and therefore many

features that could potentially influence students’ attention toward (social) information in
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the IVR environment. However, some configuration features are more salient and socially

relevant than others, such as the perspective from which students experience the IVR class-

room and virtual peer learners (i.e., spatial proximity) or the visualization style and behavior

of their social counterparts (i.e., visual and behavioral proximity). Do students focus more

on their virtual classmates versus the instructional content when they sit in the back of the

IVR classroom? What role does a more or less stylized visualization of virtual classmates

play? Finally, does virtual peer learners’ performance-related behavior (e.g., more or less

hand-raising) affect students’ learning experiences in the IVR classroom?

In the present study, we aim to provide answers to these questions by examining students’

learning experiences in an IVR classroom with different configurations. More specifically,

we examined three social-related features of IVR classroom configurations that are decisive

for how students attend to what is happening during a virtual classroom lesson (see Section

C.2.2). To gain insights into students’ learning experiences in the IVR classroom, we used

students’ gaze data and analyzed their gaze-based attention networks in the different IVR

configurations (see Section C.2.2). In order to provide insights into the meaning of the

gaze-based features used, we additionally examined how they are related to central learning

outcomes, namely students’ interest in the lesson, their situational self-concept and post-

lesson achievement.

Configuration of immersive virtual reality classrooms for educational research and
practice

Given the myriad of decisions involved in the configuration of IVR classrooms, findings from

educational psychology research and already existing studies in IVR (classroom) contexts

point to central social-related features that seem to affect students’ learning experiences in

the classroom and therefore need to be carefully considered when configuring IVR classrooms.

We focus on the following configuration features that represent variations in spatial, visual,

and behavioral proximity of the virtual social counterparts, respectively:

(1) students’ position in the IVR classroom (i.e., the view of virtual classmates and the

instructional content from a front or back row)

(2) the visualization style of social counterparts (i.e., the style of the avatars used to repre-

sent simulated virtual classmates and the virtual teacher)

(3) virtual classmates’ behavior and performance.
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First, one of the most salient and socially relevant features for students’ classroom learn-

ing is the seating arrangement and position of students within the classroom [389], [390].

Research on the effect of students’ position in the classroom has provided mixed findings

regarding different outcome variables, indicating a positive effect of a front seating position

close to the teacher on students’ performance, but also null effects for performance outcomes

or only effects on students’ motivation, not performance [391]–[398]. This is not surprising

considering that due to natural limitations in the classroom, existing studies are situated in

very different classroom environments and have not always randomly allocated students to

seating positions (i.e., results that indicate better learning outcomes for students sitting in

the front might be confounded by the seating choices of higher-performing students and/or

changes in teachers’ instructional practices in response to certain classroom compositions).

In order to address this issue, some IVR studies have systematically varied students’ position

in the classroom in order to provide experimental evidence. For instance, Bailenson et al.

[91] manipulated participants’ position in the classroom, including their distance to the

teacher, while keeping all other factors constant and found effects on students’ subsequent

learning outcomes (see Experiments 2 and 3). Similarly, Blume et al. [66] found that students

who were assigned to a position closer to the virtual teacher performed better in a posttest

compared to students that were placed in the back of the IVR classroom. Most importantly

for the scope of the present study, existing research has not moved beyond learning outcomes

as a measure of distinct effects of seating positions in the classroom on students’ learning

experiences. Thus, how students’ position in the classroom actually affects how they attend

to (social) information in the classroom (e.g., the instructional content and social information

provided by their classmates) remains an open question. Whereas sitting in the front is most

likely associated with increased attention to the teacher and instructional content, paying

some attention to peers might also be desirable, particularly when considering potentially

beneficial effects of peers (e.g., as pedagogical agents or as a motivating reference group).

Second, another very salient and socially relevant feature when configuring IVR classrooms

is the visualization style of social counterparts such as virtual classmates and the virtual

teacher [399]. As the Uncanny Valley effect [400] and related works (e.g., [401], [402]) indicate,

avatars’ more human-like appearance is not the only decisive factor, and more importantly,

not always desirable if the goal is for users to have a favorable perception of virtual avatars

[403], [404]. Notably, IVR studies examining this effect mostly compare the two ends of the

spectrum, i.e., full-body human-like avatars versus non-human-like visualizations such as

avatars with only a head and hands [405], a drone that functions as a pedagogical agent
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[406] or avatars with a more animal-like appearance [407]. If the aim is to configure an IVR

classroom with a teacher and classmates that are clearly recognizable as such and able to

simulate a real-world classroom scenario, how realistically these human-like avatars need to

be visualized remains an open question. Does a cartoonish visualization of virtual classmates

and the virtual teacher lead to the same perceptions as more stylized representations? Partic-

ularly given that animation and design costs increase with increasing realism, it seems worth

examining what degree of realism is necessary when designing virtual avatars. Moreover, in

addition to the question of what is perceived as authentic and realistic—which has been the

focus of most avatar-related research to date, another open question concerns how different

avatar visualization styles affect students’ visual attention toward social information provided

in the classroom (e.g., virtual classmates’ behavior in contrast to the instructional content).

For instance, previous studies have found longer fixation durations in an IVR classroom with

cartoon-style avatars [37] and longer dwell time on peer learners visualized as cartoonish

characters [3]. When interpreting the results, the authors argued that the unusual appearance

of cartoon-style peer learners and the increased difficulty of decoding social information

from less realistic avatars might lead to these results.

Third, another socially relevant feature to consider when configuring IVR classroom scenar-

ios is peer learners’ behavior (e.g., performance level and active participation). Educational

psychology research has repeatedly demonstrated that classmates substantially shape stu-

dent learning, highlighting the role of what can be called "classroom composition" effects

(see, e.g., [384]). On the one hand, there is evidence for so-called positive spillover effects

of higher-achieving peers on students’ achievement and self-evaluations, in the sense that

learners benefit from high-achieving peers and perform better when they are surrounded by

high-performing classmates [408]–[411]. On the other hand, there is a large body of evidence

for negative contrast effects in the face of high-achieving classmates, suggesting that higher-

achieving peers have a negative impact on students’ evaluations of their own competence,

controlling for individual achievement (the so-called Big-Fish-Little-Pond Effect, see latest

reviews by [412]–[414]).

Notably, whereas the aforementioned peer effects have been studied exhaustively in edu-

cational psychology research—typically by examining students’ test performance and self-

reports of their own competencies in relation to their peers’ average test performance, the

effect of peer learners’ actual (performance-related) behavior has received little attention.

In other words, the actual processes underlying peer effects in a classroom situation (e.g.,

the effect of peer learners’ behavior on students’ learning and attention distribution) remain
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largely unexplored. IVR classrooms provide the opportunity to examine such effects in an

authentic yet controlled setting, as demonstrated for instance by Bailenson et al. [91]. The

authors manipulated virtual classmates’ attention-related behavior (i.e., peer learners being

attentive or distracting during instruction; see Experiment 4) and found positive effects of

more attentive virtual classmates on students’ performance after the IVR lesson. Similarly,

a study in the field of economics manipulated virtual co-workers’ productivity and found

a positive relation with the performance of participants doing the same task as the virtual

co-workers in an IVR environment [415], [416]. In sum, based on existing IVR studies, it can

be assumed that classmates’ performance affects students’ learning in IVR settings; however,

it is still unclear how exactly peers’ (performance-related) behavior in an IVR classroom

needs to be configured in order to be recognized by K-12 students in an IVR classroom

scenario. Beyond the opportunity to use IVR classrooms as a tool to examine the effects

of peers’ performance-related behavior, such studies have important implications for the

design and use of virtual peer learners as pedagogical agents in IVR classroom-based learning

applications (see, e.g., [91], [102], [386]).

Taken together, the three outlined features of IVR classrooms (i.e., students’ position,

visualization style of virtual avatars, and virtual peer learners’ behavior) play an important

role in student learning. However, with previous studies based either on real-world classroom

research or self-reported experiences in IVR (classroom) settings, it remains unclear how

exactly these features affect how students attend to different types of information in an IVR

classroom environment. Students’ gaze data provides an opportunity to obtain such insights.

Students’ gaze-based attention networks

Students’ gaze behavior allows for insights into how students attend to information presented

to them in an IVR classroom environment [106], [266], [417]. Moreover, compared to real-life

classrooms, gaze data from an IVR classroom provides the opportunity to combine the high

methodological rigor of a standardized environment with an authentic representation of a

classroom situation with all its accompanying dynamics. Thanks to recent technological

advances, state-of-the-art IVR equipment comes with integrated eye trackers, making it

possible to unobtrusively examine students’ gaze behavior to gain an unbiased and in-depth

understanding of their learning experiences in the IVR.

Importantly, the interpretation of eye-tracking data is known to be context-specific, and the

appropriate analysis technique to understand how attention is distributed must be chosen

carefully [61], [62]. Most learning-related studies analyzing eye movement data have used
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temporal and count measures such as number of fixations, number of saccades, and fixation

durations [62], which are easy to collect with available software. However, these commonly

used eye-tracking features are often analyzed in isolation, and it is difficult to establish an

interpretable link between eye movements and underlying cognitive processes (e.g., [418]).

As Lai et al. [62] point out, more sophisticated measures are necessary to investigate meta-

cognitive skills in-depth. Based on the assumption that students guide their attention in the

classroom and focus on certain objects (e.g., their classmates) while ignoring others (e.g.,

the teacher and instructional content on the screen), what students look at can serve as

an indication of what they pay attention to. Such so-called overt spatial or visual attention

[110], [114], [419], [420] can be analyzed using eye-tracking data. Considering that an IVR

classroom is a relatively static environment where spatial relations between objects do not

change substantially over time, it can be assumed that students are able to willfully direct

their attention to certain objects at least to a substantial degree [421], [422]. Corresponding

processes of active information gathering are reflected in longer gaze movement periods,

such as consecutive gaze shifts from object to object (instead of eye movement features like

fixations and saccades operating on a level of milliseconds; [61]).

Taking these aspects into consideration, in the present study, we opt for a rather novel

approach and apply the methodology of network analysis to the analysis of gaze data to

gain insights into students’ gaze-based attention distribution in an IVR classroom. Network

analysis (based on the mathematical theory of graphs; [182]) is a prominent method in various

scientific fields, including biology, geography and the social sciences (e.g., [201], [423], [424]).

However, this approach has so far received little attention in eye-tracking research and there

are only few studies performing network analysis with gaze data [145]–[147], [150]. We argue

that particularly when it comes to students’ visual attention toward (social) information in a

classroom situation, the analysis of gaze-based attention networks provides novel and most

importantly explainable and interpretable insights into students’ gaze behavior during the

IVR experience. It makes it possible to identify the degree to which certain objects of interest

(e.g., peer learners, the teacher or the instructional content) are in the center or focus of

gaze transitions (via so-called gaze centrality markers, see, e.g., [145]). Moreover, the analysis

of gaze-based attention networks allows for extracting information about the overall gaze

activity and connectedness of gazes between certain objects of interest (e.g., how intensely

different peer learners are attended to) or the overall distribution of gaze between objects of

interest in the environment (e.g., how often students’ gaze goes back and forth between the

teacher and peer learners). A detailed description of the method and corresponding visual
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Figure C.7.: 2 × 2 × 4 Between-Subjects Design With Different IVR Classroom Configurations

attention measures can be found in Methods Sections 3.4.1 and 3.6.1 and in Appendix A.

Taken together, analyzing gaze shift movements as gaze-based attention networks has

a number of advantages: First, the existing large body of research on graph theory and

network analysis provides a rich set of graph properties and variables to describe graph

structures, which can be computed from the given gaze-based attention networks. Second,

these structural variables are already presented as aggregated variables, which allows for

statistical testing and significance analysis without the need for machine learning or complex

non-linear regression models. Third and finally, the calculated structural variables can be

interpreted on a theoretical level because they directly reflect characteristics of gaze-based

visual attention.

C.2.3. The present study: aims and research questions

The present study aims to gain insights into how different configurations of an IVR classroom

with a full class of more than 20 simulated virtual peer learners impact students’ attention

distribution toward (social) information in the IVR classroom and their learning experiences.

To extend existing research, we focused particularly on the IVR experiences of children,

who have been the subject of considerably less IVR experience-related research to date

[328]. To this end, the present study examined how different social-related IVR classroom

configuration features (i.e., variations in spatial, visual, and behavioral proximity of the

virtual social counterparts) affect students’ gaze-based attention networks during instruction

in an IVR classroom.

We focused on three socially relevant configuration features that we consider of particular

interest when aiming to answer the question of how to examine and utilize peer effects
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in an IVR classroom for ideal learning outcomes as well as research purposes, namely (a)

participants’ positioning in the IVR classroom, (b) the visualization style of virtual avatars of

peer learners and the teacher, and (c) virtual peer learners’ performance-related behavior. We

(a) placed participating students either in a front or the back row of the IVR classroom and (b)

visualized virtual avatars either in a cartoonish or more stylized (i.e., more realistic) manner.

Moreover, we (c) used peer learners’ hand-raising behavior as an indicator of students’

behavioral engagement and performance and varied the proportion of virtual classmates

who raised their hands to respond to the virtual teachers’ question during the IVR lesson

(i.e., 20%, 35%, 65% or 80%). Drawing on graph theory, we mapped students’ visual attention

patterns during the IVR lesson in terms of the gaze allocation to different objects of interest

(OOIs; i.e., virtual peer learners, the virtual teacher, and the screen with instructional content)

in the form of a graph. We then extracted different features that allowed us to describe

students’ gaze-based attention networks with regard to the focus of gaze transitions on OOIs,

the connectedness of gazes between OOIs and the uniformity of gaze distribution across

OOIs in the IVR classroom (see details in Methods Section 3.4.1). We used these features to

examine differences in students’ gaze-based attention networks with regard to the different

IVR configuration conditions, asking:

RQ 1. How do different social-related IVR configurations affect students’ gaze-based

attention networks in the IVR classroom? More specifically, how do participants’ position

in the IVR classroom (spatial proximity; front vs. back), the visualization style of virtual

avatars (visual proximity; cartoonish vs. stylized) and the performance-related behavior of

virtual peers (behavioral proximity; proportion of classmates who raise their hands) affect (a)

the degree to which an OOI is in the center/focus of gaze transition, (b) the connectedness

of gazes to peers, and (c) the uniformity of gaze distribution across OOIs and in the IVR

classroom in general? We used different structural features to assess (a) to (c) respectively

and tested the following hypotheses:

H1a. Given that students positioned in the back row of the classroom had the whole

class of virtual peer learners in front of them, while students who were positioned in the

front had only one row of students between themselves and the teacher and screen, we

expected being positioned in the back of the virtual classroom leads to more gaze centrality

on virtual peer learners (and less centered gaze networks on the virtual teacher and screen),

more connectedness of gazes among peers, and due to the increased field of view, a more

uniformly distributed gaze in the IVR classroom.

H1b. Based on existing findings regarding the less usual appearance of cartoonish peer
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learners and the increased difficulty of decoding social information from them due to their

less fine-grained visualization [3], [37], we hypothesized that a cartoonish visualization of

avatars leads to more gaze centrality on virtual peer learners and less gaze centrality on the

virtual teacher (gaze centrality on the screen not affected), more connectedness of gazes

among peers, and due to the increased focus on peer learners, a less uniformly distributed

gaze overall in the IVR classroom.

H1c. Assuming that increased activity of virtual peer learners attracts more attention from

students, we expected that more hand-raising behavior of virtual classmates leads to more

gaze centrality on peer learners (and gaze networks less centered on the teacher and screen),

more connected gazes among peers, and based on the desire to obtain a comprehensive

picture of peer learners’ behavior, a more uniformly distributed gaze in the IVR classroom.

H1d. We expected the effects of avatar visualization style (H1b) and the variation in

peers’ performance-related behavior (H1c) on students’ gaze-based attention networks to be

particularly pronounced when sitting in the back, where more peer learners were in the field

of view. We therefore explored interaction effects between the configuration conditions.

In the present study, we analyzed eye-tracking data from an IVR classroom situation

with the methodological approach of network analysis. To obtain a more substantiated

understanding of how the resulting indicators of students’ gaze behavior were related to

students’ learning experiences in the IVR classroom, we examined relationships with learning-

related outcomes. Therefore, in a second step, we asked:

RQ 2. How do structural features of students’ gaze-based attention networks (i.e., the

degree to which an OOI is in the center/focus of gaze transition, the connectedness of the

gaze networks among peers, and the uniformity of gaze distribution across OOIs and in the

IVR classroom in general) relate to their learning experiences in the IVR classroom? Students’

learning experiences in the IVR classroom were examined in terms of (a) their interest in the

IVR lesson, (b) their evaluation of their own competence in the IVR lesson (i.e., situational

self-concept), and (c) their performance on a posttest assessing the IVR lesson content. We

examined the following exploratory hypotheses:

H2a. We expected that more gaze centrality on peers and a higher connectedness of gazes

among peers (i.e., more visual attention on social information) are related to lower interest

in the IVR lesson, lower situational self-concept and lower test performance after the IVR

lesson.

H2b. Based on the assumption that increased focus of visual attention on the instruc-

tional content is beneficial for students’ learning outcomes, we hypothesized that more
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Table C.4.: Descriptive Sample Statistics after Randomization to One of the IVR Configuration
Conditions.

Variable Total
Front (N = 122) Back (N = 152)

Cartoonish (N = 56) Stylized (N = 66) Cartoonish (N = 94) Stylized (N = 58)
Age 11.50 (0.55) 11.57 (0.57) 11.49 (0.53) 11.47 (0.58) 11.52 (0.50)
Gender
Female 138 23 36 43 36
Male 136 33 30 51 22
Grades a
Math 2.61 (0.89) 2.72 (0.87) 2.57 (0.77) 2.51 (0.96) 2.74 (0.91)
German 2.48 (0.72) 2.50 (0.68) 2.51 (0.83) 2.40 (0.72) 2.57 (0.62)
Prior IVR experience b
No 114 21 25 38 30
Yes 156 35 41 54 26
n/a 4 - - 2 2
General self-concept intelligence c 3.07 (0.61) 3.20 (0.61) 2.96 (0.56) 3.12 (0.64) 3.00 (0.60)
Initial CT interest c 3.14 (0.76) 3.27 (0.63) 3.18 (0.75) 3.10 (0.82) 3.04 (0.77)

Note. Mean values and standard deviations M (SD) are shown for continuous variables, categorical

variables are shown in absolute numbers. Values are averaged across hand-raising conditions. CT

= Computational Thinking; IVR = Immersive Virtual Reality. a Grades were on a scale from 1–6 with

lower numbers indicating better achievement; b Prior IVR experience was assessed via one item

asking whether participants had previously used IVR glasses; c Measured on a 4-point rating scale

with higher values indicating higher levels of the respective variable.

gaze centrality on the teacher and screen (i.e., more focus on the instructional content and

less attention on social information) are related to higher interest in the IVR lesson, higher

situational self-concept and better test performance after the IVR lesson.

Moreover, we explored how uniformity of gaze distribution across OOIs in the IVR class-

room (as an indicator of rather balanced attention toward social information) is related to

students’ interest in the IVR lesson, situational self-concept and test performance after the

IVR lesson.

C.2.4. Method

The present study was approved by the regional educational authorities and the ethics

committee of the University of [Institution blinded for review] who confirmed that the

procedures were in line with ethical standards for research on human subjects (date of

approval: 11/25/2019, file number: A2.5.4-106_aa).

Research design

This study follows a 2 × 2 × 4 between-subjects design in which we examined three different

IVR configuration features, namely, (a) participants’ positioning in the IVR classroom, (b) the
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visualization style of virtual avatars, and (c) the performance-related behavior of virtual peer

learners (see Figure C.7).

Participants’ position in the IVR classroom and virtual avatar visualization were varied

on two levels (front vs. back and cartoon vs. stylized, respectively). Virtual peer learners’

performance-related behavior was manipulated on four levels via varying proportions of

students raising their hands in response to questions from the virtual teacher. A more de-

tailed description of the IVR configurations is provided in Treatment and Materials Section

3.3.1. Participating students were randomly assigned to one of the 16 (2 × 2 × 4) IVR configu-

ration conditions via random number generation at the individual level. Table 1 shows the

descriptive sample statistics after randomization.

Assuming small- to medium-sized effects ( f = .20), we computed an a priori power analysis

for respective analyses of variance with two-tailed tests at a 0.05 alpha level and a minimum

power of .90. Based on this, a necessary sample size of N = 22 students per group was

determined.

Population and sample

We collected data from a total of N = 381 sixth-grade students attending academic-track

schools in southern Germany. In this study, we used data from N = 274 students with a

sufficiently high eye-tracking ratio (> 90%). The lack of suitable eye-tracking data from the

excluded students was mostly caused by hardware-related problems during data collection

(e.g., incorrect eye-tracker calibration, unexpected crashing and restart of the IVR experience)

and synchronization issues during data pre-processing. Importantly, the availability of

suitable eye-tracking data was unsystematic with regard to the different testing groups

and central sample characteristics (see respective statistics in the supplemental material).

Similarly to the full sample, the students in our study stem from a total of 25 sixth-grade

classes at 14 academic-track schools (MAg e = 11.50, SD Ag e = 0.55, 50.4% girls). None of the

children in our sample had participated in any previous IVR studies, but 57.8% indicated that

they had experienced an IVR environment as a consumer at least once before.

Treatment and materials

IVR classroom configuration conditions

We implemented different IVR configurations with regard to the three socially relevant

features we consider of particular importance when designing an IVR classroom for ideal

learning and research outcomes (see Figure C.7).
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We varied the positioning of participating students in the IVR classroom, placing them either

in a front or a back row. This made participants experience the IVR lesson either (a) from a

position close to the instructional center, with only one row of students between themselves

and the teacher and screen on which the lesson content was presented, or (b) from a position

in the back row of the classroom with the whole class of peer learners between themselves

and the teacher and screen (see Figure C.8).

Figure C.8.: IVR Configuration Conditions

Note. The images show different configuration conditions (between-subject variation) taken from the

same hand-raising situation in the first phase of the IVR lesson (same instructional content across

conditions). The top image shows the avatar visualization in cartoon style; the bottom image depicts

the more stylized (i.e., more realistic) avatar visualization. In the top image, 20% of peer learners

raise their hand, compared to 80% in the bottom image. The numbers in black circles indicate the

seating positions (1) in the front (i.e., the second row) and (2) in the back (i.e., the last of four rows).

All virtual characters in the classroom (i.e., the teacher and all peer learners) are simulated and fully

preprogrammed avatars.

Moreover, we varied the visualization style of the virtual avatars (i.e., teacher and peer

learners). Participants were either surrounded by cartoonish or stylized (i.e., more realistically

visualized) virtual avatars (see Figures C.8 and C.10 for an impression). The visualization
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style only concerned the look of the virtual avatars (i.e., tinier arms and legs, larger heads

and eyes, and less fine-grained facial expressions for the cartoonish avatars), whereas audio

and motions were the same in all conditions.

Lastly, we varied the performance-related behavior of virtual peer learners via their hand-

raising behavior; whenever the virtual teacher asked a question during the IVR lesson, either

20%, 35%, 65% or 80% of the virtual peer learners raised their hands to indicate that they

knew the correct answer (see Figure C.8 for an image of the two extreme conditions). To

ensure that the virtual peer learners’ hand-raising behavior was unambiguously attributed to

their performance level (i.e., more hand-raising peers leading to the perception of a higher-

performing class), the hand-raising virtual classmates’ answers were always correct, which

was communicated accordingly by the virtual teacher. A manipulation check indicated

that virtual classmates’ hand-raising was significantly positively related to the perceived

performance level of the class (assessed via self-reports from participants after the IVR lesson;

Spearman’s rho ρ = .41, p < .001). Mean differences in the perceived performance level

continuously increased from 20% hand-raising (M = 2.89, SD = 0.53) to 80% hand-raising

(M = 3.45, SD = 0.43).

Overall IVR classroom design and virtual avatar animation

All configuration conditions aimed at a high degree of behavioral realism [425], [426] and

considered the Uncanny Valley effect in terms of appropriate avatar visualization [400], [402].

To ensure that the IVR lesson was consistent with a typical classroom experience for sixth

graders and perceived as authentic, we used audio recordings and motion captures from

a real sixth-grade classroom. We recorded and motion-captured six different students for

the duration of the whole 15-minute IVR lesson duration in a regular school setting. That

is, we equipped six students with a motion-capturing suit during a regular lesson at their

school; to record authentic movements, we asked these students to behave like they usually

would in their classroom. We then used individual sequences of the recorded movements

to distinctly animate the simulated virtual peer learners in the classroom. These individual

sequences consisted of, for instance, different postures while sitting at the table (e.g., leaned

back with hands in the lap or on the table or very upright with arms propped up on the table),

different body movements (e.g., swinging their feet or shifting their weight back and forth on

the chair), different head and shoulder movements (e.g., quickly scanning the classroom or

slowly turning the head back and forth), or different hand-raising styles (e.g., lifting one arm

straight upward or supporting the hand-raising arm with the other hand propped up on the
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table).

Notably, participants reported similarly high levels of perceived realism and experienced

presence in the IVR classroom across all configuration conditions. We assessed participants’

perceived realism and experienced presence in the IVR classroom with six and nine items

each in the posttest questionnaire (see Appendix B for the full set of items). The measures

were based on conceptualizations of presence by Schubert et al. [79] and Lombard et al.

[317] and adapted to assess students’ perception of and experience with the specific IVR

environment in the present study. Both perceived realism (e.g., "What I experienced in the

virtual classroom could also happen in a real classroom") and experienced presence (e.g., "I

felt like I was sitting in the virtual classroom") were rated on 4-point rating scales ranging

from 1 to 4, with higher values indicating higher levels of perceived realism and experienced

presence (Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.76 and 0.77, respectively). The IVR configuration had

no statistically significant effect on participants’ perceived realism and experienced presence;

mean values ranged between 2.73 and 3.08 (0.26 < SDs < 0.75) for both variables across all

IVR conditions.

Figure C.9.: Example Visualization of Structural Graph Variables

Note. Three different structural variables are visualized for illustrative purposes, one from each

respective category. a = gaze centrality of the screen (visualized in blue): all incoming and outgoing

edge weights are summed up into one centrality marker. b = clique among peers (visualized in green):

all green nodes are connected to each other by edges and therefore form a clique; a connection is

considered to exist if there is at least one edge between two nodes. c = cut size between teacher and

peers (visualized in yellow): summing up all edge weights between the teacher and all peer nodes.
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IVR lesson content and procedure

The IVR experience was a 15-min simulation of a teacher-directed lesson on computational

thinking designed for sixth-grade students. We chose computational thinking as the IVR

lesson content because—despite being considered a central 21st century skill—this topic

is not yet widely taught in primary and early secondary education, except for in some ex-

tracurricular activities [316], [427]. Aiming to provide participants with novel content they

had little (or no) prior knowledge or learning experiences with, the 15-min IVR lesson’s goal

was to introduce sequences and loops as basic computational concepts. Participants expe-

rienced the IVR lesson from the perspective of a student in the IVR classroom surrounded

by 24 simulated virtual peer learners. The IVR lesson proceeded in the fashion of a typical

classroom situation consisting of two phases directed by the teacher. In the first phase, the

virtual teacher introduced the topic and central concepts and asked questions to include

the students (e.g., "Can anyone explain to me what programming means and is good for?"

or "Do you know an example from your daily life of something that works like a sequence

or loop?"). The virtual peer learners were programmed to raise their hands in response to

the teacher’s questions and to respond when the virtual teacher called on them. Participants

could raise their hands; however, they were not called on by the teacher since the whole

IVR lesson was fully preprogrammed. In the second phase, the virtual teacher presented

two exercises that students had some time to think about individually, and lastly, the virtual

teacher discussed the solutions to these exercises. A detailed schedule of the IVR lesson

is provided in the supplemental material. The participating students had no individual

learning materials in the IVR, but the virtual teacher referred to slides on the screen in the

front of the classroom on which central definitions (Phase 1) and the exercises (Phase 2)

were presented. The instructional goals, content, and approach were exactly the same in all

IVR configurations; the experimental conditions differed only with respect to the position

from which participants experienced the lesson, the visualization style of the virtual teacher

and peer learners, and the proportion of hand-raising peers when a question was asked (see

Figures C.7 and C.8).

Measures

Structural variables describing gaze-based attention networks

In order to generate gaze-based attention networks from the gaze and head movement

data, various data pre-processing steps were necessary. A detailed description of the pre-

processing of eye-tracking data and the creation of graphs is provided with the analysis
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procedure in Methods Section 3.6.1. First, we used a technique known as gaze ray-casting

[179], [195] to extract the information about what participants looked at during the IVR

lesson. Because not every virtual object in the environment was of interest for our study,

we afterward defined and only included specific objects of interest (OOIs) with regard to

our research questions, namely the virtual peer learners, the virtual teacher, and the screen

on which the instructional content was presented. We then counted participants’ gaze

transitions between these OOIs as gaze shifts and aggregated the number of gaze shifts across

all OOIs during the whole experiment. The collected gaze information was then transformed

into a separate graph that treated (a) the observed OOIs (i.e., the teacher, screen, and peer

learners that were gazed at) as nodes and (b) gaze shifts between the OOIs as edges. The

graph was constructed with bidirectional connections between these nodes as weighted

edges (see Figure 3 for a visualization). Each weighted edge was defined by the number of

gaze shifts from one OOI to another during the whole experiment (i.e., how often participants’

gaze shifted between the two nodes that the edge connected). We refer to this frequency of

gaze shifts as edge weight.

Based on these graphs for each participant for the full experiment duration, we calculated

different structural variables that describe the graph structure and associated gaze-based

attention network for each participant. The calculated structural variables can be assigned

to three categories, namely gaze centrality, connectedness of gazes and uniformity of gaze

distribution.

Gaze centrality was assessed via three variables regarding central OOIs in the IVR classroom:

the degree centrality of (a) the peer learners, (b) the virtual teacher, and (c) the screen with

the instructional content. Degree centrality [145], [146], as a measure of the gaze centrality

of the OOIs, indicates to what extent these OOIs are in the center of gaze transitions and

describes the focus of attention towards these OOIs. For each node (or bundle of nodes) in

the graph, degree centrality is defined as the sum of weights of all incoming and outgoing

edges (or the sum of all edge weights for more than one node). To calculate degree centrality

in our gaze-based attention networks, we summed up the frequency of gaze shifts from and

towards the selected OOIs.

Connectedness of gazes was measured with three variables regarding so-called cliques

in the gaze network. Cliques are highly connected clusters (i.e., substructures) in a graph

and therefore provide information about the connectedness of gazes—i.e., the extent of

gaze transitions between the OOIs—in the gaze-based attention network. Because cliques

can only be calculated in undirected graphs, we transformed each directed graph into an
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Figure C.10.: Study Procedure and IVR Lesson Content

Note. The images depict a situation during the IVR lesson when the virtual teacher asked a question

and virtual students raised their hands to indicate that they know the answer. The image on the left

shows virtual avatars represented in a cartoon-style manner (and with less hand-raising), the image

on the right depicts stylized virtual avatars (with more hand-raising). Participants experienced the

classroom situation either from the second row from the front or the back row.

undirected one by calculating the weight of each undirected edge as the sum of both directed

edge weights. Furthermore, we calculated all maximal cliques among virtual peer learners

(i.e., the subset of nodes that contains the maximal number of nodes that share an edge

with every other node in the subset). Because two connected nodes build a trivial clique, we

only considered cliques that contain more than two nodes. After calculating all cliques in

a network, we are able to state (a) the number of cliques, and (b) their average size. Given

that this part of the analysis focused specifically on visual attention towards virtual peer

learners, we took this opportunity to conduct more fine-grained analyses, such as the gender

composition of cliques. Therefore, we calculated (c) the proportion of boys in the observed

cliques.

Uniformity of gaze distribution was measured with three different variables that describe

how gaze shifts were distributed across the OOIs in the classroom. Firstly, we calculated (a) a

weighted degree centrality measure (as proposed by [183]) that includes uniformity of edge

weights. We consequently used the weighted degree centrality (WDC) of the screen as an

indicator of how uniformly gaze was distributed from the screen to different peer learners.

Secondly, we calculated (b) the cut size between the teacher/screen and peer learners as an
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indicator of how much students’ visual attention shifted back and forth between the two

versus staying on one group (e.g., students mostly focused on the teacher/screen). Cut size

was calculated by summing up the edge weights of edges that pass between the two subsets

(one subset being the teacher and screen and the other being all peer learners). Thirdly,

we looked at the overall distribution of all edge weights in the network and tested for (c)

overall uniformity. Therefore, for each participant, we stated the chi-square test statistic

value calculated for a sample containing all edge weights of this person’s gaze shifts.

Students’ learning outcomes

Interest. Participants’ interest in the IVR lesson was measured at posttest with six items (e.g.,

"I liked the topic of the lesson" or "I would like to learn more about the topic of the lesson";

based on [428]) on a 4-point rating scale ranging from 1 (not true at all) to 4 (absolutely true),

yielding a Cronbach’s alpha of .91 (M = 3.18, SD = 0.69).

Situational self-concept. Participants’ situational self-concept after the IVR lesson was

assessed with a four-item scale that was based on the commonly used wording by Schwanzer,

Trautwein, Lüdtke, and Sydow [429] and adapted for the specific situation with virtual peer

learners (e.g., "I could solve the robot tasks faster than the others" and "It was harder for

me to understand the robot tasks than for the other students"). Participants indicated their

responses on a 4-point rating scale ranging from 1 (not true at all) to 4 (absolutely true). Two

items were reverse-scored and recoded accordingly, yielding an acceptable Cronbach’s alpha

of .69 in our sample overall (M = 3.41, SD = 0.54).

Learning. The posttest questionnaire included a short test of how much participants

learned during the IVR lesson about computational thinking (based on the Computational

Thinking test by [430]). The test consisted of 12 questions covering the IVR lesson content

on basic computational principles (i.e., sequences and loops). Participants had to indicate

whether 12 given statements were correct or incorrect (e.g., "The order of commands does

not matter in a loop" [false] or "Following a recipe when cooking is an example of a sequence"

[correct]). Participants were given one point for each correct answer; thus, posttest scores

ranged from 0 to a maximum of 12 points. Obtained scores ranged from 4 to 12 (M = 10.45,

SD = 1.59). The 12 items had a low but acceptable Cronbach’s alpha of .53.

Appendix B shows the complete instruments and all items used to assess students’ learning

outcomes.
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Covariates

Participants’ gender, general intelligence self-concept (based on [429]) and initial interest

in the lesson topic of computational thinking were included as covariates in the models, as

they could potentially influence participants’ learning outcomes. Intelligence self-concept

was measured with four items (e.g., "I often think I’m not as smart as the others"), and initial

interest in the lesson topic was measured with five items (e.g., "I would like to know more

about how computer applications and robots work" or "I am interested in topics related to

technology"). The full instruments are included in Appendix B. A four-point rating scale

ranging from 1 (not true at all) to 4 (absolutely true) were used for both scales, yielding

Cronbach’s alpha values of .74 for intelligence self-concept (M = 3.07, SD = 0.61) and .91 for

initial interest in the lesson topic (M = 3.14, SD = 0.76).

Data collection

Apparatus

We used HTC Vive Pro Eye head-mounted displays with a refresh rate of 90 Hz and a 110°

field of view for our experiment (1440 x 1600 screen resolution for each eye). To collect

participants’ eye-tracking data during the IVR lesson, we used the integrated Tobii eye tracker

in the HTC Vive Pro Eye with a 120 Hz sampling rate and a default calibration accuracy

of 0.5°−1.1° (based on a standard 5-point calibration). The IVR classroom scenario was

designed and rendered using the Unreal Game Engine v4.23.1.

Study procedure

Participants took part in the experiment in a quiet room at their school in groups of up to

10. Importantly, whereas up to 10 participants experienced the IVR classroom situation at

the same time, their IVR systems were not linked in any way. That is, all virtual characters

in the classroom (i.e., the teacher and all peer learners) were simulated and fully prepro-

grammed avatars, and each participant experienced the IVR classroom situation surrounded

by the same 24 simulated virtual peer learners. Each of the test sessions followed the same

procedure, which consisted of three parts (see Figure 4 for an overview).

After a general introduction to the study procedure, participants completed a paper-based

pretest questionnaire including demographics and relevant background variables (e.g., intelli-

gence self-concept, initial interest in the lesson topic and previous IVR experience). Following

the pretest, participants put on the head-mounted displays and experienced the 15-minute

IVR lesson once the integrated eye tracker was calibrated. The IVR lesson was introduced
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as a learning experience that participants were free to explore as they liked. Participants

were seated in desks in the real world, congruent to their virtual IVR classroom experience;

they were instructed to remain seated but otherwise behave like they would in a normal

classroom situation. Participating students were unaware of the different IVR configuration

conditions during the experiment. Upon completion of the IVR lesson, participants filled

out the paper-based posttest questionnaire, including measures of their self-concept with

reference to the IVR situation and their overall experience of the IVR experience. The testing

session ended with a debriefing about the study aims and design (including information

about the random assignment to different IVR configurations) after approximately 45 min in

total.

Analysis procedure

Pre-processing of eye-tracking data and creation of graphs

We analyzed attentional processes by performing network analysis on gaze shift move-

ments to trace the path of visual attention throughout the virtual space. To access information

about where participants looked during the IVR lesson, we used a technique known as gaze

ray-casting [179], [195]. Gaze ray-casting combines information from each frame about the

participant’s head location, head orientation, and gaze direction to calculate the gaze direc-

tion in the virtual environment and pinpoint the exact location the participant is looking at.

One could imagine a gaze ray-cast as a laser beam pointing from the participant’s (combined)

eye location into the virtual space and hitting a specific physical object there. By identifying

hits of the gaze ray with a virtual object at every split second, we were able to continuously

track which object in the IVR classroom participants observed [179]. We used the Python

programming language (Python Software Foundation, https://www.python.org/) to

process the ray-casting information calculated during the experimental session. Since not

every virtual object in the environment was of interest for our study, we only included specific

objects of interest (OOIs), namely the virtual peer learners, the virtual teacher, and the screen

on which the instructional content was presented. The gaze shift movement from one object

to another was then identified as a transition from a specific object to another if the transition

duration was no longer than 10 seconds. The transitions between OOIs across the entire

experiment session were then summed up and stored in an adjacency matrix (i.e., a n ×n

matrix A, with n being the number of OOIs). Consequently, each cell in the matrix ai j stated

the number of gaze shifts transitioning from OOI i to OOI j, resulting in a transition matrix

for each participant encompassing the number of gaze shifts for the full experiment session
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(similar to transitions matrices for scanpath analyses; [114]).

According to graph theory, each adjacency matrix can be considered as a weighted directed

cyclic graph [340]. Building a graph from the normalized transition matrix involves treating

the OOIs as nodes of the graph and the normalized number of transitions as the edge weights,

with an edge created between nodes if at least two transitions between them occurred during

the full experiment. We built the graphs from the adjacency matrices using the NetworkX

package [351]. Based on a graph for each participant, we were able to calculate different

variables describing the graph structure and graph properties (see overview in Appendix A

and in Measures Section 3.4.1).

Notably, the gaze-based graphs also include aggregated information about head move-

ments; because participants’ field of view did not capture all OOIs in the classroom simul-

taneously, even when participations were positioned in the back of the IVR classroom, the

gaze-based graphs include information about the extent to which participants moved their

heads to the left and right to change their field of view (e.g., high gaze activity among peers is

only possible with head movements).

We provide access to all data and analysis scripts for the data pre-processing steps on the

Open Science Framework (OSF) under the following link: https://osf.io/pek4q/?view

_only=ef151fd06ac8413a827020d4264b3c8d.

Statistical analyses

We applied three-way full factorial ANOVAs to examine differences in structural variables

of students’ gaze-based attention networks in the different IVR configuration conditions

(RQ1, H1a-d). To answer RQ2, we used partial correlations to examine the relation between

structural variables of students’ gaze-based attention networks and (a) their interest in the

IVR lesson, (b) their situational self-concept, and (c) their posttest learning score after the

IVR lesson. We added students’ gender, general intelligence self-concept and initial interest

in the lesson topic as covariates, to account for the fact that these variables could potentially

influence students’ learning outcomes (a respective correlation matrix of the covariates

and outcome variables is provided in the supplemental material). Moreover, as we sought

to obtain insights into the general meaning of the gaze features used, we controlled for

the IVR configuration conditions (i.e., participants’ position in the classroom, the virtual

avatars’ visualization styles, and virtual peers’ performance-related behavior) to examine the

relations between students’ visual attention and their learning experiences after removing

the influence of our experimental manipulation.
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Prior to all analyses, we checked for a normal distribution of our data with the Shapiro-Wilk

Test. If the Shapiro-Wilk test was significant, and graphical representations and variable

skewness and kurtosis also indicated a lack of normality, we calculated Spearman’s rho

for non-parametric correlations. For non-parametric ANOVA procedures, we applied full-

factorial aligned rank transformation using the ARTool package in R [319]. We used Tukey’s

HSD test for post-hoc comparisons and calculated partial eta squared (η2
p ) to describe effect

sizes of the ANOVA, with cut-off values of ≥ 0.06 for medium and ≥ 0.14 for large effects; in

addition, we report Cohen’s d for all main results, with cut-off values of ≥ 0.5 for medium

and ≥ 0.8 for large effects [431]. All analyses were done in R [432] and we set the critical

p-value and confidence intervals at an alpha level of .05 for all hypothesis tests. We report

and interpret results based on both statistical significance and effect sizes.

We posted all data and data analysis scripts on the Open Science Framework under the

following link: https://osf.io/pek4q/?view_only=ef151fd06ac8413a827020d4264b

3c8d.

C.2.5. Results

We used different structural features to analyze students’ gaze-based attention networks

describing gaze centrality, the connectedness of gazes among peers and the overall unifor-

mity of gaze distribution. Figure C.10 depicts examples of gaze-based attention networks

from selected students. Table C.5 provides descriptive statistics and a correlation matrix

for the structural features describing students’ gaze-based attention networks. We found

significant moderate to high correlations between almost all the features. On the one hand,

high correlations are to be expected for markers that are based on similar calculations,

such as degree centrality of peers, teacher and screen, or the number and average size of

cliques—particularly in light of the highly standardized environment. On the other hand,

each of the selected features provides distinct information about the visual attention toward

(social) information in the classroom (see Figure C.9). As also depicted in Figure C.11, the

correlational pattern between the structural variables indicated that students’ gaze-based at-

tention networks largely reflect two types: Students tended to focus their gazes either on their

peers or on the instructional content (i.e., the teacher and screen; see highly negative correla-

tion of degree centrality peers with degree centrality teacher, ρ =−0.93, p < .001, and degree

centrality screen, ρ =−0.91, p < .001). The more students’ gaze centered on the instructional

content (i.e., the teacher or screen), the less uniformly their gazes were distributed across

the classroom, as can be seen, for instance, in the comparably high negative correlations
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of the uniformity of gaze distribution between the screen and peers (i.e., WDC screen) with

the degree centrality of the teacher (ρ =−0.87, p < .001) and screen (ρ =−0.64, p < .001), in

contrast to highly positive correlations with the degree centrality of peers (ρ = 0.80, p < .001).

Table C.5.: Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix for Structural Variables Describing
Students’ Gaze-Based Attention Networks.

Variable M (SD) Mdn (MAD) Min / Max 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1. DC peers 0.72 (0.35) 0.73 (0.39) 0.04 / 1.74 —

-.93***
2. DC teacher 0.58 (0.20) 0.58 (0.21) 0.02 / 0.97

[-0.95, -0.91]
—

-.91*** .73***
3. DC screen 0.71 (0.18) 0.73 (0.18) 0.12 / 1.00

[-0.93, -0.88] [0.66, 0.79]
—

.59*** -.48*** -.67***
4. N cliques peers 2.78 (2.75) 2.00 (2.97) 0.00 / 12.00

[0.50, 0.67] [-0.57, -0.38] [-0.74, -0.59]
—

.56*** -.48*** -.62*** .92***
5. Avg clique size peers 2.31 (0.71) 2.38 (0.56) 0.00 / 3.58

[0.47, 0.64] [-0.57, -0.38] [-0.69, -0.53] [0.90, 0.94]
—

.57*** -.53*** -.54*** .35*** .34***
6. Proportion boys in cliques 0.53 (0.19) 0.56 (0.13) 0.00 / 1.99

[0.48, 0.65] [-0.62, -0.43] [-0.62, -0.44] [0.24, 0.45] [0.23, 0.44]
—

.80*** -.87*** -.64*** .40*** .40*** .53***
7. WDC screen 1.93 (0.54) 1.89 (0.68) 1.05 / 4.00

[0.75, 0.84] [-0.90, -0.83] [-0.71, -0.56] [0.29, 0.50] [0.29, 0.50] [0.43, 0.62]
—

.51*** -.60*** -.28*** -.07 -.06 .23*** .60***
8. CS teacher/ screen – peers 1.78 (0.57) 1.75 (0.63) 0.57 / 3.45

[0.41, 0.60] [-0.68, -0.51] [-0.39, -0.16] [-0.19, 0.05] [-0.18, 0.06] [0.11, 0.34] [0.51, 0.68]
—

.36*** -.36*** -.25*** -.25*** -.24*** .11 .30*** .67***
9. Uniformity overall GD -4.53 (2.33) -4.21 (2.43) -11.27 / -0.35

[0.25, 0.47] [-0.46, -0.25] [-0.35, -0.13] [-0.36, -0.13] [-0.35, -0.12] [-0.22, 0.01] [0.19, 0.41] [0.59, 0.74]

Note. Mean values and standard deviations (M and SD) as well as medians and median absolute

deviations (Mdn and MAD) are reported. Variables 1-9 are non-normally distributed; thus, Spearman’s

rho is reported. 95% confidence intervals are given in brackets. DC = Degree Centrality; N = Number;

Avg = Average; WDC = Weighted Degree Centrality; CS = Cut Size; GD = Gaze Distribution. *** p < .001.

How do different social-related IVR configurations affect the structure of students’
gaze-based attention networks in the IVR classroom?

The first research question (RQ1) asked how the social-related IVR classroom configura-

tions (i.e., participants’ position, visualization style of virtual avatars, and virtual peers’

performance-related behavior) affect students’ gaze-based attention networks during the

IVR lesson. In this section, we describe the results of three-way full-factorial aligned rank

transformation ANOVAs examining the effects of the IVR configurations on the structural

features of students’ gaze-based attention networks (i.e., gaze centrality, connectedness of

gazes among peers, uniformity of gaze distribution). We only report detailed statistics for sig-

nificant results in the main text; full statistics for all analyses are provided in the supplemental

material. Table C.6 provides an overview of the observed main effects.

Effects of students’ seating position on the structure of their gaze-based attention networks

Our first hypothesis (H1a) was that students who were positioned in the back of the IVR

classroom would show more gaze centrality on virtual peer learners (and less centered gaze

networks on the virtual teacher or screen), more connectedness of gazes among peers, and
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Figure C.11.: Example Gaze-Based Attention Networks for Different Participants

Note. a–f represent the gaze-based attention networks over the course of the 15-minute IVR lesson for

six selected participants. The crossed-out seats indicate the participants’ position in the front (b, c,

and f) versus the back (a, d and e) of the classroom. Colored seats were occupied by a virtual peer

learner, white seats were empty. Black bullets represent nodes (i.e., OOIs gazed at); the width of the

black lines indicates the frequency of gaze transitions between the OOIs. a = high gaze centrality of

peers, low gaze centrality of teacher and screen. b = low gaze centrality of peers (no cliques), high gaze

centrality of teacher and screen, low weighted degree centrality screen (uniformity in gaze distribution

between screen and peers) and low cut size (transitions between teacher/screen and peers). c = high

number and average size of cliques among peers. d = high weighted degree centrality screen and high

uniformity of gaze distribution across all OOIs, as indicated by similar width of all connecting lines. e

= High cut size and medium uniformity of gaze distribution across OOIs. f = Low uniformity and cut

size, medium number and size of cliques.
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Table C.6.: Summary of Main Effects of IVR Configuration Conditions on Structural Network
Features

Seating position Avatar visualization style Proportion of hand-raising peer learners
DC peers front <back cartoonish >stylized 20% >65% <80%
DC teacher front >back cartoonish <stylized 20% <65% >80%
DC screen front >back no difference 20% <65% >80%
N cliques peers front <back cartoonish >stylized no difference
Avg clique size peers front <back cartoonish >stylized no difference
Proportion boys in cliques front <back no difference no difference
WDC screen front <back cartoonish >stylized 20% >35% >65% <80%
CS teacher/screen – peers front <back cartoonish >stylized no difference
Uniformity overall front <back no difference no difference

Note. Only statistically significant differences are shown. < and > indicate the direction of the effect.

Results in bold represent findings in line with hypotheses. DC = Degree Centrality; N = Number; Avg =

Average; WDC = Weighted Degree Centrality; CS = Cut Size; GD = Gaze Distribution.

due to the increased field of view, a more uniformly distributed gaze in the IVR classroom.

As expected, students’ position in the IVR classroom had a significant effect on all of the

structural features describing students’ gaze-based attention networks (descriptive statistics

in Table C.7).

First, students in the front position showed a significantly different focus of gaze transitions

on their virtual peer learners, the virtual teacher and the screen with the lesson content (i.e.,

measured by degree centrality) compared to students in the back seating position: Degree

centrality of the virtual peers was significantly higher when students were located in the back

row of the IVR classroom, F (1,258) = 138.55, p < .001, η2
p = 0.35, d = 1.36. In turn, degree

centrality of the virtual teacher was significantly higher for students who were located in the

front of the IVR classroom, F (1,258) = 204.07, p < .001, η2
p = 0.44, d = 1.53, and similarly the

screen was more the focus of students’ gaze transitions when they were sitting in the front,

F (1,258) = 60.56, p < .001, η2
p = 0.19, d = 0.90.

Second, with regard to the gaze activity among virtual peer learners, we found that the front

vs. back position in the IVR classroom led to significant differences in the number and average

size of cliques and the proportion of boys in the observed cliques: The number of cliques

among peers and the average size of these cliques were significantly higher when students

were positioned in the back of the IVR classroom, whereby also the proportion of boys in

the observed cliques was significantly higher in the back position; F (1,258) = 4.50, p = .035,

η2
p = 0.02, d = 0.38 and F (1,258) = 8.06, p = .005, η2

p = 0.03, d = 0.28, and F (1,258) = 101.35,

p < .001, η2
p = 0.28, d = 0.85 for the number and average size of cliques and the proportion of

boys in the observed cliques, respectively.
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Third, results showed higher levels of uniformity in gaze distribution for students in the

back seating position for all three indicators of uniformity: Students distributed their gazes

more evenly from the screen to different peers (i.e., weighted degree centrality screen) in the

back position, F (1,258) = 333.16, p < .001, η2
p = 0.56, d = 2.04, and had more gaze transitions

between the instructional content (teacher/screen) and peers (i.e., cut size) when sitting in

the back, F (1,258) = 109.23, p < .001, η2
p = 0.30, d = 1.22. Moreover, students’ gazes were

distributed more uniformly across all observed OOIs in the IVR classroom when they were

sitting in the back; F (1,258) = 33.11, p < .001, η2
p = 0.11, d = 0.65.

Table C.7.: Descriptive Statistics for Structural Network Features in Different Seating Positions

Front (N = 122) Back (N = 152)
M (SD) Mdn (MAD) M (SD) Mdn (MAD)

DC peers 0.50 (0.27) 0.45 (0.31) 0.89 (0.30) 0.89 (0.25)
DC teacher 0.71 (0.14) 0.72 (0.16) 0.47 (0.17) 0.46 (0.17)
DC screen 0.79 (0.15) 0.83 (0.14) 0.64 (0.18) 0.65 (0.15)
N cliques peers 2.21 (2.39) 2.00 (2.97) 3.24 (2.93) 3.00 (4.45)
Avg clique size peers 2.20 (0.70) 2.32 (0.48) 2.40 (0.71) 2.44 (0.58)
Proportion boys in cliques 0.45 (0.17) 0.50 (0.11) 0.60 (0.18) 0.63 (0.09)
WDC screen 1.50 (0.28) 1.43 (0.22) 2.27 (0.44) 2.29 (0.39)
CS teacher/screen – peers 1.45 (0.47) 1.38 (0.43) 2.05 (0.51) 2.06 (0.50)
Uniformity overall -5.34 (2.52) -5.28 (2.72) -3.89 (1.94) -3.86 (1.96)
Note. Mean values and standard deviations (M and SD, respectively) as well as medians and median

absolute deviations (Mdn and MAD, respectively) are reported. Values for each of the configuration

conditions are averaged across the other conditions. DC = Degree Centrality; N = Number; Avg =

Average; WDC = Weighted Degree Centrality; CS = Cut Size; GD = Gaze Distribution.

In sum, these results fully support our Hypothesis H1a: The position in the back of the

virtual classroom led to more gaze centrality on virtual peer learners (and less on the vir-

tual teacher and screen), more connectedness of gazes among peers and more uniformly

distributed gazes between OOIs in the IVR classroom (see summary in Table C.6).

Effects of virtual avatar visualization style on the structure of students’ gaze-based atten-

tion networks

Our second hypothesis (H1b) suggested that a cartoonish visualization of avatars would

lead to more gaze centrality on virtual peer learners and less gaze centrality on the virtual

teacher (gaze centrality on the screen not affected), more connectedness of gazes among

peers, and due to the increased focus on peer learners, a less uniformly distributed gaze
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overall in the IVR classroom. Results showed that the virtual avatars’ visualization style had

a significant effect on a number of the structural features describing students’ gaze-based

attention networks (descriptive statistics in Table C.8).

Table C.8.: Descriptive Statistics for Structural Network Features in Different Avatar Visualiza-
tion Styles

Cartoonish (N = 150) Stylized (N = 124)
M (SD) Mdn (MAD) M (SD) Mdn (MAD)

DC peers 0.79 (0.35) 0.80 (0.36) 0.63 (0.32) 0.60 (0.38)
DC teacher 0.52 (0.21) 0.49 (0.22) 0.65 (0.16) 0.63 (0.17)
DC screen 0.69 (0.18) 0.71 (0.17) 0.73 (0.19) 0.76 (0.19)
N cliques peers 3.24 (2.80) 3.00 (2.97) 2.23 (2.59) 1.00 (1.48)
Avg clique size peers 2.44 (0.62) 2.48 (0.50) 2.15 (0.79) 2.26 (0.39)
Proportion boys in cliques 0.54 (0.16) 0.57 (0.12) 0.52 (0.22) 0.55 (0.13)
WDC screen 2.04 (0.54) 2.08 (0.69) 1.80 (0.51) 1.70 (0.52)
CS teacher/screen – peers 1.88 (0.60) 1.87 (0.65) 1.66 (0.50) 1.66 (0.50)
Uniformity overall GD -4.56 (2.43) -4.17 (2.33) -4.50 (2.20) -4.32 (2.54)
Note. Mean values and standard deviations (M and SD, respectively) as well as medians and median

absolute deviations (Mdn and MAD, respectively) are reported. Values are averaged across the other

configuration conditions. DC = Degree Centrality; N = Number; Avg = Average; WDC = Weighted

Degree Centrality; CS = Cut Size; GD = Gaze Distribution.

With regards to the degree to which OOIs were at the focus of students’ gaze transitions (i.e.,

measured by degree centrality), we found greater degree centrality of peer learners when they

were presented in cartoon style compared to a more stylized visualization, F (1,258) = 20.46,

p < .001, η2
p = 0.07, d = 0.48. In contrast, degree centrality of the teacher was higher in the

stylized visualization compared to the cartoonish one, F (1,258) = 52.03, p < .001, η2
p = 0.17,

d = 0.69. We found no statistically significant differences for the degree centrality of the

screen based on different avatar visualizations.

Turning to the gaze activity among virtual peer learners, the number and the average size

of cliques among peers differed significantly between the visualization styles of the virtual

avatars in the IVR. Both the number of cliques among peers and the average clique size

were statistically significantly higher when virtual peer learners were visualized in cartoon

style; F (1,258) = 9.81, p = .002, η2
p = 0.04, d = 0.37, and F (1,258) = 12.47, p < .001, η2

p = 0.05,

d = 0.41 for the number and average size of cliques, respectively. The proportion of boys in

the observed cliques was not affected by the visualization style of virtual avatars.

Moreover, we found more evenly distributed gazes between the screen and peers (i.e.,
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higher weighted degree centrality screen) when avatars were visualized in cartoon style,

F (1,258) = 34.82, p < .001, η2
p = 0.12, d = 0.46. Similarly, the results showed more gaze

transitions between the teacher/screen and peers (i.e., higher cut size) for the cartoonish

visualization, F (1,258) = 14.30, p < .001, η2
p = 0.05, d = 0.39. The visualization style of virtual

avatars had no effect on the overall uniformity of gaze distribution across OOIs in the IVR

classroom.

In sum, these results partially support our Hypothesis H1b (see summary in Table C.6).

Effects of virtual peers’ hand-raising behavior on the structure of students’ gaze-based

attention networks

Our third hypothesis (H1c) was that more hand-raising behavior of virtual classmates

would lead to more gaze centrality on peer learners (and gaze networks less centered on the

teacher or screen), more connected gazes among peers, and based on the desire to obtain

a comprehensive picture of peer learners’ behavior, a more uniformly distributed gaze in

the IVR classroom. In fact, the manipulation of virtual peers’ performance-related behavior,

specifically their hand-raising behavior, had a statistically significant effect on students’ gaze-

based attention networks. In particular, the degree to which virtual peer learners, the virtual

teacher and the screen with the lesson content were the focus of students’ gaze transitions

(measured by degree centrality) was affected by the hand-raising conditions; F (3,258) = 7.76,

p < .001, η2
p = 0.08 and F (3,258) = 8.09, p < .001, η2

p = 0.09 and F (3,258) = 4.94, p = .002,

η2
p = 0.05 for the degree centrality of virtual peer learners, the virtual teacher and the screen,

respectively. As can be seen in Figure C.12, descriptively speaking, the degree centrality of

virtual peers was highest in the ‘extreme’ hand-raising conditions of 20% and 80% (see solid

blue line), whereas the degree centrality of the teacher and the screen showed the opposite

pattern (see dotted and dashed blue lines).

Tukey’s HSD test for multiple comparisons showed that the degree centrality of peers

was significantly higher in the 20% hand-raising condition compared to the 65% condition

(p = .004, d = 0.48) and significantly lower for the 65% compared to the 80% hand-raising

condition (p < .001, d = 0.64). In turn, the degree centrality of the teacher and screen

were significantly lower in the 20% hand-raising condition compared to the 65% condition

(p = .002, d = 0.54, and p = .039, d = 0.34 for the teacher and screen, respectively) and

significantly higher for 65% compared to 80% hand-raising (p < .001, d = 0.63, and p = .002,

d = 0.55 for the teacher and screen, respectively).

With regard to gaze activity among virtual peer learners, the hand-raising conditions had
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Figure C.12.: Normalized Mean Values of Gaze Features by Hand-Raising Conditions

Note. Values are averaged across seating position and avatar visualization. DC = Degree Centrality; N

= Number; Avg = Average; t/s = teacher/screen; GD = Gaze Distribution.

no statistically significant effect on any of the respective features (i.e., number and average

size of cliques as well as proportion of boys in the observed cliques; see light grey lines in

Figure C.12).

Lastly, whereas the hand-raising behavior of virtual peers also had no effect on the amount

of transitions between teacher/screen and peers (i.e., cut size) and the overall uniformity of

gaze distribution across OOIs in the IVR classroom, the results indicated significantly different

levels of weighted degree centrality of the screen in the different hand-raising conditions,

F (3,258) = 12.92, p < .001, η2
p = 0.13. A similar pattern as for the gaze centrality markers

was observed: Weighted degree centrality of the screen (i.e., uniformity of gaze distribution

between screen and peers) was highest in the 20% and 80% hand-raising conditions (see solid

dark grey line in Figure 6). Tukey’s HSD test for multiple comparisons indicated statistically

significant differences between 20% and 65% (p < .001, d = 0.60), 35% and 65% (p = .028,

d = 0.35), 35% and 80% (p = .017, d = 0.29), and 65% and 80% (p < .001, d = 0.69).

In sum, the pattern of results for the effects of peer learners’ hand-raising on students’

gaze-based attention networks in the IVR classroom was different than we hypothesized

(H1c). Descriptive statistics for the structural features of students’ gaze-based attention

networks in the different hand-raising conditions are given in Table C.9. Detailed statistics
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for the post-hoc comparisons can be found in the supplemental material.

Interaction effects of social-related IVR classroom configurations on the structure of

students’ gaze-based attention networks

In addition to the main effects described above, we explored interaction effects of the differ-

ent IVR configuration conditions on students’ gaze-based attention networks. We expected

that the effects of the avatars’ visualization style and the variation in peers’ performance-

related behavior on students’ gaze-based attention networks would be particularly pro-

nounced when students were sitting in the back, where more peer learners were in the field

of view (Hypothesis H1d). Whereas the effects of virtual peers’ hand-raising behavior on

students’ gaze-based attention networks (see main effects in Section 4.1.1) were not affected

by students’ seating position, the results showed that the effects of the virtual avatar visual-

ization style on students’ gaze-based attention networks (see main effects in Section 4.1.2)

were more pronounced when participants were sitting in the back of the IVR classroom. The

results thus provided partial support for Hypothesis H1d.

As Figure C.13a shows, the focus of students’ gaze transitions on virtual peer learners (i.e.,

degree centrality peers) visualized in a cartoon-style way was significantly greater in the back

position; F (1,258) = 11.87, p < .001, η2
p = 0.04. Similarly, as can be seen in Figure C.13b, the

degree centrality of the stylized teacher was significantly lower in the back; F (1,258) = 19.77,

p < .001, η2
p = 0.07. There were no significant interaction effects of the IVR configuration

conditions for connectedness of gazes (see Figure C.13d-e).

Moreover, as Figures C.13g-i show, the higher levels of the uniformity markers in the

cartoon-style visualization of virtual avatars were particularly pronounced in the back posi-

tion. The interaction effects were small compared to the main effects, but indicated statisti-

cally significant differences for the weighted degree centrality of the screen, F (1,258) = 6.08,

p = .014, η2
p = 0.02, cut size, F (1,258) = 12.50, p < .001, η2

p = 0.05, and overall uniformity of

gaze distribution, F (1,258) = 21.44, p < .001, η2
p = 0.08.
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Figure C.13.: Boxplots of Structural Network Features by Seating Position and Avatar Visual-
ization

Note. Values are averaged across hand-raising conditions. DC = Degree Centrality; N = Number; Avg =

Average; t/s = teacher/screen; GD = Gaze Distribution.
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How does the structure of students’ gaze-based attention networks relate to their learning

experiences in the IVR classroom?

The second research question asked how students’ gaze-based attention networks in

the IVR classroom relate to (a) their interest in the IVR lesson on computational thinking,

(b) their evaluation of their own competence (i.e., situational self-concept) and (c) their

performance on a test about the IVR lesson content afterwards. In this section, we report

results of partial correlations between these outcomes and markers of students’ gaze-based

attention networks (i.e., structural variables describing gaze centrality, gaze connectedness

among peers, and overall uniformity of gaze distribution), controlling for students’ gender,

general intelligence self-concept, and initial interest in the lesson topic as well as the IVR

configuration conditions. We expected that more gaze centrality on peers and a higher

connectedness of gazes among peers would be related to lower interest in the IVR lesson,

lower situational self-concept, and lower test performance after the IVR lesson (Hypothesis

H2a), and that more gaze centrality on the teacher and screen would be related to higher

interest in the IVR lesson, higher situational self-concept, and better test performance after

the IVR lesson (Hypothesis H2b). Table C.10 provides an overview of the results.

The results indicated that markers of students’ gaze-based attention were most consistently

related to their interest in the IVR lesson in the present study: Higher gaze centrality on the

screen where the lesson content was presented was associated with higher interest in the IVR

lesson topic (ρ = 0.15, p = .011, d = 0.30); conversely, the greater the gaze centrality on virtual

peers, the lower the reported interest in the IVR lesson topic (Spearman’s rho ρ = −0.14,

p = .021, d = 0.28). Similarly, students’ interest in the IVR lesson topic was negatively related

to the number of observed cliques among peers (ρ =−0.16, p = .009, d = 0.32), the average

clique size (ρ =−0.17, p = .007, d = 0.35) and the proportion of boys in the observed cliques

(ρ =−0.18, p = .003, d = 0.37).

In addition, only one gaze-based feature each exhibited a small statistically significant

relation with students’ evaluation of their own competence in the IVR lesson (i.e., situational

self-concept) and their performance on the posttest. The proportion of boys in the observed

cliques was significantly related to students’ situational self-concept: The more boys were in

the observed cliques, the lower a student’s situational self-concept (ρ =−0.12, p = .043, d =
0.24). In turn, degree centrality of the screen was positively related to students’ performance

on the posttest: The more students’ gaze-based networks centered on the screen, the better

their performance on the posttest (ρ = 0.13, p = .028, d = 0.26).

In sum, the results partly supported Hypotheses H2a and H2b.
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Table C.9.: Descriptive Statistics for Structural Network Features in Different Hand-Raising
Conditions

20% (N = 72) 35% (N = 64) 65% (N = 60) 80% (N = 78)
M (SD) Mdn (MAD) M (SD) Mdn (MAD) M (SD) Mdn (MAD) M (SD) Mdn (MAD)

DC peers 0.75 (0.35) 0.80 (0.35) 0.68 (0.32) 0.75 (0.35) 0.59 (0.32) 0.56 (0.33) 0.81 (0.36) 0.79 (0.39)
DC teacher 0.55 (0.19) 0.51 (0.20) 0.59 (0.20) 0.59 (0.22) 0.65 (0.18) 0.67 (0.20) 0.53 (0.20) 0.52 (0.21)
DC screen 0.70 (0.18) 0.72 (0.18) 0.73 (0.16) 0.73 (0.17) 0.76 (0.17) 0.82 (0.13) 0.66 (0.19) 0.68 (0.19)
N cliques peers 2.94 (3.06) 2.00 (2.97) 2.58 (2.72) 2.00 (2.97) 2.25 (2.45) 2.00 (2.97) 3.21 (2.66) 3.00 (2.97)
Avg clique size peers 2.31 (0.77) 2.32 (0.47) 2.33 (0.66) 2.38 (0.56) 2.21 (0.68) 2.33 (0.49) 2.37 (0.72) 2.44 (0.45)
Proportion boys in cliques 0.53 (0.20) 0.57 (0.11) 0.53 (0.17) 0.55 (0.11) 0.51 (0.20) 0.54 (0.18) 0.54 (0.19) 0.57 (0.14)
WDC screen 2.01 (0.54) 2.04 (0.69) 1.89 (0.57) 1.83 (0.67) 1.71 (0.45) 1.58 (0.40) 2.05 (0.52) 2.16 (0.59)
CS teacher/screen – peers 1.86 (0.57) 1.82 (0.64) 1.75 (0.63) 1.72 (0.59) 1.68 (0.55) 1.74 (0.57) 1.81 (0.52) 1.77 (0.65)
Uniformity overall GD -4.28 (2.15) -3.92 (2.00) -4.48 (2.23) -4.08 (2.04) -4.84 (2.17) -4.93 (2.22) -4.58 (2.67) -4.13 (2.81)

Note. Mean values and standard deviations (M and SD, respectively) as well as medians and median

absolute deviations (Mdn and MAD, respectively) are reported. Values are averaged across the other

configuration conditions. DC = Degree Centrality; N = Number; Avg = Average; WDC = Weighted

Degree Centrality; CS = Cut Size; GD = Gaze Distribution

C.2.6. Discussion

The present study aimed to answer central questions about the configuration of IVR class-

rooms for educational research and practice and therefore examined how different socially

relevant IVR classroom configuration features affect how students attend to different types of

(social) information provided in the IVR classroom (RQ 1). We focused on three social-related

IVR classroom configuration features that represent variations in spatial, visual, and behav-

ioral proximity of the simulated virtual social counterparts, namely (a) students’ positioning

in the front vs. back of the IVR classroom, (b) the visualization style of virtual avatars as car-

toonish vs. stylized, and (c) virtual peers’ performance-related behavior in terms of different

proportions of hand-raising students. Students’ visual attention behavior was assessed via

students’ eye-tracking data, more specifically via features reflecting the structure of students’

gaze-based attention networks (i.e., the gaze centrality on OOIs, connectedness of gazes

among OOIs and uniformity of gaze distribution across OOIs). The results showed statistically

significant differences between the social-related IVR classroom configuration conditions for

all structural features of students’ gaze-based attention networks in the classroom. To gain a

more in-depth understanding of the structural features, in a second step, we examined how

the structure of students’ gaze-based attention networks relates to how students experienced

the IVR classroom scenario (RQ 2). The results showed statistically significant relations to

students’ interest in the IVR lesson as well as their evaluation of their own competence (i.e.,

situational self-concept) and performance after the IVR lesson.

In the following sections, we discuss our findings in more detail. We focus on practical
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conclusions concerning the configuration of IVR classrooms and the use of gaze-based

attention networks to describe students’ learning experiences in the IVR classroom in an

objective and interpretable manner. However, we would like to highlight that these practical

conclusions are naturally and closely intertwined with theoretical arguments. Theoretically

speaking, our study showed that peer effects that have mostly been observed in "traditional"

classrooms [383], [384] also play an important role in students’ learning experiences in IVR

classrooms. In this vein, our study extended established findings about peer effects in the

classroom to the immersive virtual space and thereby provides the groundwork for many

further studies that will examine how IVR classrooms can be used to advance educational

research and practice.

Effects of social-related configurations on students’ gaze-based attention networks
in the IVR classroom

We examined students’ gaze-based attention networks in an IVR classroom with different

configuration conditions to obtain in-depth and objectively measurable insights into how

different IVR classroom features affect how students attend to (social) information in the

IVR classroom scenario. Taken together, our findings indicate that students’ seating position

as well as the visualization style and performance-related behavior of virtual avatars in an

IVR classroom need to be carefully considered when using IVR for learning purposes or

experimental classroom research. The present study’s findings have important implications

for educators and scholars aiming to select the best configuration to examine and utilize peer

effects in an IVR classroom.

First, regarding participants’ position in the IVR classroom (i.e., the spatial proximity of

simulated social counterparts, such as the virtual teacher and virtual classmates), our find-

ings indicated that positioning students in the front of an IVR classroom led to gaze-based

attention networks that were more centered on the instructional content, whereas a position

in the back was associated with a more comprehensive perception of all (social) information

provided in the IVR classroom. Extending the findings of existing IVR studies suggesting

better learning outcomes when sitting in the front of an IVR classroom [66], [91], our results

provide evidence that, indeed, sitting in the front of an IVR classroom centers students’ gaze

more on the teacher and instructional content. Although this finding might be intuitive,

considering that students sitting in the back have the whole class of peers in front of them,

our results also indicated that students sitting in the back did not just focus more on peer

learners, but distributed their attention more evenly across the classroom in general. More
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Table C.10.: Partial Correlations of Gaze-Based Features with Interest in the Lesson, Situa-
tional Self-Concept, and Posttest Score

Interest in Situational Posttest
IVR lesson self-concept score

DC peers
-.14* -.10 -.12

[-0.26, -0.02] [-0.21, 0.02] [-0.24, 0.00]

DC teacher
.11 .07 .06

[-0.01, 0.23] [-0.05, 0.19] [-0.07, 0.17]

DC screen
.15* .10 .13*

[0.04, 0.27] [-0.02, 0.21] [0.02, 0.25]

N cliques peers
-.16** -.06 -.04

[-0.27, -0.04] [-0.18, 0.06] [-0.16, 0.08]

Avg clique size peers
-.17** -.04 .00

[-0.28, -0.05] [-0.16, 0.08] [-0.12, 0.12]

Proportion boys in cliques
-.18** -.12* -.11

[-0.30, -0.06] [-0.24, 0.00] [-0.23, 0.01]

WDC screen
-.10 .00 -.03

[-0.22, 0.02] [-0.12, 0.12] [-0.15, 0.09]

CS teacher/screen – peers
.07 -.04 .01

[-0.05, 0.19] [-0.16, 0.08] [-0.11, 0.13]

Uniformity overall GD
.09 -.01 -.07

[-0.03, 0.21] [-0.13, 0.11] [-0.19, 0.05]
Note. Partial correlations controlling for gender, intelligence self-concept and initial interest in the

lesson topic computational thinking as well as the IVR classroom configuration conditions. Variables

are non-normally distributed; thus, Spearman’s rho is reported. The Bonferroni correction was used

to adjust for multiple significance tests. 95% confidence intervals are given in brackets. DC = Degree

Centrality; N = Number; Avg = Average; WDC = Weighted Degree Centrality; CS = Cut Size; GD = Gaze

Distribution. ** p < .01. * p < .05
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balanced gaze transitions from the instructional content on the screen to different peers and

more gaze transitions back and forth between the teacher or screen and peer learners rather

than solely focusing on the instructional content might be an indication of more integrated

visual attention toward (social) information in the classroom [106], [417]. Notably, in the

present IVR lesson, the learning content was mainly provided by the virtual teacher and

on the screen in the front of the classroom; therefore, students’ attentional focus on the

teacher and screen was desirable with regard to learning outcomes. However, given that peer

learners can serve as an important source of information during instruction (e.g., [383]), a

seating position in the back of the classroom might be more beneficial for learning in cases

where virtual classmates are designed to be actively involved in the process of knowledge

acquisition (e.g., as role models, to clarify misconceptions, etc.).

Second, regarding the visualization style of the virtual avatars (i.e., the visual proximity of

simulated social counterparts, such as the virtual classmates), our findings indicate that for

our sample of sixth graders, visualizing peer learners in a cartoon style was not just more cost-

and time-efficient, but yielded no considerable disadvantages compared to a more realistic

(i.e., stylized) visualization of peers: In fact, the students showed higher visual attention focus

and gaze activity on cartoonish virtual peer learners, with particularly pronounced effects in

the back seating position. Notably, alongside existing explanations for these findings (e.g.,

cartoonish peer learners are unusual and therefore attract more attention and cartoonish

peers have larger head sizes which leads to increased visual attention; [3], [37]), the results

of the present study point to an additional important aspect: When virtual avatars were

visualized in cartoon style, we found (a) more equally distributed gazes between and screen

and different peers and (b) more gaze transitions between instructional content (i.e., teacher

and screen) and virtual peer learners, indicating that cartoon-style learners do not just attract

attention to themselves, but are more engaging for students in an IVR classroom in general.

This finding is not just important given that programming costs increase exponentially

as virtual avatars become increasingly realistic, it also points to potential affordances of

cartoonish characters when aiming to design IVR classroom environments that invite high

engagement with virtual avatars (e.g., in collaborative learning scenarios or with virtual

classmates as emotional support).

Third, with regard to peer learners’ performance-related behavior (i.e., the behavioral prox-

imity of simulated virtual classmates), our findings indicated that virtual peer learners’

hand-raising had the greatest effect on students’ visual attention distribution in the IVR

classroom when it was most salient and unambiguous (i.e., a clear minority or majority of
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peers raising their hands). Against our expectation that more hand-raising would lead to

more gaze centrality on peers (and respectively less on the teacher and screen), we found

the highest gaze centrality on peers in the ‘extreme’ conditions of 20% and 80% hand-raising

(and respectively the highest gaze centrality on the teacher and screen in the more moderate

conditions of 35% and 65% hand-raising). Importantly, these effects were not affected by

seating position, suggesting that the most salient hand-raising conditions of 20% and 80%

were recognized most by students regardless of whether they were positioned in the front or

the back of the IVR classroom. Indicating that ‘social manipulations’ in an IVR classroom

are particularly effective when they are very clearly interpretable (i.e., almost none or pretty

much all peers are raising their hands), this finding has important implications for the design

of peer learners’ behavior in IVR classrooms in both educational research and practice. More

specifically, this finding suggests that peers’ (performance-related) behavior needs to be

configured to be as unambiguous as possible (a) to investigate respective effects of peer be-

havior on student learning, and (b) to strategically deploy respective behaviors in the design

of simulated virtual peer learners as pedagogical agents in IVR classroom-based learning

applications (see, e.g., [91], [386], [406]).

Using gaze-based attention networks to gain insights into students’ learning
experiences in the IVR classroom

Given that the use of graph-based analysis is a relatively new approach for analyzing gaze

data and visual attention, especially in an IVR classroom setting and in relation to students’

learning experiences, we were interested in how the structure of students’ gaze-based atten-

tion networks relates to central outcome variables in the context of classroom learning (i.e.,

students’ interest, situational self-concept and performance).

In line with our expectations, we found significant relations between students’ learning

experiences in the IVR classroom and their gaze centrality on peers, the teacher and the

screen as well as with the connectedness of gazes among peers. Notably, the examined

structural features of students’ gaze-based attention networks allowed us to capture specific

aspects of students’ visual attention distribution, such as gaze centrality on certain objects of

interest or visual attention focus on different subgroups (e.g., the proportion of boys in the

observed cliques). In the end, we found relations between educational outcomes and the

structure of students’ gaze-based attention networks exclusively for features describing visual

attention tied to different objects of interest (e.g., degree centrality on the screen, proportion

of boys in observed cliques), whereas more general descriptions of students’ gaze behavior
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(i.e., markers of uniformity) were not related to any of the examined educational outcomes.

As expected, the more interested students were in the IVR lesson content, the more they

focused on the instructional content and the less they attended to social information provided

by their peers. Accordingly, students’ test performance after the IVR lesson was positively

related to their visual attention focus on the screen. Given that everything necessary to obtain

a good test score was presented on the screen, this finding is in line with our expectations.

At the same time, considering that the most important content of the IVR lesson was also

presented orally by the teacher and the audio was the same in all IVR configurations, it

is not surprising that the effect of visual attention on the lesson content was comparably

small. Notably, students’ performance after the IVR lesson was not related to their visual

attention on peers. On the one hand, this finding might be considered reassuring given the

potential detrimental effect of peers as distractions from the instructional content; on the

other hand, considering the effect of only the ‘extreme’ hand-raising behaviors on students’

gaze-based attention networks, this finding additionally highlights that the manipulation

of hand-raising behavior in the present study was not ‘powerful’ enough to make use of

potential beneficial effects of peers—for instance, as pedagogical agents. Hence, it might

be worthwhile to implement fewer but very salient peer avatars (in line with suggestions by

[301]).

Regarding students’ situational self-concept, only the proportion of boys in the observed

cliques exhibited a negative relation to how students evaluated their own competence during

the IVR lesson. In line with common assumptions in research on reference group effects,

we expected similar findings for the degree centrality of peer learners as well as for the

number and average size of cliques among virtual peers. Hence, the present study’s finding

highlights the role of very specific social information for students’ self-evaluations. Although

the observed effect is small and needs further investigation in future studies, we argue

that this result is particularly interesting given that our IVR lesson concerned the topic of

computational thinking, which might be associated with gender stereotypes that affect who

students compare themselves to and how they consequently evaluate themselves [433]–[436].

Speaking to methodological contributions regarding the use of gaze-based attention net-

works, we would like to highlight that the successful application of respective algorithms

is highly context- and task-specific. The basis for our gaze-based attention networks are

adjacency matrices, which other studies typically use in scanpath analyses or as input for

Support Vector Classification or other machine learning algorithms [114]. The purpose of

such methods is to incorporate the spatiotemporal, sequential nature of eye movements
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into the analyses [437]. In our study, we created networks from gaze transitions in an IVR

classroom to extract features that describe students’ visual attention. Attesting to the high

context-specificity of the algorithms used, we argue that the possibilities and limitations

of this approach need to be carefully tested and adapted when applied in other scenarios.

However, we see two main advantages of using and further developing this methodology.

First, most of the current scanpath algorithms make it difficult to explain results because their

features are highly abstract. Using graph or network theory instead makes eye movement

patterns visible and extracted features comprehensible. Second, combining methodological

approaches that so far have only been sparsely connected (i.e., analysis of eye-tracking data

from IVR environments and graph/network theory) offers the possibility of developing a

multidisciplinary perspective on the nature of human visual attention.

Limitations and future directions

In the present study, we applied graph theory and network analysis to students’ eye-tracking

data from an IVR lesson to examine differences in students’ gaze-based attention networks

in an IVR classroom with different configurations. We manipulated three central configura-

tion features of the IVR classroom (i.e., students’ position, the visualization style of virtual

avatars, and performance-related behavior of virtual peer learners) and examined central

structural variables describing students’ gaze-based attention networks in three categories

(i.e., gaze centrality, connectedness of gazes among peer learners, and uniformity of gaze

distribution across OOIs). Notably, although our approach yielded a number of important

findings, we would also like to point out some limitations that provide great potential for

future research regarding the configurations of IVR classroom environments and students’

individual responses to them.

In terms of IVR classroom design, we would like to highlight four critical aspects. First, we

applied a neutral design of the classroom environment and focused on specificities of virtual

avatar design as a particularly socially relevant feature. However, it should be noted that the

overall IVR classroom design (e.g., wall color, posters, lighting, etc.) provides many additional

opportunities to further guide students’ attentional focus and affect their perception of the

IVR classroom scenario (see, e.g., [438]). Second, whereas we found significant positive

effects of the cartoonish avatar visualization on students’ overall engagement with virtual

peer learners, it needs to be considered that our sample consisted of sixth graders who

might have been more engaged with cartoon learners in comparison to adults or older

students. Future research should extend these findings and examine the effects in different
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age groups. Third, in order to render 24 virtual peer agents, we needed to keep the visual

realism under a certain level; hence, even our "more realistic" (i.e., stylized) avatars do

not represent the highest degree of realism that is currently possible. In addition, we only

varied the visualization style of the virtual avatars; both visualization styles were based

on the same motion captures and therefore, the avatars’ movements and gestures were

identical across the different visualizations. In light of previous work demonstrating the

importance of a good match between behavioral and photographic realism [439], [440], it

seems worthwhile for future research to further explore different visualization styles of peer

learners in combination with different simulations of performance-related behaviors. Fourth,

we only varied the appearance of the virtual avatars of the peer learners and the teacher,

whereas the participating students were not represented by an avatar in our IVR classroom.

In light of the substantive body of research examining the effects of self-representation via

avatars on users’ behavior and experience in IVR (see meta-analysis by [441]), implementing

representations of participating students in the IVR classroom seems worth investigating

further.

With regard to the virtual peer learners’ behavior, we manipulated their performance-

related behavior via hand-raising as an indicator of their performance and overall behavioral

engagement. Based on the present study’s findings suggesting (a) an effect of peers’ hand-

raising on students’ gaze-based attention networks in the IVR classroom and (b) a relation

between gaze-based attentional focus on peers and central learning outcomes, we argue that

future research should extend this line of research and consider additional variations of peer

behavior and classroom composition. In addition, given that the proportion of observed

boys also had an effect on students’ self-evaluations, future research should make use of the

affordances of IVR to examine gender differences with regard to peer effects (see, e.g., Chang

et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2014).

Moreover, our IVR was fully preprogrammed, which allowed for maximum standardization

and therefore systematic insights into students’ IVR experience. However, we believe that

the implementation of some interaction options for participating students might provide

additional valuable insights into reference group effects in an interactive yet standardized

setting. For instance, Liao et al. [301] demonstrated the impact of virtual classmates on

students’ learning by implementing interactive virtual classmates with time-anchored com-

ments and behaviors based on content and valence analyses of participants’ prior comments

during instruction. Combining such approaches with analyses of students’ actual gaze-based

attentional networks in the classroom seems like a promising avenue to gain insights into (a)
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how students make use of (social) information provided in the IVR classroom and (b) how

the ideal IVR classroom for student learning should consequently be configured.

Notably, when students learn with new technologies, such as IVR, the pure novelty and

unfamiliarity of the technological learning environment can affect their learning experiences

and respective outcomes [442], [443]. In the present study, about half of the participants

used IVR technology for the first time; importantly, participants perceived the IVR classroom

scenario as very similar to a real-world classroom that they are familiar with. Nevertheless,

we would like to highlight that the effect of novelty and unfamiliarity is important to consider

for future studies when examining technology-enhanced learning environments, such as IVR

classrooms, and students’ learning experiences in them.

Lastly, our IVR lesson lasted only 15 minutes, and we aggregated students’ gaze-based

attention networks over the entire lesson period in order to gain insights into their visual

attention toward (social) information provided in the IVR classroom. Whereas our approach

yielded important insights into the effects of different IVR configurations (see Section 5.1)

and the use of gaze-based attention networks to gain insights into students’ visual attention

and learning experiences in the IVR classroom (see Section 5.2), we argue that future research

should see whether our findings replicate in other and longer IVR classroom scenarios.

Moreover, the graph-based analysis of gaze data has great potential for additionally examining

dynamics and changes in students’ gaze-based attention networks (see, e.g., [367]), such

as whether attentional focus on the teacher decreases over time or whether students focus

their gaze on certain students at important conversational points. In addition, we encourage

future research to explore integrating behavioral information from hand or head movements

into corresponding analyses (see for the potential of head movements, e.g., [444], [445]). Such

studies might yield additional valuable insights into students’ visual attention toward (social)

information in the IVR classroom during different phases of instruction.

C.2.7. Conclusion

Aiming to examine and utilize peer effects in an IVR classroom, the present study answers

central questions about the effects of social-related IVR classroom configurations on students’

visual attention and learning experiences with a full class of simulated virtual peer learners.

Overall, our results underline the potential of transforming "traditional" classrooms into im-

mersive virtual reality scenarios for research purposes and effective learning scenarios. With

regard to social-related IVR classroom configuration, the present study’s findings indicate

that the positioning of students in the IVR classroom, the visualization style of virtual avatars,
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as well as the performance-related behavior of virtual peer learners are decisive features to

consider when configuring an IVR classroom. By examining students’ gaze-based attention

networks during instruction in an IVR classroom, we were able to gain valuable insights into

the effects of different socially relevant IVR classroom configurations on students’ perception

of the IVR classroom environment and visual attention toward respective (social) informa-

tion. Both educational researchers and practitioners are encouraged to carefully consider

potential (side) effects of different social-related IVR classroom configurations in light of

their individual intentions and (research or learning) goals for using an IVR classroom.
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